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Introduction

Structures of nanoscale dimensions open a wide field of new physics and materials with novel properties. In particular, self-organized structure formation by
deposition of metals on surfaces has received much attention recently because
the interplay of diffusion, aggregation, deposition, segregation and superlattice
ordering yields a rich variety of phenomena. The resulting structures are usually
frozen-in and metastable which is good on one hand, since it allows more latitude in tailoring materials for specific needs because extra dynamic parameters
come into play which may be tweaked, but at the same time makes a theoretical
description harder.
An important case is the process of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), where
atoms attach to a cleaned surface exposed to a small flux of atoms in ultra-high
vacuum. Atoms move to potential minima of the surface located at lattice sites
and can perform thermally activated jumps to neighboring sites. The separation
of timescales of vibration at a specific lattice site from the one for the hopping
process, allows for a description based on the hopping processes alone[HTB90].
The transition rates are provided by more microscopic theories such as molecular
dynamics simulations or density functional theory (DFT)[review], or complementary, by experiments. This work deals with timescales much longer than the
individual processes so that the collective properties of many atoms can be studied as they form structures. Description of the growth process can proceed on
different levels of detail. The most microscopic method used in this work is to
follow the individual jumps of atoms in the framework of Kinetic Monte–Carlo
(KMC) simulations[review], which generates possible realizations of the dynamics and is exact for a given set of microscopic rates. The KMC method serves as
a reference for testing the validity of less microscopic methods, which are usually
much less computationally intensive and may provide more physical insight.
The first stage of structure formation in MBE usually proceeds by the assembly
of two-dimensional islands composed of adsorbate atoms on the substrate. For
this nucleation in the first layer, mean field theories successfully describe important quantities, such as the island density[Bru98, MK04]. They are summarized
in sec. 2. The parameters in these theories are the densities of islands of various
sizes which are coupled by differential equations describing deposition, diffusion
and attachment. An important question during further growth is, whether the
resulting surface morphology is smooth, which is the case when islands coalesce
before layer completion, or becomes rough when nuclei form on top of islands
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1 Introduction
so that three dimensional clusters result. Nucleation in the second layer differs
from nucleation in the first layer because of the confined geometry as encountered
on top of a growing island. In addition, more parameters enter in the form of
the energy barrier needed to overcome the step edge. With the limited effective
system size in the confined geometry, fluctuations in the number of atoms on top
of an island can become important and the mean field approach ceases to be valid
in general (somewhat reminiscent of fluctuations in the vicinity of a critical point
invalidating mean-field theory in the case of phase transitions). Chapter 3 of this
work is therefore devoted to a stochastic description of the nucleation process on
top of an island that includes fluctuations, also in the presence of certain short
and medium range interactions. In the process of second layer nucleation for a
given island, the possible states of atomic configurations can be partitioned into
equivalence classes belonging to similar configurations of atoms and a new master
equation can be set up that describes transitions between such states (this is quite
different from a coarse graining procedure over length scales). We derive the rates
for such transitions, e.g. the attachment to subcritical clusters and loss of atoms
from the island by surmounting the step edge barrier at the perimeter. With
the greatly reduced number of possible states, the master equation can be solved
numerically. The rates are also employed to derive scaling relations between the
key parameters. This scaling theory provides insight into the sequence of events
and which factors limit nucleation depending on parameters. The validity of the
scaling theory and the more general rate equation theory are checked with KMC
simulations.
Chapter 4 deals with the growth of clusters consisting of a binary alloy with a
magnetic component as used for recording devices. This system is well studied
experimentally and shows some interesting features which are not fully understood. For this system, the magnetic properties depend on the local arrangement
of the magnetic species and are believed not to be important for the structure
formation during the growth process. In the description of binary alloys, bond
counting schemes with nearest neighbor interactions have been successfully used
in many simulations. In studies of ordering in binary alloys, the kinetics are
driven by vacancy diffusion, and three-dimensional models with fixed surfaces
were studied[Sch98, FVCP97, KDM01]. Growing surfaces are also studied in
continuum models (e.g. phase field models for crystal growth from a melt), as
well as more microscopic models which usually make simplifying assumptions,
e.g. the use of a solid on solid model (SOS) where the surface is described by a
two dimensional height profile that precludes overhangs. SOS models are popular
because implementation in a simulation is easy and analytical results for large
scale features can be obtained for some cases. However, due to the asymmetry in
lateral to vertical directions, facets on the sides of mounds or clusters are usually
not equivalent to the corresponding surface of the equivalent crystallographic orientation (e.g. all {111} facets, including the surface). To date, fully 3-dimensional
growth is only rarely studied and then only for systems with one atomic species,
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as e.g. in a simulation of sputtering experiments, where the deposition rate is
much higher than in MBE, so that far fewer jumps of the particles need to be
simulated[HGdlR98]. In order to study growth of binary alloys on weakly binding
surfaces which facilitate cluster formation, a sound modeling of the facets is required. We therefore developed an efficient fully three dimensional KMC program
where diffusion on self-organized facets is automatically equivalent for equivalent
facet orientations and additional barriers emerge for moving between neighboring
facets of arbitrary orientation. We simulate MBE growth with parameters chosen
for the CoPt3 system and make the connection between structural and magnetic
properties based on properties of single bonds. We find that the dominant contribution to the magnetic anisotropy is a type of form anisotropy that arises from
segregation of Pt to the surface combined with cluster shape. This anisotropy is
different from the usual dipolar form anisotropy.
More generally, ordering and non-equilibrium effects are studied with classical
Density Functional Theory (DFT) and its time-dependent variant (TDFT). They
are powerful methods to derive phase diagrams, the kinetics of phase transformations and interfacial properties [L9̈4, Eva79, GPDM03] in condensed matter
systems and were also formulated for lattice systems in order to match the discrete
nature of structures encountered e.g. in the description of metallic alloys, adsorbate layers, and complex pattern formation on atomic scales[NDM93, RD96].
The starting point is the uniqueness theorem that states that for given interactions, the mean occupation numbers of all sites uniquely determine the site
energies, so that thermodynamic potentials can be expressed as functionals of
the occupation numbers. In the TDFT approach, deviations from equilibrium
are represented by additional single particle site energies that are determined
self-consistently. Since materials with constituents that have internal degrees of
freedom are of great interest (e.g. magnetic atoms), we developed an extension of
the DFT formalism for lattice gases to systems with internal degrees of freedom
in sec. 5. In order to test approximations commonly used in DFT approaches,
we investigate the statics and dynamics of occupation (density) profiles in the
one-dimensional Potts model. In particular, by taking the exact functional for
this model we can directly evaluate the quality of the local equilibrium approximation used in TDFT. Excellent agreement is found in comparison with KMC
simulations. Finally, principal limitations of TDFT are demonstrated.
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Part I
Epitaxial Growth

2

Basic quantities and concepts

2.1 Molecular Beam Epitaxy
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a well established technique for production of
thin films and is especially important when a fine control over the growth process
is desired. In this technique, adsorbate materials are heated in an evaporation
chamber and the resulting beam is directed to the substrate. Ultrahigh vacuum
with pressures p < 10−10 mbar is needed to avoid contamination by residual vapor.
With typical deposition rates below 1 monolayer per second, a precise control
over the composition is possible. Applications include the fabrication of layered
semiconductor heterostructures for electronic devices, and metallic multilayers of
atomic thickness which show properties not found in the alloy of the constituents.
Nanostructures can be produced by self-organized growth or using templates, e.g.
colloidal or lithographic masks.
MBE growth usually proceeds far from equilibrium and the kinetics are governed by diffusion and aggregation processes. The most important parameters
that can be controlled externally are the deposition flux and temperature. Determining the film morphology in this situation is a problem of stochastic dynamics.
Review articles are available from an experimental viewpoint[Bru98] and theoretical viewpoint focusing on both kinetically and thermodynamically induced
instabilities [PGM+ 00], as well as books, e.g.[MK04]

2.2 Atomistic processes in thin film growth
Before deposition in MBE experiments, substrate surfaces can be prepared by
choice of the cutting or cleavage direction so that low index surfaces are obtained. Initial growth can then start on large terraces which are flat down to
the atomic scale. Atoms are then deposited on the substrate with a rate F per
unit area. At high substrate temperatures the adatoms reevaporate, but under
ordinary conditions this reevaporation can be neglected or effectively taken into
account by a reduced deposition rate. Under the usual conditions, far below the
melting temperature, once an adatom is deposited, it equilibrates locally to a
lattice position by the coupling between adatom vibration and excitations of the
substrate. It will spend most of its time by vibrating about the lattice position
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∆ΕS

E

x

Figure 2.1: TODO: sollte noch durch eigenes Bild ersetzt werden a) Typical
processes occurring in MBE: diffusion, aggregation, breakup of subcritical clusters and
deposition events. b) Illustration of the potential for an atom moving over a step edge.
∆ES is the barrier that has to be surmounted in addition to the diffusion barrier for
crossing the edge.

and performs thermally activated jumps to neighboring free lattice sites over an
energy barrier ∆E ≫ kB T with a comparatively short time needed for the jump
process. In this case transition state theory applies[HTB90]. It describes motion
with a jump rate W = ν exp(−ED /kB T ) for attempt frequency ν and an energy
barrier ED at temperature T . Note that W is the total rate for jumps to any of
the neighboring lattice sites.
Diffusion on an ideal surface can be regarded as a random walk on a twodimensional lattice. The mean square displacement of the position r(t) grows
linearly in time according to
h(r(t) − r(0))2 i = W a2 t = 2d D̂ t

(2.1)

where a is the distance covered by a single jump (usually the nearest neighbor
distance) and d is the dimensionality of the motion. For unconstrained motion on
a surface, d = 2 and D̂ = 41 a2 W coincides with the surface diffusion coefficient D
entering the diffusion equation ∂n/∂t = D∇2 n for the density of adatoms. Since
the exact prefactor is not important for most of the following arguments if used
consistently, we will also use the symbol D for 4D̂ (so that W = D/a2 ) unless the
distinction is needed, as in A.2. The description of the migration process with
the diffusion equation and the right boundary conditions will be very useful in
the following.
The adatoms diffusing on the surface will come into contact as time progresses,
and form islands that are held together by some bonding energy. While islands
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2.3 Nucleation in the first layer
of small size (number of atoms) s ≤ i are unstable and dissociate, islands with
size s > i are stable on the relevant time scales of the experiment. An island of
size s = i is called a critical nucleus. More precisely, the critical nucleus should
be defined by referring to a particular atomic configuration. For simplicity we
do not distinguish between the various possible configurations for a given island
size. The concept of the critical nucleus is a dynamical one, and changes of i can
indeed be observed, e.g. when the temperature is varied[Bru98].
In addition to the energies needed for breakup of subcritical clusters, other
types of interactions can influence the growth, see sec. 3.6. An important factor
controlling the film morphology is the additional step edge barrier ∆ES = ES −
ED (Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier[EH66, Sch69]) that has to be surmounted by an
adatom in addition to the bare surface diffusion barrier ED , when it crosses an
island edge from the upper terrace.

2.3 Nucleation in the first layer
Most of the islands typically nucleate during the first stages of growth in the
sub-monolayer regime, where only a small fraction of the surface is covered by
adatoms. The most important quantities describing initial growth are the evolution of the island density ρx (t) of stable islands on the substrate surface at time
t and more generally the distribution Υ (s, t) of island sizes s (with s being the
number of atoms forming the island). These quantities have been extensively
studied in the past, both by experiment and theory. We will briefly summarize
those results, which are relevant for the following analysis.

2.3.1 Island densities
The typical behavior of ρx (t) is depicted in fig. 2.2. Also shown is the density
of individual adatoms ρ1 (t). As suggested by Amar and Family[AF96], one may
distinguish between four different time regimes from small to large coverage θ ≡
F a2 t: The low-coverage regime L where ρx (t) increases with t and ρx (t) < ρ1 (t),
the intermediate coverage regime I, where ρx (t) increases with t and ρx (t) > ρ1 (t),
the saturation regime S (called aggregation regime A in [AF96]), where ρx (t)
stays approximately constant, and the coalescence regime C, where ρx (t) strongly
decreases due to coalescence of stable clusters. After the initial nucleation phase,
the monomer density ρ1 (t) decreases in regime I (see fig. 2.2), and the standard
rate equations for sub-monolayer growth [VSH84] predict ρx to evolve as
ρx (t) ∝



D
F a4

−

i

i
i+2

1

1

(F a2 t) i+2 eEi /(i+2)kB T

= Γ− i+2 θ i+2 eEi /(i+2)kB T ,

(2.2)
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ρ1(t), ρx(t)

10-3

10

-4

ρx(t)

ρ1(t)

10-5

10-6

L
10-4

I
10-3

10-2
Fa2t

S

C

10-1

Figure 2.2: The densities ρ1 (t) and ρx (t) of adatoms and stable islands with increasing
coverage θ ≡ F a2 t as obtained from a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of sub-monolayer
growth. The different time regimes of low coverage L, intermediate coverage I, saturation S and coalescence C are indicated.

where Ei is the bonding energy of the critical nucleus in its preferred atomic
configuration and
D
(2.3)
Γ=
F a4
is a key parameter which represents the timescales for aggregation and deposition.
It determines how many diffusion jumps an atom can perform on average until
the next atom is deposited. With typical values for Γ ranging from 105 to 1010 ,
this implies about 10 − 106 jumps for each free adatom between deposition events
into an area of 100 × 100 deposition sites.

It should be noted that in regime S, the time dependence according to eq. (2.2)
is not valid, because almost all adatoms being deposited attach to preexisting
stable islands, so that ρx (t) stays constant, ρx (t) = ρx . Within the standard rate
equation approach, this effect may be accounted for by a proper dependence of
the “capture areas” on the adatom density ρ1 (t) (for a detailed discussion of this
point in relation to experiments see [BBJ+ 99]). The scaling of ρx with Γ as given
in (2.2), however, is still correct in regime S,
i

ρx ∝ Γ− i+2 .

(2.4)

The capture area is given by the Voronoi cell associated with an island. In
principle one should define the “dividing lines” in the Voronoi construction with
respect to the island boundaries, which would lead to curved perimeters of capture
areas. This definition amounts to capture areas which are very close to the results
of an even more refined treatment based on the diffusion equation with absorbing
boundary condition at the island perimeters[BSJ+ 99].
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2.3 Nucleation in the first layer
Since the time intervals between attachment events are usually much larger
than the time required for a local rearrangement of atoms at the island boundary, the resulting shapes are usually compact. However, in cases where local
relaxation of atoms due to fast edge diffusion is suppressed, one obtains dendritic
or random fractal structures[BE94]. Dendritic growth (symmetrically branched,
like snowflakes) is preferred at low T or high F , and a shape transition from
dendritic to random fractal structures has been found e.g. for Ag/Pt(111) upon
lowering the deposition flux[RBBK93, BRRK94]. At high temperatures, edge
diffusion becomes relevant, and polygonal or “irregular” compact island morphologies develop (see e.g. [MHBC93]). In the case of reversible aggregation,
theoretical scaling arguments supported by KMC simulations also predict a more
complicated reentrant scenario where compact islands are only found for intermediate values of F [PF99]. In the case of dendritic growth, diffusion of adatoms
on the islands becomes a rather complex phenomenon due to the confined motion
along branches of various lengths[HA87]. We restrict our discussion to the case
of compact islands here. Moreover, it should be noted that even for compact
shapes, the island boundaries may have a fractal or, more precisely, self-affine
[SB95] structure (this is the case e.g. for Eden clusters [PR84]).

2.3.2 Island size distribution
With ρs (t) for the density of islands with size s and ρtot (t) for the total island
density including subcritical islands, the probability that an island has size s is
Υ (s, t) = ρs (t)/ρtot (t). For this distribution the scaling ansatz
 s 
1
Υ (s, t) =
.
(2.5)
χ
hs(t)i
hs(t)i

could
P∞ be matched successfully to simulations and experiments[BE92, BC94]. h. . .i =
s=1 . . . Υ (s, t) denotes an average over s with respect to Υ (s, t). Treating the
argument of the scaling function
χ as a continuous variable, we find from (2.5)
R
m
m ∞
m
m
the relation hs i = hsi 0 dx x χ(x) (as
R long as hsR i < ∞). Taking m = 0, 1
one obtains the normalization properties
P∞ dxχ(x) = dx xχ(x) = 1. 2The mean
island size hs(t)i is given by hs(t)i = s=1 sρs (t)/ρtot (t) = θ/ρtot (t)a . For the
saturation regime S the density of islands with subcritical and critical size is small
and thus ρtot ≃ ρx . Then eq. (2.4) implies
hs(t)i ≃

i
θ
∝ θ Γ i+2 .
2
ρx a

(2.6)

The relation hs(t)i ≃ θ/ρx a2 = F t/ρx can also be understood more directly, since
the increase of hs(t)i with t is given by the flux times the mean capture area ρ−1
x
of adatoms. For compact island growth, the island radius is R(t) ∼ hs(t)i1/2 and
thus from eq. (2.6)
R(t)
= A(F a2 t)1/2 Γi/2(i+2)
(2.7)
a
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with A being some constant.
While mean-field theories for island nucleation in the first layer work remarkably well for predicting island densities, no analytical derivation of a closed form
for the scaling function χ(x) is known that approximates experiments and simulations reasonably well. However, a good fit to results can be obtained with the
empirical form
χ(x) = Ci xi exp(−iai x1/ai )
(2.8)
which was proposed[AF95]
R for regime
R S. The function has a maximum at x = 1
and the two conditions dxχ(x) = dx xχ(x) = 1 determine the parameters Ci
and ai .

More refined ways of analysis[PAF01, EB01] that take into account correlations
between the island size and its capture area by coupling sets of evolution equations
for both quantities, succeed in reproducing simulated size distributions without
supposing an explicit form for the scaling function. In theory, dimer mobility
should affect the scaling properties of the island density and the size distribution
[BGK+ 96], but the effects are difficult to find experimentally.
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3

Second layer nucleation

3.1 Introduction
During the MBE process, two-dimensional islands composed of adsorbate atoms
form on the substrate. If these islands coalesce before stable clusters nucleate
on top of the islands in the second layer, a flat two-dimensional film results. By
contrast, if the onset of second layer nucleation precedes island coalescence, threedimensional cluster formation is obtained. The term “second layer nucleation”
should not be taken literally here but rather should apply to the formation of
stable nuclei on top of islands in general. Nuclei are considered to be stable
once their size exceeds a critical number of i atoms, as defined in sec. 2.2. As
in the case of nucleation in the first layer, the incoming atom flux F and the
jump rate D/a2 of adatoms enter with the ratio Γ ≡ FDa4 . In addition, the step
edge barrier ∆ES , and various dissociation rates of unstable clusters of size s ≤ i
are important parameters. If the bond energies of the unstable clusters (i.e. of
clusters of size s ≤ i) are negligibly small, then the nucleation rate Ω depends
only on two dimensionless parameters, which are the edge crossing probability


∆ES
(3.1)
α ≡ exp −
kB T
and Γ = D/F a4 which was already discussed in the context of nucleation in the
first layer in sec. 2.3. For larger step edge barriers ∆ES one expects adatoms to
remain longer on islands and therefore to accumulate more easily, which would
lead to an increased second layer nucleation rate Ω(R) and smaller typical island
sizes Rc (defined more precisely below) at the nucleation event. In fact, the
theory predicts that only for sufficiently large ∆ES three-dimensional clusters
can occur on the substrate (for an alternative possibility see however [SPT]). In
the case of strongly ramified or fractal island boundaries, the microscopic step
edge barrier can vary strongly along the island boundary[Fei98]. In any case we
will always understand ∆ES as an effective barrier (see below and the footnote
on page 17). For the study of second layer nucleation we will focus on compact
island shapes. Moreover, second layer nucleation in the intermediate regime I of
first layer nucleation (see fig. 2.2) is unlikely to occur, since the island radii in this
regime are typically smaller than the critical radius Rc . We therefore consider the
second layer nucleation in the saturation regime S, where eqs. (2.4)-(2.8) apply.
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3 Second layer nucleation
For the equilibrium case, the question whether three dimensional or layer-by
layer growth can be expected was answered long ago: If the interfacial tension
between the substrate and adsorbate is larger than the difference of the respective surface free energies, then cluster formation is preferred (“Volmer-Weber
growth” [VW26]), while a smaller (or equal) interfacial tension leads to the formation of flat films (“Van-der Merwe growth”). An intermediate case is the
“Stranski-Krastanov growth” mode[SK38], where cluster formation sets in after
the thickness of an initially smooth film exceeds a critical height. This case may
be understood from an interfacial tension that varies with the film thickness.
More recently, the influence of strain effects on equilibrium film morphologies has
been investigated by various authors[BvdM86]. As for the equilibrium structures,
it might be possible that also in the non-equilibrium situation cluster formation
sets in above a certain film thickness, when the relevant parameters governing
the nucleation of stable clusters on top of islands (see below) depend sensitively
on the film thickness. However, despite this similarity of the possible growth
processes with the equilibrium growth modes, it should be noted that the dynamic problem is very different. In MBE, flat films can be produced even if the
adsorbate does not wet the substrate[Bru98].
The first theory for second layer nucleation in MBE was set up by J. Tersoff, A. W. Denier van der Gon, and R. M. Tromp[TvdGT94], which will be
referred to as “TDT approach” in the following. Solving the stationary diffusion
equation in the presence of an incoming flux and employing classical nucleation
theory[VSH84], these authors succeeded in deriving an explicit expression for the
rate of nucleation Ω(R) on top of circular shaped islands of radius R. They assumed that all island radii evolve approximately as the mean island radius R(t)
at time t. This situation will be referred to as the “single-island model” in the
following and will be checked by simulation. In the single-island model, they
calculated from Ω(R) the fraction f (t) of islands on top of which a stable cluster
has nucleated (“covered islands”). It turned out that f (t) rises from zero to one
in the vicinity of a “critical time” tc , which allows one to define a critical island
radius Rc ≡ R(tc ) for second layer nucleation. A simple criterion for the occurrence of “rough multilayer” as opposed to smooth “layer-by-layer growth” is that
Rc is smaller than the mean distance l between islands in the first layer. Using
the TDT approach and experimental results for f (t), ∆ES was estimated for a
variety of different systems [BBRK95, MVvdV+ 95, SH95, Mar96, RT98].
An alternative approach for treating the problem of second layer nucleation
within a stochastic description based on scaling arguments was developed recently
[RM99]. It was shown that for i = 1 the TDT approach is not applicable, but the
detailed treatment of fluctuations with only two atoms on top of the island yields
a correct description of the process (see also [KPM00]; for an earlier approach
focusing on one dimension see [EV94]). In this work we will extend the former
study of second layer nucleation and show under what circumstances the TDT
approach becomes valid again. In particular, we will show that the mean-field
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assumptions underlying the TDT approach are valid for larger critical nuclei
i ≥ 3, while for small critical nuclei i = 1, 2 second layer nucleation is dominated
by fluctuations[HRM00].
Moreover, we will discuss in sec. 3.2.3 how to derive the fraction fm (t) of covered
islands, when one relaxes the assumption that all island radii evolve as the mean
radius R(t). In the time regime of almost constant island density (“saturation
regime” preceeding island coalescence[AF96]) we can define an effective “capture
area” for adatoms (see sec. 2.3.2). In order to calculate fm (t) for the “multi-island
model” from f (t), one needs to know the probability distribution of islands with
a certain size and capture area, when the saturation regime is reached.
This chapter is organized as follows: In the next section we use Kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) simulations to test the equivalence of the multi-island and singleisland models. This provides a base for testing theories, beginning with the TDT
approach in sec. 3.3 which turns out to be in contradiction to the simulation
results in important cases. Then a simplified stochastic description of second
layer nucleation is first presented in its general methodology and subsequently
applied to small and large critical nuclei in sec. 3.4. It is instructive to observe
the different physical conditions that lead to the nucleation event in the two cases.
We develop in sec. 3.5 a general theory for second layer nucleation on the basis
of novel rate equations, which allows one to calculate the time-development of
cluster configurations on compact two-dimensional islands, and apply it to the
cases discussed in the previous sections. Additional rates for two important types
of interactions are derived and incorporated into the theory in sec. 3.6. Experimentally, second layer nucleation is also employed to measure step edge barriers
in cases where other methods (e.g. field ion microscopy) cannot be applied. The
significance of interaction effects for experiments measuring the step edge barrier
is demonstrated and further applications are discussed. Sec. 3.8 concludes the
chapter with a summary and discussion of the most important results as well as
an outlook to further research.

3.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo Simulations
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations are a well-established technique for modeling
MBE experiments [BE99, BHM+ 96, AF95, CSL+ 01]. In our investigation of
second layer nucleation, we adopt a simulation scheme similar to previous, successful models of surface growth kinetics[AF95, BC94]. We choose a substrate
with fcc(111) symmetry, since surfaces of that kind are often studied in metal
epitaxy, and commonly exhibit high ∆ES . The multi-island model simulates the
growth kinetics for a part of the surface large enough to allow for self-organized
island formation. It includes all processes of diffusion and aggregation occurring
in the MBE experiment. By analyzing the set of islands of various sizes on the
substrate, we determine the fraction fm (t) of islands covered with a stable nucleus
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the local relaxation process when an adatom arrives at an
island edge.

at time t. On the other hand, we consider, as in the TDT approach, only one
island with the mean radius R(t) evolving deterministically in time. The fraction
f (t) of covered islands in this single-island model is then determined by calculating the probability for second layer nucleation up to time t from a large set
of independent simulations. By examining both models we are able to quantify
the influence of the cluster size distribution under generic growth conditions. The
data for the multi-island simulations presented here were kindly provided by Jörg
Rottler[Rot99].

3.2.1 Multi-island model

Atoms are randomly deposited with a rate F a2 per unit cell onto a triangular lattice. Only one atom is allowed to occupy a given lattice site. After
instantaneously relaxing to a position, where they are supported by three nearest
neighbors in the layer below (“downward funneling”), the atoms can change their
position by performing thermally activated jumps to a vacant nearest neighbor
site in the same layer. The rate for such an event is νe−(ED +nEb )/kB T for a process
that requires breaking n bonds of energy Eb to neighboring atoms in the same
layer. ED is the energy of the transition state and the resulting rate for diffusion
is D/a2 = νeED /kB T . This jump rate only depends on the initial configuration of
the atom, in contrast to the rates used in chapter 4, where they depend on both
initial and final neighborhoods. This choice implies that diffusion along an edge
requires the same total activation energy as dissociation from the edge. Compact
island morphologies are known to emerge if a fast diffusion process is present
along island edges. Here we include the initial stages of this process similar as
in earlier approaches (see e.g. refs. [AF96, BE95]) by including a local relaxation
mechanism. In this method an atom being in contact with at least one nearest
neighbor after a jump, is immediately transferred to a nearest neighbor site, if
it can increase its coordination number. This procedure is repeated until the
atom can no longer increase its local coordination (see fig. 3.1). This algorithm
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is sufficient to preclude the occurrence of fractal structures[Rot99].
A situation with i = 1 can be realized when Eb /kB T ≫ 1. For 105 ≤ Γ ≤ 109 ,
a value Eb /kB T > 10 is sufficient. In the following, we study this case with an
effective i = 1 for the multi-island model. Once a stable cluster of size s > i has
formed, adatoms can attach to it.
Interlayer diffusion of atoms deposited onto islands is hindered by the EhrlichSchwoebel barrier ∆ES , which reduces the jump rate D/6a2 by the edge crossing
probability α = exp(−∆ES /kB T ).1 For computational convenience, we model the
crossing by a two-step process in the simulation: First, when an atom passes the
boundary by a simple diffusion move, it remains in the same layer but moves to a
place, where it is supported by only two atoms underneath. Then, an additional
move becomes possible where the atom changes the layer with a rate νeED +∆ES /kB T
(for similar simulations including ∆ES , see, e.g. [SH95, RZSV94]). We do not distinguish between crossing of A and B steps or facilitation of processes at kinks and
have not attempted to model any more realistic scenarios, as e.g. collective rearrangements of atoms including exchange processes[WE91, SS94, JJSN95]. This is
well justified as long as one is interested in the influence of an effective Schwoebel
barrier. 2 The implementation also does not account correctly for diffusion on
side facets of 3-dimensional clusters, where the layer may change in a diffusion
jump without involving a step edge barrier (see also chapter 4). Such a fully
3-dimensional simulation is not needed in this case, because the substrate is
modeled with a sufficiently high binding energy so that islands remain flat.
The fraction fm (t) of covered islands as a function of the total coverage F a2 t is
shown in fig. 3.2 for some representative parameters (full symbols). As expected,
fm (t) first is close to zero, then increases strongly in some time interval around
a “critical time” tc , and finally saturates at one. In the inset of fig. 3.2 we show
the dependence of the mean island radius R(t) ≡ (hs(t)i/π)1/2 a on F a2 t during
the growth process. In agreement with (2.7), we find R(t) = A(F a2 t)1/2 Γ1/6 with
A∼
= 0.78.
To be specific, let us define the critical time tc via the condition fm (tc ) = 1/2,
1

Writing D/6a2 = ν exp(−E0 /kB T ) for the in-layer hopping rate and αD/6a2 =
ν ′ exp(−ES /kB T ) = [(ν ′ /ν) exp(−∆ES /kB T )](D/6a2 ) for the hopping rate over the step edge,
one should more generally take α = (ν ′ /ν) exp(−∆ES /kB T ), if the attempt frequencies ν
and ν ′ are different. For a general discussion on analyzing experimental data for attempt
frequencies, see [OBWL01].
2
For the calculation of the effective step edge barrier ∆ES that determines the total escape
rate from an island, one should average over the local escape rates Γµ ∝ exp[−∆Eµ /kB T ]
associated with the set of microscopic barriers {∆Eµ } along the island edge. Accordingly,
∆ES = −kB T lnhexp[−∆Eµ /kB T ]i, where h. . .i denotes an average over the ∆Eµ (with an
appropriate weighting by the probabilities of an adatom to be at the corresponding boundary
sites). Note that for fractal island boundaries this averaging may result in an effective ∆ES
that depends on R.
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Figure 3.2: The fractions fm (t) for the multi-island model (full symbols) and f (t/1.21)
for the single-island model (open symbols) of covered island as a function of the total
coverage F a2 t for i = 1, α = 10−5 , and three different Γ = 105 ( ,  ), 106 (•, ◦), and
107 (N, △). The dashed lines fitting f (t/1.21) were calculated from the theoretical
predictions for the second layer nucleation rate Ω(R(t)) (eq. (3.25)). The solid lines
fitting fm (t/1.21) were calculated according to eq. (3.5) with Υσ (σ) ∼ σ 2 (see text).
The inset displays the time-dependence of the mean island radius R(t) ≡ (hs(t)i/π)1/2 a
(see eqs. (2.6,2.7)).

and the corresponding critical island radius Rc by Rc = R(tc ),
fm (tc ) = 1/2 , Rc ≡ R(tc ) = A(F a2 tc )1/2 Γi/2(i+2) a .

(3.2)

Plots of Rc as a function of α for various fixed Γ are shown in fig. 3.3 (full symbols).
With increasing step edge barrier, i.e. decreasing α, adatoms on average remain
longer on an island and nucleation of stable dimers occurs at smaller island radii.
Accordingly, Rc decreases with decreasing α (see “regime II” in the figure). For
very small α, however, the step edge barrier is practically never surmounted and
thus is in effect infinitely high. Therefore, Rc becomes independent of α (“regime
I” in fig. 3.3). The crossover between the two regimes is marked by the thick solid
line. The full symbols in fig. 3.3 terminate at the dashed line α⋆ (Γ), which marks
the onset of island coalescence. For α > α⋆ (Γ), islands in the first layer merge
before second layer nucleation takes place and Rc can no longer be determined
from the multi-island model. A good fit to the data in regime II can be obtained
with slope 1/7 in the double logarithmic plot, corresponding to a power law
Rc ∼ α1/7 . This will be found to be significantly different from Rc ∼ α1/3 as
predicted by the TDT approach summarized in sec. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Dependence of the critical island radius Rc on α for i = 1 and various
Γ = 105 ( ,  ), 106 (•, ◦), 107 (N, △), and 108 (H, ▽). Full symbols refer to the results
from the multi-island model, while open symbols refer to the results obtained from the
single-island model (Rc = 1.1Rc′ ). The dashed line marks the onset of layer-by-layer
growth, and the solid line with negative slope marks the crossover between regimes I
and II; the solid lines fitting the data in regime II have slope 1/7.

3.2.2 Single-island model
Second layer nucleation can also be addressed in a simpler model, which does
not attempt to describe the entire growth dynamics, but focuses on the decisive
factors that determine nucleation in the presence of the step-edge barrier. In this
model, the complicated nucleation and diffusion-mediated growth of the twodimensional islands, on which the second layer nucleation takes place, is replaced
by letting the radius of one circular island expand deterministically in time as
R(t)/a = A(F a2 t)1/2 Γi/2(i+2) , where A is taken from the full simulation of the
multi-island model.
The island is embedded in a substrate area large enough to accommodate the
island at all relevant times. Deposition and diffusion of adatoms take place in the
same manner as in the multi-island model. Atoms inside the island boundary can
escape by overcoming the step edge barrier. Those atoms that have surmounted
the barrier or that have been deposited outside the island boundary are removed
from the lattice. Thus the single-island model considers the deposition of random
walkers within a time-dependent, circular boundary that is partially reflecting.
Due to its greater simplicity, it allows for more specific analysis with a larger
parameter space (there is no restriction due to coalescence of distinct islands).
In the non-interacting particle model, the “critical event” is to find (i+1) atoms
on neighboring lattice sites. Analogous to the multi-island model we can define
the fraction f (t) of covered islands up to time t. The fraction now refers to
an ensemble of islands obtained in independent simulation runs. All islands in
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these runs grow with the same deterministic growth law. Results for f (t) are
shown in fig. 3.2 for the same parameters as in the multi-island model. Good
agreement with fm (t) is achieved for small times (corresponding to fm (t) . 1/2),
when the time in the single-island model is rescaled by a constant factor, i.e.
fm (t) ≃ f (t′ ) with t′ = t/1.21. The factor is a consequence of the idealized circular
island perimeter in the single-island model. In the multi-island model by contrast,
the islands are far from being perfectly circular. They have rougher edges with
more boundary sites, which causes adatoms to escape the islands more easily and
second layer nucleation to occur at later times t ∼
= 1.21t′ .
At larger times (corresponding to fm (t) & 1/2), however, fm (t) deviates from
f (t′ ) and these deviations become more pronounced for larger Γ. The reason
for this discrepancy is the presence of islands with size much smaller than hs(t)i
in the multi-island model. Nucleation of stable clusters on top of these islands
occurs at a later time, which causes fm (t) to be smaller than f (t′ ) = f (t/1.21)
at large t. In fact, we will show in sec. 3.2.3 that this effect can be accounted
for by considering the probability distribution of islands with a certain size and
capture area. When Rc approaches the mean distance l, coalescences of larger
islands also lead to modifications of fm (t) for t & tc .
The critical radius Rc′ in the single-island model can be defined as in the many
island model by Rc′ = R(t′c ), where f (t′c ) = 1/2. Due to the fact that tc = 1.21t′c
we expect Rc = 1.211/2 Rc′ = 1.1Rc′ . Results for 1.1Rc′ as a function of α are shown
in fig. 3.3 (open symbols) for the same parameters as in the multi-island model
(full symbols). As can be seen from the figure, there is almost perfect agreement
between both data sets. Moreover, the data for Rc′ can be obtained also beyond
the dashed line marking the onset of layer-by-layer growth. Let us also note that,
as long as one is interested only in Rc′ (or Rc = 1.1Rc′ ), one may obtain it even
more simply in the single-island model (without calculating f (t)) by determining
the average radius of the island at the time of the nucleation event,
Z ∞
df (t)
′
′
Rc = R(tc ) ≃
dt
R(t) .
(3.3)
dt
0
Note that df (t)/dt is the probability density of the second layer nucleation times
and that the average of R(t) with respect to df (t)/dt is approximately equal to
R(t′c ), since df (t)/dt is sharply peaked around t′c .

3.2.3 Equivalence of single-island and multi-island models
In order to determine fm (t) from f (t) we define by ψ(s, σ, t) ds dσ the probability
for an island to have a size in the interval [s, s + ds] and a capture area (see
sec. 2.3.2) in the interval [σ, σ+dσ] at time t.
Let us consider f (t) to be a functional of the growth law R(t) only, as it is
the case, for example, when one approximates the second layer nucleation by a
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Poisson process with Ra time dependent nucleation rate Ω(R(t)). Then f (t) =
t
G0 [R(t)] = 1 − exp[− 0 dt′ Ω(R(t′ ))] (see eq. 3.10). In the saturation regime the
growth law for an island can be written as πR2 (t) = s× + F σ(t − t× ), where t× is
the time when the saturation is reached (see fig. 2.2) and s× is the island size at
that time. (We restrict ourselves to film-morphologies far from coalescence here,
so that σ can be regarded as time-independent.) With the specified growth law,
the functional G0 [R(t)] can be expressed by a function g0 = g0 (t; s× , σ, t× ), and
fm (t) is calculated via
Z ∞
Z ∞
fm (t) =
ds×
dσ ψ(s× , σ, t× ) g0 (t; s× , σ, t× ) .
(3.4)
0

0

A detailed investigation of the probability distribution ψ(s, σ, t) is certainly of
interest but beyond the scope of the present work. A simple idea would be
to neglect correlations between the stochastic variables s and σ, ψ(s, σ, t) ≃
Υ (s, t)Υσ (σ, t), and to use previously derived scaling forms for the island size
distribution Υ (s, t) (see e.g. refs. [BE99, AF96]) and the capture area distribution
Υσ (σ, t) (see e.g. refs. [BE92, SP94]).
Here we will follow a simpler approach. Since for typical situations we find
both s× and t× to be significantly smaller than sc = πRc2 and tc , respectively,
we use the growth law s(t) = F σt for an island with capture area σ in the full
simulation. The on-top nucleation probabilities g̃0 (t; σ) for islands exhibiting
different capture areas can then be related by a rescaling of time, i.e. g̃0 (t; σ1 ) =
g̃0 (σ1 t/σ2 ; σ2 ). Moreover, since for film morphologies far from coalescence (α ≪
α⋆ (Γ)), Υ (σ,
independent of time, we have f (t) = g̃0 (t; σ̄),
R t) is approximately
−1
where σ̄ = dσΥσ (σ, t)σ ≃ ρx . Hence,
Z ∞
Z ∞
 σ̄ 
fm (t) =
dσ Υσ (σ) g̃0 (t; σ) =
dσ Υσ (σ) f0 t .
(3.5)
σ
0
0
In this simplified eq. (3.5) knowledge of the nucleation rate Ω(R) is not necessary
and fm (t) can be directly obtained from f (t) when Υσ (σ) is known.
R
R
Writing Υσ (σ) = σ̄ −1 h(σ/σ̄),
where
dx
h(x)
=
dxh(x)x = 1, the transformaR∞
tion (3.5) becomes fm (t) = 0 dxh(x)f (xt). For a random distribution of point
islands, we would have h(x) = exp(−x). However, since there is a depletion zone
of adatoms near an island, the probability for other islands to nucleate in an area
close to an existing one is reduced and not exponential. For an isolated island,
dimensional analysis predicts the extension ξ of the depletion zone to be of order
(D/F )1/4 (alternatively it was suggested [MKWL92] that the linear size of the
depletion zone should scale as the mean island distance l, i.e. ξ ∼ l). By com−1/2
paring ξ with l ∼ ρx ∼ Γi/2(i+2) between islands, we expect that h(x) does not
exhibit a large x regime with h(x) ∼ exp(−x) for i = 1. We thus are satisfied
with a simple power law ansatz h(x) = Cxφ for x ≤ x⋆ , where C and x⋆ follow
from the two conditions imposed on h(x), and φ is a fitting parameter.
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To test this ansatz we take f (t) for Γ = 107 from fig. 3.2 (open symbols or dotted
lines) and compare fm (t) as calculated from eq. (3.5) (solid lines in fig. 3.2) with
the corresponding fm (t) as obtained in the simulation (full symbols in fig. 3.2).
As can be seen from fig. 3.2, for Γ = 106 and Γ = 107 a fairly good account of the
differences between f (t) and fm (t) can be obtained by choosing φ = 2. However,
for Γ = 105 the theoretical curve underestimates the fraction of covered islands at
large times (where fm (t) & 1/2). Better agreement between theory and simulation
can only be obtained if one would allow φ to depend on Γ. Alternatively, we have
tried an ansatz for h(x) similar to that used by Amar and Family [AF95] for the
scaling function characterizing the island size distribution (see eq. (2.8)). This
ansatz yields comparable results, but is also not successful in accounting for the
changes with Γ. It should therefore be interesting to use more detailed theoretical
accounts for ψ(s, σ, t)[MR00, PAF01].
Having shown that the single-island and multi-island models are essentially
equivalent, except for differences between fm (t) from f (t) for large times that
can be attributed to the island size distribution, we will focus on the single-island
model in the remaining part of the chapter.

3.3 TDT Approach
In the TDT approach, [TvdGT94] one starts by calculating the adatom density
ρst1 on a circular island with radius R in the stationary state. The stationary
diffusion equation with the incoming atom flux acting as a source term reads
 2

∂
1 ∂
D
ρst + F = 0 ,
(3.6)
+
∂r 2 r ∂r 1
and it is supplemented by the boundary conditions (α = exp(−∆ES /kB T ))
∂ρst1
∂r

r=0

= 0, −

∂ρst1
∂r

r=R

=

α st
ρ
a 1

r=R

,

(3.7)

where a/α is commonly referred to as the “Schwoebel length” (see also the footnote on page 111). The boundary conditions express the fact that the current
density −D∂ρst1 /∂r must vanish at the origin and that at the edge it is given by
the density ρ1 times the “velocity” (rate times lattice spacing) (Dα/a2)a to cross
the step edge barrier. The solution of eqs. (3.6,3.7) is


F r2
2a
F R2
st
st
st
ρ1 (r) = ρ1 (0)−
1+
.
(3.8)
, ρ1 (0) =
4D
4D
αR
According to standard rate equation theory [VSH84] the local nucleation rate is
proportional to Dρi+1
1 . Hence we obtain from eq. (3.8) for the total nucleation
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rate Ω(R) on top of the island
Z
D R 2πrdr st
Ω(R) = κ 2
[ρ1 (r)a2 ]i+1
2
a 0
a
i+2 "
i+2 #

−(i+1)
αR
D αR
4πκΓ
1+
−1
=
(i+2)α2(i+2) a2 2a
2a

 i+3
R
2a

−(i+1) −(i+1) D

α
, α≪

 4πκΓ
2
a
2a
R
≃


 4πκΓ−(i+1) D R 2(i+2)

2a


,
α≫
2
i+2 a 2a
R

(3.9)

where κ is a constant.

For a given time evolution of the island radius R = R(t), one can calculate the
probability f (t) for a stable nucleus to have formed on top of the island up to
time t as follows: The increase f (t + ∆t)−f (t) in a small time interval ∆t is equal
to the probability [1 − f (t)] that up to time t no stable nucleus has formed times
the probability Ω(R(t))∆t that the nucleation takes place in the time interval
[t, t + ∆t]. Taking the limit ∆t → 0 and solving the corresponding differential
equation with the initial condition f (0) = 0 yields
 Z t

′
′
f (t) = 1 − exp −
dt Ω(R(t )) .
(3.10)
0

Inserting the growth law for R(t) given by (2.7) into (3.9,3.10) yields
"
#
i
Z
2Γ− i+2 R(t)
f (t) = 1 − exp − 2 4
dr rΩ(r)
A Fa 0


 R i+5 
i(i+3)

−
−(i+1)
i+2 α

, α≪

 1 − exp −C< Γ
a
≃

 R 2(i+3) 

i(i+3)

− i+2

 1 − exp −C> Γ
,
α≫
a

(3.11)

2a
R(t)
2a
R(t)

where C> ≡ (2−2(i+1) πκA−2 )/[(i + 2)(i + 3)] and C< ≡ 2−i πκA−2 . In going from the
first to the second line in (3.11) we have used that the integral over r is dominated
by the upper integration bound R(t) (for R(t)/a ≫ 1). It follows that the critical
radius scales as
Rc ∼ Γγ αµ ,
(3.12)

where

i(i+3)
, α ≪ Γi/[2(i+2)]
(i+2)(i+5)
γ=
i



,
α ≫ Γi/[2(i+2)]
2(i+2)





(3.13)
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and



 (i+1) , α ≪ Γi/[2(i+2)]
(i+5)
µ=


0,
α ≫ Γi/[2(i+2)]

(3.14)

Equations (3.12-3.14) predict that for large step edge barriers, Rc depends strongly
on ∆ES , Rc ∼ exp[−(i + 1)∆ES /(i + 5)kBT ], while for small barriers, Rc becomes
independent of ∆ES . For i = 1 in particular, one finds Rc ∼ Γ2/9 α1/3 for α ≪ Γ1/6
and Rc ∼ Γ1/6 for α ≫ Γ1/6 . The exponent µ = 1/3 for α is in contradiction
to the simulation result where Rc ∼ α1/7 was obtained (see also fig. 3.3). In the
next chapter a stochastic description is developed that does not assume the local
nucleation rate to be simply proportional to Dρi+1
1 .

3.4 Stochastic description
In this section we develop a stochastic description of the nucleation process based
on the scaling approach for second layer nucleation presented in [RM99] (see also
Krug et al. [KPM00]). The procedure focuses on the non-interacting particle
model, although formally it is possible to extend scaling concepts to situations,
where the lifetimes of unstable clusters become important. This is discussed in a
more general context in sec. 3.6.1. The treatment of the non-interacting particle
model outlined in this section already captures the salient features of the problem
in terms of lifetimes, occupation probabilities and encounter rates. We will show
that there exist two possible mechanisms for the formation of a stable cluster: In
the first case, there is typically no atom on top of the island and a stable cluster
is formed due to fluctuations, in which by chance i+1 atoms are present on the
island. In the second case by contrast, there are on average more than i+1 atoms
on top of the island during the formation of a stable cluster so that the nucleation
process can be described in a mean-field type manner.
It turns out that the fluctuation-dominated case takes place for i ≤ 2, while
the mean-field situation occurs for i ≥ 3. The TDT approach corresponds to the
mean-field case with the notable supplement that for very large step edge barriers one should deal with the time-dependent adatom density ρ1 (r, t) (solution
of eqs. (3.6),(3.7)) to calculate the nucleation rate Ω(R) from eq. (3.9). In the
language of critical phenomena, one may regard i = 2 as the upper critical size
of the critical nucleus above which mean-field theory becomes applicable. The
existence of this upper critical size was not yet established in [RM99], and accordingly, the extension of the scaling arguments for the fluctuation-dominated
situation to i = 3 was not allowed. The scaling arguments presented here and
published in [HRM00] were generalized to nucleation on terraces with arbitrary
dimensions d [Kru00]. In accordance with general trends in critical phenomena,
fluctuations become less important in higher dimensions and the size of the upper
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critical nucleus size, where fluctuations are important, decreases with increasing
dimension d.
In the stochastic formulation presented below we will develop many of the
necessary ingredients for the general treatment of second layer nucleation in the
next sec. 3.5. Moreover, it is discussed under which conditions mean-field type
expressions for local nucleation rates ∝ Dρi+1
can be used.
1

3.4.1 Fundamental quantities
Nucleation rate Ω(R) and time scale ∆t(R)
Based on a simplified stochastic description[RM99] we will argue that for small
critical nuclei i = 1, 2 the mean number of atoms on top of the island is smaller
than one and the stable nucleus is formed due to fluctuations. This gives rise
to four scaling regimes in an α − Γ diagram, where Rc ∼ Γγ αµ with different
exponents γ and µ. For i ≥ 3 by contrast, nucleation starts out from a situation with many atoms present on the island. Under these circumstances, three
different scaling regimes can be identified, and two of them correspond to the
ones predicted by the TDT approach. By comparing Rc with the mean distance l between islands on the substrate surface, the transition line separating
rough multilayer from smooth layer-by-layer growth is identified in the α − Γ
diagram. When the bond energies of unstable clusters become appreciable, the
corresponding dissociation rates enter the problem as additional relevant parameters. It then becomes difficult to separate scaling regimes in practice, and the
simplified stochastic description becomes of limited value. However, by employing the novel rate equation approach it is still possible to determine f (t) and Rc
in a simple manner.
In order to determine a second layer nucleation rate Ω(R) we start by considering a time interval ∆t(R), during which R(t) does not change significantly. For
example, for the generic growth law (2.7) we may require ∆t(R) to correspond
to a 10% change of R, which would give ∆t(R) = 0.21(R/a)2 /[A2 F a2 Γi/(i+2) ], i.e.
∆t(R) ∼ F −1 Γ−i/(i+2) R2

(3.15)

The nucleation rate Ω(R) is the mean number nnuc (R) of nucleation events in
time ∆t(R) divided by ∆t(R),
Ω(R) =

nnuc (R)
.
∆t(R)

(3.16)

Encounter rate ωn (R)
A nucleation event occurs, if i+1 atoms encounter each other on nearest neighboring sites.
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Figure 3.4: Scaled rate ωn (R)(a2 /D)/ ik=0 (n−k) of the encounter of i+1 atoms out
of n atoms on an island with radius R and infinite step edge barrier. The upper curve
with slope (-2) refers to i = 1 and n = 2 ( ), 3 (◦), and 4 (△), and the lower curve with
slope (-4) refers to i = 2 and n = 3 (▽), 4 (♦), and 5 (×).

For an island with radius R and infinite step edge barrier (α = 0), and in
total n single atoms on top of it, let us approximate the encounter dynamics
by a Poisson process, where ωn (R) denotes the encounter rate of exactly i + 1
atoms. Within the Poisson approximation this rate can be precisely defined as
the inverse average time for i+1 atoms to encounter each other for the first time,
when initially n atoms are randomly distributed on top of the island. A simple
scaling argument yields
" i
#
 2 i+1
Y
πR2
a
D
,
(3.17)
ωn (R) = κe
(n−k)
2
2
2
a
πR
a
k=0
where κe is a constant. The term (a2 /πR2 )i+1 is proportional to the probability
to find i+1 atoms on nearest neighbor sites, and the factor (πR2 /a2 ) takes into
account that
Qithe encounter can occur everywhere on the island. The combinatorial factor k=0 (n−k) is slightly more
 subtle. At first sight, one may think that
n
one should include the number i+1
of possibilities to choose any i+1 atoms out
of the n atoms, but this is not correct, since the accumulation of i+1 atoms does
not happen “in parallel” at a certain instant of time but in order: First a dimer
forms out of n single atoms (combinatorial factor n(n−1)/2) and then some of
the remaining n − k atoms (k = 2, 3, . . . , i) have to attach one after another to
an intermediate cluster of size k before this cluster dissociates (the intermediate
cluster is assumed to be much less mobile than single adatoms). Q
The sequential attachment process yields an additional combinatorial factor ik=2(n − k).
Clearly, the scaling argument gives only a rough approximation for ωn (R) and a
more refined treatment justifying eq. (3.17) is presented in Appendix A.1.
Determination of ωn (R) for i = 1, 2 and various n in our simulations confirms
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Figure 3.5: Lifetime τ1 (R) of a single atom on an island with radius R in units of
a2 /D for various edge crossing probabilities α = exp(−∆ES /kB T ). The solid lines are
drawn according to eq. (3.18) with κ1 = 1 and κ2 = 1/2.

the behavior predicted by eq. (3.17), see fig. 3.4. For i = 1 the scaling law is only
valid for large R & 100a, because at smaller R, two atoms typically encounter
each other before the delta-functions characterizing the initial occupancy smear
out to a uniform distribution (for larger i this effect becomes less important).
Moreover, we find κe ∼
= 0.53 for i = 2, i.e. the coefficient κe
= 0.087 for i = 1 and κe ∼
is constant for fixed i, but changes strongly with i. This dependence is expected,
since we neglected the memory effect that, when n atoms, 2 ≤ n ≤ i, are already
close to each other, they keep close together for a while so that the encounter of
i+1 atoms during this intermediate time becomes more likely. This memory effect
is not included in the treatment in Appendix A.1, where after each “dissociation”
of an unstable cluster of size k ≤ i a configuration is assumed to emerge, where
a cluster of size k − 1 is left and the remaining n − k atoms are assumed to be
randomly distributed. Accordingly, κe should increase with increasing i as it is
the case.
Lifetime τn (R)
Equation (3.17) has been derived for an infinite step edge barrier. For finite step
edge barriers, we have to take into account that a state corresponding to an island
with n atoms on top of it has a finite lifetime τn (R) only. This lifetime is defined
by the average time required for the first of the n atoms to escape from the island
(if any encounter processes are neglected). To a good approximation, τn (R) is
the nth fraction of the lifetime τ1 (R) of a single atom, τn (R) ≃ τ1 (R)/n (this
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approximation would become exact, if the escape were a simple Poisson process).
In the limit of large α, τ1 (R) is proportional to the characteristic time R2 /D for
an atom to reach the boundary, while for small α an atom typically returns many
times to the boundary before escaping from the island. Thus, in the latter limit,
the characteristic escape rate (inverse lifetime τ1−1 ) is approximately given by the
product of the probability 2πRa/πR2 for the atom to be at the boundary and the
rate αD/6a2 to overcome the step edge barrier. Combining these results gives
τn (R) =


1 R2 
a
κ1
+ κ2 ,
n D
αR

(3.18)

where κ1 and κ2 are constants. Indeed, an exact solution of the corresponding diffusion problem [Har95] allows one to derive τn (R) exactly in the continuum limit,
as we have shown in Appendix A.2. In particular, when the escape is approximated by a Poisson process, one finds κ1 ∼
= 1 and κ2 = 1/2 after proper renormalization and taking into account the lattice corrections (see Appendix A.2).
Direct determination of τ1 (R) in our simulations confirms this result, see fig. 3.5.
Mean number of atoms n̄(R)
Knowing τn (R) we can calculate the probability pn (R) = pn (R(t)) to find exactly
n atoms on top of the island at time t before onset of second layer nucleation.
This is achieved by considering the time evolution of pn (R(t)), which is described
by the master equation


pn
pn+1
dpn
= πF R(t)2 (1−δn,0 )pn−1 − pn +
−
dt
τn+1 (R(t)) τn (R(t))

(3.19)

with the initial condition pn (0) = δn,0 . Note that we have formally introduced p−1
and that 1/τn ∝ n so that the last term on the right hand side of (3.19) does not
contribute for n = 0. As can be expected and is explicitly shown in Appendix A.2,
the solution of eq. (3.20) is the Poisson distribution
pn (R) =

n̄(R)n
exp[−n̄(R)] ,
n!

(3.20)

where the mean number n̄(R) of atoms on top of the island before onset of nucleation is
Z R
2π
−ϕ
n̄(R) =
dx x3 (1+ α̃x)ϕ .
(3.21)
i (1+ α̃R)
2
i
+
2
0
AΓ
Here α̃ ≡ κ2 α/κ1 and ϕ ≡ 2A−2 Γ2/(i+2) /κ2 . An explicit solution after evaluating
the integral in eq. (3.21) is given in eq. (A.22) of Appendix A.2. For fixed α and
Γ, three distinct R regimes can be identified from eq. (3.21): For ϕα̃R ≪ 1 we
can use (1 + α̃x)ϕ ≃ 1 in (3.21), while for αR ≪ 1 but ϕα̃R ≫ 1 we can use
(1+ α̃x)ϕ ≃ exp(ϕα̃x). For α̃R ≫ 1, we can set (1+ α̃R) ≃ α̃R in (3.21), and, since
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the integral over x is dominated by the upper bound, (1+α̃x) ≃ α̃x also. We thus
obtain
 −i/(i+2) 4
Γ
R , R/a ≪ Γ−2/(i+2) α−1
↔ τ ∼ R/αD ≫ ∆t


(3.22)
n̄(R) ∼
Γ−1 α−1 R3 , Γ−2/(i+2) α−1 ≪ R/a ≪ α−1 ↔ τ ∼ R/αD ≪ ∆t

 −1 4
Γ R ,
α−1 ≪ R/a
↔ τ ∼ R2 /D ≪ ∆t

The two regimes for large R correspond to a quasi-stationary situation (dpn /dt = 0
in eq. (3.19)), where pn (R) from eq. (3.20) equals the stationary distribution for
R = R(t) with n̄(R) = πF R2 τ1 (R). In these regimes the same result (3.22) can
be obtained also by integrating ρst1 from eq. (3.8) over the island area. In fact,
we used this connection to renormalize the constants κ1 and κ2 in eq. (3.18), see
Appendix A.2. The small R regime in eq. (3.22) corresponds to a non-stationary
situation, where pn in general depends on the function R(t′ ) at all times 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t
and not only on its value R(t) at time t′ = t. This fact, however, which also
concerns the crossover value R× ∼ Γ−2/(i+2) α−1 to the non-stationary regime, is of
minor importance here, since we consider the generic growth law (2.7) throughout
the chapter. We thus can use R and t interchangeably. Note that the crossover
from the non-stationary to the quasi-stationary situation occurs when τ1 (R× ) ∼
∆t(R× ), that means in the non-stationary small R regime the changes in the
radius occur on a faster scale than the escape of an atom from the island, ∆t(R) ≪
τ1 (R), while in the two quasi-stationary large R regimes ∆t(R) ≫ τ1 (R).

3.4.2 Nucleation Rates
Mean field nucleation rate
Let us now return to the different scenarios discussed in the introductory part
of this Section. When n̄(R) & i + 1, nucleation of a stable cluster can take
place at any instant of time. The number of nucleation events in ∆t(R) that
result from states with exactly n atoms on top of the island is proportional to
ωn (R)∆t(R). The total number of nucleation
nnuc (R) is the weighted sum
Pevents
∞
of ωn (R)∆t(R) over n, i.e. we find nnuc (R) = n=i+1 pn (R)ωn (R)∆t(R) with pn (R)
given by eq. (3.20). 3 With eq. (3.16) we thus obtain for the mean-field nucleation
rate
Ωmf (R) =

∞
X

pn (R) ωn (R)

n=i+1

D
= κe 2
a
3



n̄(R) 2
a
πR2

i+1 

πR2
a2



.

(3.23)

We are allowed to extend the sum up to infinity due to the sharp decrease of the Poisson
distribution for n ≫ n̄(R).
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Equation (3.23) can be interpreted as resulting from a local nucleation rate
2 i+1
∝ Dρi+1
integrated over the island area (factor πR2 ). Com1 = D[n̄(R)/πR ]
pared to the TDT approach the radial variation of the diffusion profile ρ1 = ρ1 (r)
is neglected in the stochastic description, so that Ω(R) from eq. (3.9) may be
preferred over eq. (3.23). However, for small α, the profile in (3.8) becomes flat,
in contrast to an exact calculation of the nucleation profile in a square[CP01],
which shows a strongly enhanced nucleation probability in the center. In addition, as will be discussed further in sec. 3.4.4 below, for large α one should
use the non-stationary solution of eqs. (3.6),(3.7) for calculating Ω(R) from (3.9)
corresponding to the small R regime of n̄(R) in eq. (3.22).

Fluctuation dominated nucleation rate
More important, eq. (3.23) (or (3.9)) can be used only if n̄(Rc ) & i + 1 in
the relevant time interval ∆t(Rc ) at the onset of second layer nucleation. The
stochastic description allows us to treat also the fluctuation dominated case,
where n̄(Rc ) ≪ i + 1. In this situation i + 1 adatoms have to be deposited
and to encounter each other on the island. We can restrict our consideration
to the deposition of exactly i + 1 atoms, since for n̄(Rc ) ≪ i + 1, fluctuations
corresponding
to more than i + 1 atoms on the island occur with a probabilP∞
ity
n=i+2 pn (R) < exp(1)pi+1 (R)n̄(R)/(i + 2) ≪ pi+1 (R). If an atom is deposited on the island already containing i atoms, we view this as the start of
a nucleation trial. The number ntr (R) of nucleation trials in time ∆t(R) is
ntr (R) = πF R2 ∆t(R)pi (R). For a trial to be successful, the i + 1 atoms on the
island right after its start have to encounter each other before any of the atoms escapes by passing the step-edge barrier. The probability penc (R) for this to happen
is
penc (R) = 1−exp[−ωi+1 (R)τi+1 (R)] .

(3.24)

Accordingly, the total number nnuc (R) of nucleation events in time ∆t(R) is
now nnuc (R) = ntr (R)penc (R), and using eq. (3.16) we obtain for the fluctuationdominated nucleation rate
Ωfl (R) = πF R2 pi (R) penc (R)


i
2 n̄(R) −n̄(R)
= πF R
1−exp[−ωi+1 (R)τi+1 (R)] .
e
i!

(3.25)

We note that in both formulae (3.23),(3.25) the only parameter not known a
priori is the coefficient κe , which has to be taken from simple simulations of the
encounter process (see fig. 3.4 and the discussion above). Hence they do not
require more input parameters than the expression (3.9) resulting from the TDT
approach.
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Self-consistency conditions
It remains to clarify under which conditions the mean-field or the fluctuation dominated situation occurs, i.e. when Ωmf (R) or Ωfl (R) has to be used as second layer
nucleation rate. The answer to this question can be found by self-consistency requirements: Suppose first that the fluctuation dominated case takes place. Then,
using (3.25), one can calculate the critical radius Rc and check if the condition
n̄(Rc ) ≪ i+ 1 is fulfilled. In addition, the condition ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) & 1 should
also be fulfilled, since the encounter of i + 1 atoms in the characteristic time
ωi+1 (Rc )−1 should happen before Rc changes. If these necessary conditions for
the fluctuation-dominated case are obeyed, then the mean-field situation is ruled
out. This conclusion can be drawn, since n̄(R) is monotonously increasing with
R, which implies that Rc following from Ωfl (R) is always smaller than Rc resulting
from Ωmf (R). Hence, when the fluctuations are likely enough to initiate second
layer nucleation, they lead to the formation of stable clusters at an earlier time
tc than that expected from the mean-field approach.
Using Ωfl (R) from eq. (3.25) or Ωmf (R) from eq. (3.23) we can determine the
critical radius Rc (or, more precisely, Rc′ ) by calculating f (t) as in the TDT
approach (see eq. (3.10)). However, for discussing the scaling of Rc with Γ and
α, it is easier to obtain Rc from the condition
Ω(Rc )∆t(Rc ) ≃ 1 ,

(3.26)

which expresses the fact that the probability of second layer nucleation in ∆t(Rc )
becomes of the order of one.
The following scaling analysis evaluates the relationships between Rc , α and
Γ in terms of power laws. This is possible, because all relevant quantities can
be expressed as powers of the three variables in appropriate limits. The expression for n̄ in eq. 3.22 already has the form of power laws depending on scaling
regions delimited by power law relations between the three variables. The encounter probability penc = 1 − exp[−ωi+1 τi+1 ] in Ωfl (R) also assumes the form of
a power law (i) when ωi+1 τi+1 → ∞, so that penc = 1, and (ii) when ωi+1 τi+1 → 0,
one has penc = ωi+1 τi+1 . In case (ii) two different power law relationships are
possible, depending on which scaling applies for τi+1 . For Ωfl (Rc ) there are now
3 × (2 + 1) = 9 possible candidate scaling regimes and the task is now to eliminate those combinations that are not self-consistent or violate the requirement
ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) & 1. The valid regimes can be identified by starting with small α
and tracking the transitions between scaling regimes caused by modified scaling
with R, α and Γ in the factors n̄ and penc when α is increased.

3.4.3 Small critical nuclei (i = 1, 2)
We will now show that the fluctuation-dominated case occurs for i = 1, 2. The
detailed analysis is a bit technical and the reader, who is interested in the main
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findings only, may skip the discussion of the various regimes I-IV in the following
and proceed with the summary of the results given at the end of this section.
Since we consider the fluctuation-dominated case for small critical nuclei here
(i = 1, 2), we assume n̄(Rc ) ≪ 1 and thus set exp[−n̄(Rc )] ≃ 1, when inserting
Ωfl (Rc ) from eq. (3.25) into eq. (3.26). Starting from small α, four different
regimes are predicted by eq. (3.26) with Ω(Rc ) = Ωfl (Rc ):
Regime I: In the limit α → 0 we have n̄(R) ∼ Γ−i/(i+2) R4 and τi+1 → ∞. Hence we
2
4(i+1) −i(i+1)/(i+2)
obtain from eqs. (3.15),(3.25),(3.26) F Rc2 Γ−i /(i+2) Rc4i F −1 Γ−i/(i+2) Rc2 ∼ Rc
Γ
∼
const., i.e.
Rc ∼ Γi/[4(i+2)]
(3.27)

From (3.27) follows n̄(Rc ) ∼ const., which means that the assumption of a
fluctuation-dominated situation is not necessarily justified. In fact, eq. (3.27)
appears here as the result of a rather lengthy calculation, but in the limit α → 0,
the same scaling behavior (3.27) can be obtained very simply by calculating
the average time needed for the deposition of i+1 atoms (see [RM99]). Hence,
despite n̄(Rc ) ≃ i + 1, eq. (3.27) gives the correct scaling behavior. However,
2
eq. (3.27) predicts ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) ∼ DRc−2i F −1 Γ−i/(i+2) Rc2 ∼ Γ−(i −i−4)/[2(i+2)] and
since Γ = D/F a4 ≫ 1, the inequality ωi+1 (R)∆t(Rc ) & 1 becomes violated for
i ≥ 3 (if Γ = D/F a4 . 1 one would deal with a physical situation not considered
in this work, where the mobility of adatoms is irrelevant). For i ≥ 3 therefore,
the condition ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) ∼ 1 should be used for calculating Rc , and because
this yields n̄(Rc ) > i + 1, one may alternatively use Ωmf (Rc )∆t(Rc ) ≃ 1 as the
determining relation (see sec. 3.4.4).

Regime II: With increasing α, for i ≤ 2, either the non-stationarity condition
τ1 (Rc ) ≫ ∆t(Rc ) (n̄(Rc ) ∼ Γ−i/(i+2) Rc4 in eq. (3.25)) or the condition ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) ≫
1 (penc ≃ 1 in eq. (3.25)) breaks down first. Taking Rc from eq. (3.27), the first
condition implies α ≪ Γ−(i+8)/[4(i+2)] , while the second implies α ≪ Γ−i(2i−1)/[4(i+2)] .
Since the first condition is more restrictive for i ≤ 2, regime I ceases to be valid
when α becomes larger than Γ−(i+8)/[4(i+2)] and the quasi-stationarity situation is
reached. In eq. (3.25) we now have to take n̄(Rc ) = πF R2 τ1 (R) ∼ Γ−1 α−1 R3 (see
eq. (3.22)) and it follows Ωfl (Rc )∆t(Rc ) ∼ α−i Γ−i(i+3)/(i+2) Rc3i+4 ∼ const., i.e.
Rc ∼ αi/(3i+4) Γi(i+3)/[(i+2)(3i+4)] .

(3.28)

Since n̄(Rc ) ∼ (Γ−(i+8)/4(i+2) α−1 )4/(3i+4) ≪ 1 the condition for a fluctuation-dominated
situation is fulfilled, and since ∆t(Rc ) ≫ τ1 (Rc ) ≃ τi+1 (Rc ) and ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) ≫
1 the condition ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) & 1 is obeyed too.
Regime III: By further increasing α we obtain ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) ≪ 1 for α ≫
2
Γ−i(i+3)(2i−1)/[2(i+2)(i +i+2)] . Hence we now have to use penc ≃ ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) when
inserting eq. (3.25) into eq. (3.26) and find
Rc ∼ α(i+1)/(i+5) Γi(i+3)/[(i+2)(i+5)] .
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2

The condition n̄(Rc ) ∼ Γ−1 α−1 Rc3 ≪ 1 requires αi−1 ≪ Γ−(i +i−5)/(i+2) and is fulfilled
for i = 1. For i = 2, it is valid for α ≪ Γ−1/4 ∼ a/Rc . The second requirement
3
2
ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) & 1 gives αi−1 ≪ Γ−(i +2i −4i−5)/[(i+1)(i+2)] and again is obeyed for i = 1
and valid for i = 2 as long as α ≪ Γ−1/4 ∼ a/Rc .
Regime IV: In this last regime α becomes larger than a/Rc , that means eq. (3.29)
predicts the regime to occur for α ≫ Γ−i/[2(i+2)] . Taking n̄(Rc ) ∼ Γ−1 Rc4 from
−2(i−1)
eq. (3.22) and ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) ∼ Rc
from eqs. (3.17),(3.18), we find
Rc ∼ Γi/[2(i+2)] .

(3.30)

We used ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) ≪ 1 (penc (Rc ) ≪ 1) to derive (3.30), which for i = 2
is valid and for i = 1 is obeyed when taking into account the prefactors (for
i = 1, ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) = κe κ2 , where κ2 is the coefficient defined in eq. (3.18)).
Moreover, eq. (3.30) gives n̄(Rc ) ∼ Γ(i−2)/(i+2) , which is much smaller than one
for i = 1. For i = 2, a decision on whether the fluctuation-dominated or the
mean-field situation occurs would require a closer inspection of the prefactors
(in the present case we find the mean-field description to be the adequate one).
However, since for α ≫ a/Rc one finds the same scaling (3.30) in the mean-field
situation (see sec. 3.4.4), eq. (3.30) is valid in any case. The second condition
ωi+1 (Rc )∆t(Rc ) & 1 is fulfilled for i = 1, and for i = 2 the situation again depends
on the prefactors.
In summary we have found that the second layer nucleation for i = 1, 2 occurs due to various mechanisms in four distinct regimes I-IV: In regime I (α ≪
Γ−(i+8)/[4(i+2)] ), the nucleation takes place once i+1 atoms have been deposited on
2
the island, in regime II (Γ−(i+8)/[4(i+2)] ≪ α ≪ Γ−i(i+3)(2i−1)/[2(i+2)(i +i+2)] ) the loss of
atoms becomes important and the nucleation takes place once the probability for
finding i+1 atoms on the island at some time instant in ∆t(R) becomes of the
2
order of one, in regime III (Γ−i(i+3)(2i−1)/[2(i+2)(i +i+2)] ≪ α ≪ Γ−i/[2(i+2)] ) the probability penc for the encounter of i + 1 atoms during a nucleation trial has to be
taken into account in addition to the probability for the occurrence of i+1 atoms,
and in regime IV (α ≫ Γ−i/[2(i+2)] ) both the occurrence and encounter probability
matter but these probabilities no longer depend on the step edge barrier. For
convenient reference, we provide the exponents γ and µ defined in eq. (3.12) and
their corresponding ranges of validity in table 3.1. When comparing the scaling
in the fluctuation-dominated situation with that predicted by eqs. (3.13),(3.14)
of the TDT approach it is remarkable that the same behavior is found in regime
III and IV. We believe this to be caused by the fortunate circumstance that local nucleation rates of form ∝ Dρi+1
1 might be effectively applicable even if the
requirements for the mean-field situation are not fulfilled (see however [KKW98]).
Moreover, we have to note that for i = 1 the lower and upper crossovers α2 and
α3 specifying regime III (see table 3.1) both scale as Γ−1/6 . This is due to the fact
that when ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) becomes less than one, we already obtain α ≫ a/Rc ,
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Regime

n̄

pnuc (Rc )

γ

µ

I

τ ∼ R/αD ≫ ∆t

1

i/4(i+2)

0

1

i(i+3)/(i+2)(3i+4)

i/(3i+4)

ωi+1 τi+1

i(i+3)/(i+2)(i+5)

(i+1)/(i+5)

ωi+1 τi+1

i/2(i+2)

0

II
III
IV

τ ∼ R/αD ≪ ∆t

τ ∼ R/αD ≪ ∆t
τ ∼ R2 /D ≪ ∆t

Table 3.1: The exponents γ and µ characterizing the scaling Rc ∼ Γγ αµ in the regimes
I-IV for increasing α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) and i = 1, 2. The crossover values scale as αk ∼ Γ−δk
where δI→ II ≡ (i+8)/4(i+2), δII→ III ≡ i(i+3)(2i−1)/2(i+2)(i2+i+2), and δIII→ IV ≡ i/2(i+2).
For example, regime II can be found for Γ−δI→ II ≪ α ≪ Γ−δII→ III .

Regime

n̄

γ

µ

I

τ ∼ R/αD ≫ ∆t

(i−1)/2(i+3)

0

II
III

τ ∼ R/αD ≪ ∆t
τ ∼ R2 /D ≪ ∆t

i(i+3)/(i+2)(i+5) (i+1)/(i+5)
i/2(i+2)

0

Table 3.2: The exponents γ and µ characterizing the scaling Rc ∼ Γγ αµ in the regimes
I-III for increasing α and i ≥ 3. The crossover values scale as αk ∼ Γ−δk , where δI→ II ≡
(i2 +5i+10)/2(i+2)(i+3), and δII→ III ≡ i/2(i+2). For example, regime II can be found
for Γ−δI→ II ≪ α ≪ Γ−δII→ III .

which is the condition for regime IV. Nevertheless, due to the pronounced small R
corrections to eq. (3.17) for i = 1 (see fig. 3.4) both conditions ωi+1 (Rc )τi+1 (Rc ) ≪ 1
and α ≪ a/Rc can be fulfilled in a small transient regime III. However, for i = 1
this is no longer a true scaling regime, where a simple power law dependence of
Rc on Γ and α can be identified. In this respect, the small α regime of the TDT
approach does not occur for i = 1, also not at larger α.
Comparison with simulations for i=1,2
Taking Ωfl from eq. (3.25) we can calculate f (t) according to eq. (3.10). Representative results for i = 1 are shown in fig. 3.2 (dashed lines), and the comparison
with the Monte Carlo data yields a very good agreement. The Rc values derived
from f (t) are plotted as a function of α for Γ values in the range 105 − 108 in
fig. 3.6. Note that, compared to the results of the full island model shown in
fig. 3.3, the data cover the full α range from zero to one, since the restrictions
imposed by island coalescence in the multi-island model are not present in the
single-island model (see also the discussion in sec. 3.2 above). Moreover the simpler single-island model allows one to explore the behavior for larger Γ values in
the range Γ = 109 − 1012 also. It is possible to fit the Rc curves over the entire
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Figure 3.6: Critical island size Rc as a function of α obtained from simulation of the
single-island model for 8 different Γ values starting from 105 () and ending at 1012
(×). Between these values, Γ is increased by a factor of 10. The various regimes I-IV
are indicated together with the border line with slope (-1/9) between regimes I and II
and the border line with slope (-1) between regimes III and IV. The dashed border line
separating the transient regime III from regime II was calculated numerically from the
condition ω2 (Rc )τ2 (Rc ) ≃ 1 (see text).

range of α and Γ values (see sec. 3.5.2) but we focus on the scaling behavior of
Rc in the following in order to demonstrate the various scaling regimes associated
with the different physical mechanisms of second layer nucleation.
Indeed, the simulated data in fig. 3.6 confirm the theoretical predictions. For
small α ≪ αI→ II (regime I), Rc is independent of α, while for α ≫ αI→ II ∼ Γ−3/4
−1/9
(regime II) we find Rc ∼ Γ4/21 α1/7 . Since Rc (α1 ) ∼ αI→ II at the crossover, the
boundary line between regimes I and II has slope (-1/9). The correctness of the
scaling of Rc with Γ in regimes I and II can be deduced from the offset of the curves
for various Γ in fig. 3.6 (alternatively, one can collapse the data onto a common
master curve by a proper rescaling as it was shown in [RM99]). Regime II is
followed by the transient regime III, and the dashed border line separating regime
III from regime II was determined numerically from the condition ω2 (Rc )τ2 (Rc ) ≃
1 by using the results for ω2 (Rc ) and τ2 (Rc ) displayed in figs. 3.4,3.5. For α ≫
Γ−i/[2(i+2)] (regime IV), we find Rc ∼ Γi/[2(i+2)] independent of α, and the boundary
line between regimes III and IV has slope (-1). Figure 3.7 depicts the various
regions characterizing the mechanism of second layer nucleation for i = 1 in an
α − Γ diagram[RM99]. Varying Γ and α within one of the regions results in the
corresponding behavior of Rc according to eqs. (3.27),(3.28),(3.30). The border
line between regions I and II has slope (−4/3), between regions III and IV slope
(−6), and the dashed line marks the border line between regions II and III. In
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Figure 3.7: The various regions characterizing the mechanism of second layer nucleation for i = 1 in an α − Γ diagram. The thick dashed line with slope (-6) marks
the onset of layer-by-layer growth (the circles refer to the onset of island coalescence
obtained in the full simulation, see fig. 3.3).

addition, we have drawn the transition line from rough multilayer to smooth layerby-layer growth into the diagram. In our simulations island coalescence occurs in
−1/2
regime II (see fig. 3.3), where Rc ∼ Γ4/21 α1/7 . The criterion Rc ≃ l ∼ ρx ∼ Γ1/6
thus yields α⋆ (Γ) ∼ Γ−1/6 [Rot99].

Results for Rc obtained from simulations for a critical nucleus of size i = 2
are shown in fig. 3.8. Again the results confirm the predictions of the theory. In
particular, for large Γ, the exponents µ = 1/5 in regime II and µ = 3/7 in regime
III can be clearly identified. In contrast to the behavior for i = 1 shown in fig. 3.6,
regime III develops into a full scaling regime.

3.4.4 Large critical nuclei (i ≥ 3)
Analogous to the fluctuation-dominated case treated in the previous subsection we
can obtain the scaling of Rc with Γ and α from the condition Ωmf (Rc )∆t(Rc ) ≃ 1
with Ωmf (R) and ∆t(Rc ) from eqs. (3.23),(3.15), respectively. For critical island
radii belonging to the two quasi-stationary large R-regimes in eq. (3.22) this gives
the same behavior (3.13),(3.14) as predicted by the TDT approach. However, for
large step edge barriers corresponding to the non-stationary small α-regime in
eq. (3.22) we find
2(i+3) −(i−1)
Ωmf (Rc )∆t(Rc ) ∼ D(Γ−i/(i+2) Rc4 )i+1 Rc−2i F −1 Γ−i/(i+2) Rc2 ∼ Rc
Γ
∼ const., i.e.
Rc ∼ Γ(i−1)/[2(i+3)] .

(3.31)

With increasing α this scaling breaks down when Rc enters the quasi-stationary
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Figure 3.8: Critical island size Rc for i = 2 obtained from the single-island model for
5 different Γ values between 105 ( ) and 109 (⋄). Between these values, Γ is increased
by a factor of 10. The scaling regimes I-IV are indicated together with the respective
border lines with slope (-1/5) between regimes I and II, slope (-1/3) between regime II
and III and slope (-1) between regimes III and IV.
2

regime in eq. (3.22) that means for α ≫ Γ−2/(i+2) Rc−1 ∼ Γ−(i +5i+10)/[2(i+2)(i+3)] .

For i ≥ 3 we thus have in total three distinct regimes I-III with different mech2
anisms for second layer nucleation: In regime I (α ≪ Γ−(i +5i+10)/[2(i+2)(i+3)] ) the
nucleation takes place once the island radius R has grown large enough so that
the encounter of i + 1 atoms out of typically n̄(R) & i + 1 atoms happens in a
time comparable to ∆t(R), in regime II n̄(R) becomes dependent on α, while in
regime III, for large α ≫ a/Rc , τ1 (R) no longer depends on the step edge barrier
and n̄(R) becomes independent of α again. The overall behavior characterized
by the scaling exponents γ and µ is summarized in table 3.2 on page 34. Computer simulations for i = 3 are in accordance with these theoretical predictions,
see fig. 3.9. The predicted scaling Rc ∼ α1/2 in regime II is not yet fully developed
for the Γ-values in the range 105 − 108 but it can be expected to become more
clearly visible for larger Γ. However, we could not obtain reliable simulation results for larger Γ values, since the amount of CPU time for determining the onset
of second layer nucleation becomes tremendous due to the increasing number of
atoms contributing to the nucleation event.
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Figure 3.9: Critical island size Rc for i = 3 obtained from the single-island model for
4 different Γ values between 105 ( ) and 108 (▽). The scaling regimes I-III are indicated
together with the respective border lines with slope (-5/17) between regimes I and II
and slope (-1) between regimes II and III.
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3.5 Rate equation theory
In a more general approach to the problem of second layer nucleation we distinguish between different individual states of the island during its growth with
respect to the number of atoms that are on top of the island and the way a
given number of atoms is decomposed into clusters of various sizes. Employing
a Poisson approximation, the transition processes between the states exhibit no
(intrinsic) memory and can be characterized by elementary rates. For the noninteracting particle model these elementary transition rates are the deposition
rate πF R2 , the rate for the attachments of a single atom to an intermediate
cluster of size k, and the loss rate of adatoms. The latter is given by the inverse lifetime τ1−1 of a single atom (see eq. (3.18)). Dissociation rates enter the
problem as additional parameters, when the lifetimes of intermediate metastable
clusters cannot be neglected. The consequences of such dissociation rates will be
discussed in sec. 3.6.1. First, however, we will present the general procedure in
the next section and show in sec. 3.5.2 how the results of the simplified stochastic
description in sec. 3.4 can be recovered. In addition to these previously derived
results, it is also discussed how the general treatment allows one to gain detailed
insight into the dominant microscopic pathways that are followed to form a stable
nucleus on top of the island.

3.5.1 General Procedure
Let us introduce a common notation for the elementary transition rates: WF for
(n)
the deposition rate, Wl for the loss rate, Wa,j for the attachment rate for a single
atom to an intermediate cluster of size j if in total n atoms are present on top
of the island (see eq. A.1 in Appendix A.1; we formally include the case j = 1),
and Wd,j for the dissociation rate of an unstable cluster composed of j ≤ i atoms
(again we do not distinguish between different cluster configurations for the same
cluster size, see also the definition in sec. 2.2). According to the results derived
in sec. 3.4.1 and Appendix A.1 the transition rates are
WF = πF R2 ,
−1
D  a
κ
+
κ
,
1
2
R2
αR

n(n−1) 2D


,
j =1

2
πR2
(n)
(n)
Wa,j = κa,j


 (n−j) D ,
2≤j ≤n
πR2


∆Ejdis
D
, 2 ≤ j ≤ i,
Wd,j = κd,j 2 exp −
a
kB T
Wl =

(3.32)
(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)
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where ∆Ejdis = Ejdis −E0 is the dissociation energy of a single atom from an unsta(n)
ble cluster of size j ≤ i. The prefactors κa,j and κd,j contain the effective sizes of
cluster perimeters on one hand (see the discussion in Appendix A.1), and various
corrections involved in the overall approximation scheme (Poisson approximation,
cutoff n⋆ introduced below, etc.); they are considered to be independent of D, α
and R. In principle one should also take into account the possibility that a subcluster composed of more than one atom can dissociate from an unstable cluster.
In fact, it has been argued that such cluster dissociations are sometimes more
likely to occur than the dissociation of single atoms, as e.g. for dimer dissociation
from a tetramer on a (100) surface by a kind of “shearing mode”[SZSW96]. For
simplicity we will take into account only the dissociation of single atoms here,
although conceptually the inclusion of cluster dissociation processes into the general treatment poses no difficulty. Also, we do not consider the influence of cluster
mobilities. If one would allow for a small jump rate Dj /a2 of a cluster of size
j ≥ 2, the relative diffusion of a j cluster and a single atom would be larger by
(n)
a factor 1+Dj /D and accordingly we had to multiply Wa,j in eq. (3.34) by this
factor for j ≥ 2.
The method is best introduced by an example. To this end, consider fig. 3.10
that illustrates the situation for a critical nucleus of size i = 2. Various states of
the island are shown, which are distinguished according to the total number n of
(4)

number n of atoms on top of island

Wa,2
(4)

(2)

Wa,1
4
WF

4Wl

3

(3)
Wa,1

WF 2Wl

2Wd,2

(2)

Wa,1

WF

Wd,2
2Wl

WF

Wl

‘‘stable’’

(3)

Wa,2

Wd,2

WF 3Wl
2

Wd,2

Wa,1

WF Wl

‘‘stable’’

1
0
1

2

3

4

configuration ν

Figure 3.10: Various states and the corresponding transition rates (see eqs. (3.32)–
(3.35)) involved in the second layer nucleation for a critical nucleus of size i = 2.
Configurations with two atoms in a cluster are metastable, while configurations with
three atoms in a cluster are stable.
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atoms on top of the island, and the possible configurations that can be assumed
for a given n. Between the states the possible transitions are marked by arrows
that are labeled by the corresponding rates. Note that the loss from a state with
n single atoms is n times larger than the loss from the state with one atom. It is
clear that fig. 3.10 shows only a small part of the possible states and in principle
can be extended by including larger numbers n. However, as will be pointed out
below, these states with larger n do not contribute much to the onset of second
layer nucleation. Moreover, we have not included states containing stable clusters
of size j > i+1 and transitions between different states containing a stable nucleus
of size i+1. These are irrelevant for the fraction f (t) of covered islands at time t.
We denote by pn,ν the probability for the island to be in state (n, ν), where n
refers to the number of atoms on top of the island and ν to a specific configuration
for a given n (see again fig. 3.10). A complete description of the stochastic process
amounts to specifying the set {pn,ν (t)} of state probabilities at all times t. The
time evolution of the {pn,ν (t)} is described by the master equation

dpn,ν X
=
W (n′ , ν ′ → n, ν) pn′ ,ν ′ − W (n, ν → n′ , ν ′ ) pn,ν ,
dt
′ ′

(3.36)

n ,ν

where for the rates W (n, ν → n′ , ν ′ ) the appropriate expressions from eqs. (3.32)–
(3.35) have to be substituted. Note that transitions are possible only between
a limited number of states. In the situation considered here, where only single
atoms can leave the island, we have W (n, ν → n′ , ν ′ ) = 0 for |n − n′ | ≥ 2.
To treat the problem of second layer nucleation under generic growth conditions
one has to solve the set of eqs. (3.36) for R = R(t) with R(t) from eq. (2.7) subject
to the initial condition pn,ν = δn,0 . To this end it is convenient to solve (3.36) using
R as the independent variable. The integration of the differential equations (3.36)
using standard solvers takes very little CPU time on ordinary workstations, so
that results for f (t) and Rc (α) can be obtained almost immediately. Numerical
results are discussed in the following.
The approach outlined above provides a general framework to treat the problem of second layer nucleation and may be applied and extended to a variety of
situations. It furthermore allows one to gain detailed insight into the microscopic
pathways followed during the nucleation process.

3.5.2 Negligible Lifetimes of Unstable Clusters
In this subsection we consider the case ∆Ejdis = 0 that was treated extensively in
sec. 3.4. The fraction f (t) of covered islands within our more general framework
is given by
∞
X
(3.37)
f (t) =
pn,νn (t) ,
n=i+1
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Figure 3.11: Time development of the fraction of covered islands f (t), the mean number of atoms N (t) in states containing no stable nucleus, the occupation probabilities
pn,1 , and the currents j3 and j4 (see eq. 3.39) for i = 2, α = 10−4 and Γ = 106 . The
maximum number of atoms is n⋆ = 4 corresponding to the diagram shown in fig. 3.10.
The vertical dotted line marks the coverage F a2 tc at the critical time tc .

where νn is the configuration containing a stable nucleus for a given n (for example, ν3 = 3 and ν4 = 4 in fig. 3.10). Since we do not distinguish between possible
substates of stable configurations for given n (e.g. clusters of three or four atoms
in fig. 3.10), a single configuration νn is stable for each n. In practice, states corresponding to large n contribute a negligible amount up to times tc , so that one
needs to consider a finite maximum number of atoms n⋆ only (n⋆ = 4 in fig. 3.10
turned out to be sufficient).
Figure 3.11a shows f (t) and the probabilities pn,ν (t) (labeled according to
fig. 3.10) as a function of the coverage F a2 t for α = 10−4 , and Γ = 106 . Also
shown is the mean total number
N(t) ≡

n⋆ X
X

pn,ν (t) n

(3.38)

n=1 ν6=νn

of atoms that are not in states possessing a stable nucleus. In accordance with the
predictions of the simplified stochastic description, this number is less than one
up to time tc . Accordingly, the pathway followed by the system to form a stable
nucleus is dominated by fluctuations as discussed in sec. 3.4. The important role
of the fluctuations can even more clearly be recognized by looking at the state
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probabilities pn,ν , ν 6= νn , and the currents
(3)

j3 (t) ≡ Wa,2 p3,2 (t) ,

(4)

j4 (t) ≡ Wa,2 p4,2 (t)

(3.39)

into the states containing a stable nucleus. As can be seen from fig. 3.11a, only
the probabilities pn,1 (t) are significant, while the other state probabilities pn,2 (t)
and p4,3 (t) cannot be discerned on the scale used in the figure. On the other hand,
we find that the current j3 (t) from the state (n = 3, ν = 2) (which has a very small
probability p3,2 (t)) contributes most to the growth of f (t), see fig. 3.11b. The
fact that j4 (t) gives only a subdominant contribution to second layer nucleation,
indicates that the incorporation of states with n > 5 will not significantly change
the behavior of f (t).
The results for f (t) compare well with the data obtained from kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations, the quality of agreement between theory and simulation being
as good as in fig. 3.2. The values of the optimal prefactors entering the transition
(2)
(3)
(3)
(4)
rates displayed in fig. 3.10 are for i = 2: κa,1 = 0.9, κa,1 = 0.3, κa,2 = 3, κa,1 = 11,
(4)
(4)
κa,2 = 3, and κd,2 = 0.5. The relatively large factor κa,1 = 11 may be understood
as effectively taking into account the additional pathways resulting from states
(2)
with n > n⋆ = 4. For i = 1 we found κa,1 = 1 to give an optimal fit for a reduced
diagram, in which only the states with n ≤ 2 from fig. 3.10 are taken into account.

To exemplify the good agreement between theory and simulations, we have
re-plotted in fig. 3.12 the critical radius Rc as a function of α for various Γ for
i = 1, 2 from figs. 3.6,3.8. The solid lines referring to the numerical results give
an excellent fit to the Monte Carlo data. For i = 1, only the states with n ≤ 2 in
fig. 3.10 had to be included to achieve this almost perfect agreement.

For i > 2 we expect that a very large number n⋆ has to be chosen in order to
obtain a correct description of second layer nucleation within the rate equation
approach. Diagrams corresponding to that shown in fig. 3.10 then become very
complicated and not easily tractable from the practical point of view. It is thus
helpful to introduce the “renormalized” encounter rates ωn defined in eq. (3.17)
and to consider simplified diagrams as shown in fig. 3.13 for i = 3. For a given
number n ≥ i+1 of atoms on top of the island we have only included two states
ν = 1, 2: One of these refers to a state where all n atoms are separated (ν = 1),
and the other one to a state, where exactly i + 1 atoms form a stable nucleus,
while the remaining n−(i+1) atoms are not bound to other atoms in the same
layer (ν = 2).
Plots of f (t), pn,1 (t), N(t), and jn (t) ≡ pn,1 (t)ωn (R(t)) for i = 3 analogous to
fig. 3.11 are shown in fig. 3.14. As expected from the discussion in sec. 3.4, we
now had to take into account states with n up to n⋆ = 50 ≫ i(i + 1)/2 = 6 before
reaching the limit, where f (t) as calculated from eq. (3.37) did not change much
by incorporation of states with larger n. Near tc , N(t) is significantly larger than
i+ 1 = 4 (at tc we find N(tc ) ∼
= 10), and the dominant currents jn (t) initiating
second layer nucleation are those for n ≃ 15 . . . 20 ≫ 4, see fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of critical island sizes Rc obtained from the rate-equation
approach (solid lines) with Monte Carlo data for critical nuclei i = 1, 2 and different
values of Γ (same symbols as in figs. 3.6,3.8).

In order to see how the preferred paths for second layer nucleation change with
the step crossing probability α, we define the integrated current jn (t) up to tc by
Z tc
Z tc
dt pn,1(t)ωn (R(t)) , n ≥ i+1 .
(3.40)
Jn ≡ dt jn (t) =
0

0

This quantity equals the fraction of covered islands at time tc for which the stable
nucleus originates from a state possessing exactly n adatoms. Figure 3.15 shows
Jn as a function of n for fixed Γ = 108 and various α. We see that for all α states
with n ≫ 4 dominate the onset of the nucleation. The number of particles npeak
in the state where Jn has a maximum strongly increases with increasing α. For
α = 10−3, the second layer nucleation is typically initiated by npeak ≃ 18 adatoms
on top of the island.
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Figure 3.13: States and corresponding transition rates (see eqs. (3.32)–(3.35),(3.17))
involved in the second layer nucleation for a critical nucleus of size i = 3 when the
lifetimes of unstable clusters are neglected. Only states corresponding to n ≤ 5 atoms
on top of the island are shown.
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Figure 3.15: Integrated nucleation currents up to time tc as a function of the number
of particles n in the state from which the nucleation event took place (i = 3).
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3.6 Second layer nucleation with interactions
Interactions between atoms can have several origins and depend on the distance
between adatoms. The strongest contribution of electronic interactions is localized and can be characterized by chemical bonds. Because the binding energy
depends on the substrate electron density, additional indirect interactions are induced by polarization and screening effects around adatoms. These interactions
are usually small and in the form of Friedel oscillations with a dependence on
distance r as ∝ cos(2kFr)/r 2 . Here kF is the Fermi wavevector of the electronic
surface band. For certain systems indirect electronic interactions can be much
stronger[FS00] and become comparable to the diffusion barrier in magnitude.
Other types of interactions are magnetic interactions in the presence of magnetic
moments and the electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction, as well as elastic interactions through deformation of substrate, which are non-oscillatory with a decay
of 1/r 3.
We consider two consequences of these interactions: (i) a dissociation energy
Edis & kB T that is required for the detachment of an adatom or the break up
of clusters into two pieces in the next section (ii) additional barriers mediated
by substrate electrons that impede the approach of two atoms by diffusion in
sec. 3.6.2.

3.6.1 Metastable clusters
Scaling theory
diesen Abschnitt besser weglassen ??
To demonstrate how the presence of metastable nuclei may be included into
the general procedure presented in sec. 3.4, we consider, as in [KPM00], the
simplest case where a dimer is metastable with characteristic dissociation time
τdis and trimers are stable (i = 2). For i = 2 we have to deal with the fluctuationdominated situation. We note in passing that this can be true even for larger
i when metastable clusters can form, since their presence tends to drive second
layer nucleation into the fluctuation-dominated situation.
In contrast to the discussion leading to eq. (3.25) for the non-interacting particle model, the formation of the stable trimer is not necessarily the rate limiting
process. It is possible that the dissociation time τdis becomes so large that the
nucleation happens effectively instantaneously once the dimer has formed. To
decide whether the formation of the stable trimer or metastable dimer is rate
(3)
(j)
limiting, we have to compare p1 (R)p(2)
enc (R) with p2 (R)penc (R), where penc (R) denotes the encounter probability of j atoms (in sec. 3.4.1 no superscript (j) was
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introduced, since only j = i+1 had to be considered). Hence we write
Ωfl (R) =

(

(3)
πF R2 p2 (R)p(3)
p1 p(2)
enc (R) ,
enc ≫ p2 penc

πF R2 p1 (R)p(2)
(R) , p1 p(2)
≪ p2 p(3)
enc
enc
enc

(3.41)

To calculate the occupation probabilities pn (R), n ≤ 3, we first need to know
the modified lifetimes τn′ (R) of states with exactly n atoms on top of the island.
Clearly, τ1′ (R) = τ1 (R) with τ1 (R) from eq. (3.18), since the metastable dimer
has no influence on the lifetime of a single atom. The characteristic time τ2′ (R),
however, will be enlarged in comparison to τ2 (R) from eq. (3.18) and can be
estimated as follows (we disregard any prefactors): As in [KPM00] we consider
the first deposited atom as immobile and the second deposited atom as diffusing
(this simplifying view does not affect the scaling properties of τ2′ (R)). Once the
second atom has been deposited it needs a time of order (R2 /D + τdis ) to reach
the step edge, since one encounter with the first deposited atom typically takes
place during one traversal of the island within time τtr ≡ R2 /D [KPM00]. At
the boundary the second atom is “reflected” a typical number M ∼ α−1 of times
before leaving the island. Between all reflections, the overall elapsed time is
of order (MRa/D + mτdis ), where Ra/D is the typical time for a single atom
to return to the edge and m ∼ (MRa/D)/τtr ∼ a/αR is the typical number of
times the second atom encounters the first atom [KPM00]. Summing up all time
contributions we obtain (neglecting the prefactors belonging to the four individual
terms)
a
τ2′ (R) ∼ (τtr + τdis )+
(τtr + τdis ) .
(3.42)
αR
Note that for τdis ≪ τtr = R2 /D, τ2′ (R) reduces to τ2 (R) from eq. (3.18) (without
prefactors). To estimate τ3′ (R) we note that if the dimer state is the prevalent
one, τ3′ (R) ∼ τ1 (R), whereas, if all three atoms are likely to be separated, τ3′ (R) ∼
τ3 (R). Since τ3 (R) ∼ τ1 (R), we find τ3′ (R) ∼ τ1 (R) in either case. In the strong
barrier limit α ≪ a/R, in particular, the first two terms on the right hand side
of eq. (3.42) can be neglected, and, since τ1 ∼ Ra/Dα ∼ τtr a/αR, we can simply
write τ2′ ∼ τ1 (1 + τdis /τtr ) which agrees with the result derived in [KPM00]. This
finding for strong step edge barriers implies that for τdis /τtr ≫ 1 the two atoms
are effectively always in the dimer state and τ2′ ∼ τ2 τdis /τtr , while for τdis /τtr ≪ 1
they are effectively always separated and τ2′ ∼ τ2 .
When inserting the modified lifetimes into eq. (3.19) and neglecting states
with n > i+ 1 = 3 (pn ≃ 0 for n > 3 until onset of nucleation in the fluctuationdominated situation), we can calculate the occupation probabilities pn (t). In the
quasi-stationary limit (dpn /dt = 0 but R = R(t)), in particular, we obtain (for
0 ≤ n ≤ i+1 = 3)
Qn
j=1 qj
pn = Pi+1 Qj
, qj ≡ πF R2 τj′ .
(3.43)
q
k
k=1
j=0
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To calculate the encounter probabilities p(n)
(R) = 1 − exp[−ωn′ (R)τn′ (R)], n =
enc
2, 3, we furthermore need to know the modified encounter rates ωn′ (R). From
eq. (A.7) in Appendix A.1 we find ω2′ = w1 (eq. (A.7) for i = 1) and ω3′ ≃ w1 w2 /v2′
−1
(eq. (A.7) for i = 2), where w1 ∼ w2 ∼ τtr−1 from eq. (A.1) and v2′ = τdis
(modification
′
′
2
of eq. A.3), i.e. ω2 ∼ 1/τtr and ω3 ∼ τdis /τtr .
To discuss eq. (3.41) we may now distinguish various cases depending on
whether we have to consider (i) the non-stationary or quasi-stationary situation,
(ii) the strong (α ≪ a/R) or weak barrier (α ≫ a/R) limit, (iii) the formation
of the metastable dimer or stable trimer as rate limiting, (iv) the encounter processes to be faster or slower than the escape process (ωn′ τn′ ≪ 1 or not for n = 2, 3),
and (v) τ2′ to be dominated by the metastable dimer state (τ2′ ∼ τdis in the weak
barrier limit and τ2′ ∼ τ1 τdis /τtr in the strong barrier limit) or to be dominated
by the state of separated atoms (τ2′ ∼ τ2 ). Rather than treating all these possible cases (and analyzing their possible occurrence for the generic growth law
(2.7) by employing self-consistency requirements) we only remark that the results
obtained by Krug et al.[KPM00] are entailed in our description. In this work,
certain regimes corresponding to the quasi-stationary case in the strong barrier
limit are considered for both q1 ∼ q3 ≪ 1 and q1 q2 ≪ 1, where we obtain p1 ≃ q1
and p2 ≃ q1 q2 from eq. (3.43). Since ω1′ τ1′ = τ1 /τtr ∼ a/αR ≫ 1 in the strong barrier
limit, we can always set p(2)
≃ 1 in eq. (3.41). The following regimes are then
enc
discussed in [KPM00] with increasing τdis :
2
′
2
′ ′
(i) For τdis ≪ τtr2 /τ1 we have p(3)
enc ≃ ω3 τ3 ∼ τdis τ1 /τtr and τ2 ∼ τ1 , i.e. p2 ≃ q1 and
p1 ≫ p2 p(3)
. Accordingly, we obtain Ωfl ∼ (πF R2 τ1 )3 τdis /τtr2 corresponding to
enc
eq. (14) (regime I) in [KPM00].
′
2
(3)
(ii) For τtr2 /τ1 ≪ τdis ≪ τtr , we find p(3)
enc ≃ 1 and τ2 ∼ τ1 , i.e. p2 ≃ q1 and p1 ≫ p2 penc
as in (i), and hence Ωfl ∼ (πF R2 )3 τ12 corresponding to eq. (15) (regime II) in
[KPM00]. In the following cases, where τdis becomes even larger (and τ1 , τtr
do not change), we still have p(3)
enc ≃ 1.
(iii) For τtr ≪ τdis ≪ τtr /πF R2 τ1 , τ2′ ∼ τ1 τdis /τtr , i.e. p2 ∼ q1 q2 ∼ (πF R2 )2 τ12 τdis /τtr .
The condition τdis ≪ τtr /πF R2 τ1 is equivalent to p1 ≫ p2 p(3)
≃ p2 , and we thus
enc
2
2 3 2
find Ωfl ≃ πF R p2 ≃ (πF R ) τ1 τdis /τtr corresponding to eq. (16) (regime III)
in [KPM00].
(iv) For τtr /πF R2 τ1 ≪ τdis finally, p1 ≫ p2 and the formation of the stable trimer
is no longer the rate limiting process. From eq. (3.41) we then obtain Ωfl ≃
πF R2 p1 ∼ (πF R2 )2 τ1 corresponding to eq. (17) (regime IV) in [KPM00]. As
expected, the scaling behavior of Ωfl in this limit reduces to the case i = 1 (see
also the discussion in sec. 3.6.1).

It is clear that the above analysis is difficult to extend to even more complicated situations. Moreover, due to the growing number of characteristic time
scales, we found it increasingly difficult to discern pronounced scaling regimes in
practice, see e.g. fig. 3.16. We therefore prefer to treat the problem of second
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layer nucleation in the presence of metastable clusters within the more general
framework outlined in the sec. 3.5.1.
Rate equation approach
The general procedure outlined in sec. 3.5.1 allows us also to describe situations,
where the binding energies of unstable clusters of size j ≤ i are not small compared to kB T . To demonstrate this we again consider the case i = 2 and the
corresponding diagram in fig. 3.10. The dimer in the intermediate states possessing no stable nucleus is now considered to be metastable, and we introduce the
parameter
β ≡ exp(−∆Ejdis /kB T )
(3.44)
as “dissociation probability” (analogous to the step edge crossing probability
α = exp(−∆ES /kB T )). For β = 1 we recover the non-interacting particle model.
From the outset it is clear that second layer nucleation will proceed faster for
smaller β, since the state probabilities p3,2 (t) and p4,2 (t) in fig. 3.10 and hence
the currents j3 (t) and j4 (t) defined in eq. 3.39 will become strongly enhanced.
Figure 3.16 shows Rc as a function of α for fixed Γ = 108 and various β obtained
from Monte Carlo simulations (open symbols). As expected, the critical radius
decreases with decreasing β. In fact, for β = 10−6 one can regard the dimer as
effectively being stable on the relevant time scale tc , so that the changes with β
correspond to a continuous transition from i = 2 (β = 1) to i = 1 (β = 10−6). The
comparison with the numerical solution of eqs. 3.36 (solid lines) yields very good
(n)
agreement. To achieve this agreement, we used the same set of prefactors κa,j ,
κd,2 as given on page 43 and used for fig. 3.12. This highlights the power of the
rate equation approach to treat second layer nucleation in general situations.

3.6.2 Ring barriers
In this section we study the case where the approach of two atoms by diffusion
is impeded by additional barriers (published in [HM02]). As a generic model
we consider a barrier Ering in form of a ring with radius ξ around each adatom.
The occurrence of such barriers was explored by Fichthorn and Scheffler based on
extensive density functional calculations [FS00]. Similar interaction effects can
be caused by Shockley surface states [HP00]. Experimentally, an extra repulsive
barrier of up to 30meV between Cu atoms on Cu(111) was found at the 9th to
11th neighbor distances[KBE+ 02, FMS03]. The rate equation theory allows us
to account for these interaction effects in the form of additional processes and
states.
As before, we label the states according to the total number n of atoms on top
of the island and their configuration ν. Now the configuration label ν specifies the
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of critical island sizes Rc obtained from the rate-equation
approach with results from kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of the one-island model for
i = 2. Dimers are metastable and dissociate with a rate βD/a2 (see eq. (3.44)).
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Figure 3.17: States and the corresponding transition rates involved in the second
layer nucleation with ring barrier interaction and a critical nucleus of size i = 1. The
adatoms in configuration 2 are inside each others‘ ring barrier, which is marked by the
connecting line. The two states with configuration label ν = 3 contain a stable dimer.

way the n atoms are decomposed into clusters and which pairs of atoms have a
distance smaller than ξ and are thus “weakly bound” by their ring barriers. In fig.
3.17 the most important states are shown together with the rates W (n, ν → n′ , ν ′ )
connecting them. Inclusion of further states in the analysis does not change our
results by more than a few percent except for very large ratios ∆ES /kB T and
D/F a4 . 105 .
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In addition to the rates WF and Wl for deposition and loss of atoms on the
(n)
island, the additional rates W̃ring , W̃F , W̃b and W̃a (cf. fig. 3.17) involve the ring
barrier in form of the associated Boltzmann factor αring = exp[−∆Ering /kB T ],
∆Ering = Ering − ED , and the ring radius ξ. W̃F = πF ξ 2 is the deposition (“flux”)
rate into a ring. W̃a = κ̃a 2D/(πξ 2) is the attachment rate for two atoms in a
circle which are confined to a separation distance smaller than ξ. It results from
the time ∝ ξ 2 /2D for the two atoms to encounter by diffusion on top of an island
with radius ξ. For the relevant case a < ξ ≪ R we can further derive the rates for
formation and breakup of pairs weakly bound by their ring barriers. The breakup
rate is given by
W̃b = κ̃b

Dαring
.
aξ

(3.45)

It results from the probability ∝ 2πξ/πξ 2 for two atoms to have distance ξ times
the rate ∝ αring D/a2 to overcome the ring barrier. The rate for formation of an
adatom pair weakly bound by their ring barriers is
(n)

W̃ring


−1
a
n(n−1)D
κ̃1
+ κ̃2
,
=
R2
ξαring

(3.46)

(2)

if in total n adatoms are on top of the island. The associated time (W̃ring )−1 for
two atoms results from two contributions: The time ∝ R2 /D for first reaching
the interaction distance ξ ≪ R and the time for overcoming the barrier. The
latter is given by [(2πξa/πR2) × (αring D/a2 )]−1 , where the term 2πξa/πR2 is due
to the probability for a pair to have a distance in the interval (ξ, ξ + a) and the
(2)
term αring D/a2 is the rate to overcome the ring barrier. The rate W̃ring for a single
pair has to be multiplied by the number n(n − 1)/2 of distinct pairs to obtain the
total rate for n adatoms.
Atoms bound via the ring barrier will have a reduced mobility compared to
the individual atoms. We therefore approximate the total loss rate for such pairs
with the one of a single atom Wl .
The validity of all formulae for the elementary rates is tested as before against
kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC) simulations performed on a hexagonal lattice for the
(111) surface. The additional rates not yet tested are shown as scaling plots in
fig. 3.18, demonstrating the good agreement of the KMC data with the predictions
(n)
for W̃b and W̃ring . All constants κ̃ in eqs. (3.45),(3.46) are of the order of one. The
results for breakup and formation of ring barriers from the KMC simulations were
renormalized so that in the limit of weak barriers the nucleation rate without ring
barriers is approximately reproduced. The values are: κ̃1 = .34, κ̃2 = 1, κ̃b = 0.5
and κ̃a = 1.
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Figure 3.18: Scaling plots of the rates for formation and breakup of atom pairs bound
by their ring barriers. The symbols in the upper part of the figure refer (i) to n = 2,
ξ/a = 3 for R/a = 10 (+), 22 (∗), 46 (◦), 100 (×), (ii) to n = 2, ξ/a = 6 for R/a = 46
(), 100 (♦), and (iii) to n = 3, R/a = 6 for ξ/a = 3 (△) and 6 (▽). The solid line in
the upper part is a fit to fm (x) = (κ̃1 x + κ̃2 )−1 [cf. eq. (3.46)] and the solid line in the
lower part has slope one [cf. eq. (3.45)].

3.6.3 Implications for Experiments
As an application we quantify possible errors when determining the step edge
barrier ES [EH66, Sch69] in second layer nucleation experiments under the assumption of non-interacting adatoms. In these experiments one measures the
probability f [R(t)] that a stable cluster has nucleated on top of the island until
time t (i.e. the fraction of “covered islands”). In systems with a substrate mediated ring barrier, second layer nucleation will be aggravated and nucleation sets
in later. A repulsive ring barrier therefore has an effect similar to a reduced step
(0)
edge barrier, and thus yields an apparent measurement value ∆ES smaller than
the “true” ∆ES . On the other hand, metastable dimers facilitate the formation
(0)
of a stable nucleus, leading to values ∆ES larger than ∆ES . For the Ag/Pt(111)
system we compare the results for determining the step edge barrier at different
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Figure 3.19: Relative error of the apparent additional step edge barrier ∆ES when
neglecting interactions (∆Eint = 0) with respect to the “true” barrier ∆ES calculated
for ∆Eint > 0; upper part: ∆Eint = ∆Ering , lower part: ∆Eint = ∆Edis. The symbols
refer to different values ∆ES /kB T = 3 (•), 6 ( ), 9 (△), 12 (◦), and 15 ( ). The dotted
line in the upper figure is drawn for ∆ES = ∆E
√ring . All plots are calculated with
4
9
D/F a = 10 and the generic growth law R(t) ∝ t.

levels of sophistication of the underlying theory.
To estimate the significance of the interactions, we first present results for the
(0)
relative error [∆ES − ∆ES ]/∆ES as a function of the interaction parameters. By
solving Eq. (3.36) we obtain the curves f [R(t); ∆ES ] that refer to processes including interactions. On the other hand, we can solve the rate equations neglecting
(0)
the interaction (∆Ering = 0), thus obtaining f0 [R(t); ∆ES ]. By fitting the curves
(0)
f0 to the “true ” curves f we obtain
the apparent ∆ES . For the growth
law
√
√
4 i/2(i+2)
2
we use the generic form R(t) ∝ t (with the prefactor (D/F a )
F a from
standard nucleation theory as in sec. 2.3). In heteroepitaxy the D in this growth
law has to be distinguished from the one on top of an island. In the upper half of
fig. 3.19 we show results for the relative error as a function of ∆Ering . In the lower
half of the figure we include the results of an analogous analysis for i = 2 with
metastable dimers. We see that for small ∆ES , even weak interactions ∆Eint lead
to a large relative error. Closer inspection shows, that for fixed ratio ∆Eint /∆ES ,
the relative error decreases with increasing interaction energy (cf. the dashed line
in fig. 3.19). In the case of metastable dimers, the error reaches a plateau when
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the dissociation energy becomes so large that a dimer is stable on the time scale
of the formation of a stable trimer. This signifies the transition to the i = 1 case.

3.6.4 Case study: Ag/Pt(111)
For Ag/Pt(111) detailed second layer nucleation measurements of the type discussed above were performed by Bromann et al. [BBRK95]. The system Ag/Pt(111)
is particularly suited as a reference, since it has the advantage that many of the
relevant parameters were determined both by experiment [BBR+ 95, BBRK95,
BHM+ 96, BBJ+ 99] and by first-principle calculations [Fei94, RSS97, RS98, FS00].
Experimentally, the diffusion barrier ED for Ag adatom diffusion on a strained
Ag monolayer grown on Pt(111) is ED ∼
= 60 meV [BBR+ 95]. It has been shown
by density functional calculations [FS00] that Ag adatoms diffusing on one monolayer Ag on Pt(111) [1ML Ag/Pt(111)] exhibit a strong additional ring barrier
∆Ering = Ering − ED ∼
= 2.1 as introduced in sec. 3.6.2.
= 50 meV at a distance ξ/a ∼
We expect the same barrier for diffusion on top of already existing Ag islands
with sufficient size on the platinum surface.
The original analysis by Bromann et al. was based on the “TDT approach” for
second layer nucleation (see sec. 3.3). For the experimental parameters, regime
II of the fluctuation dominated case applies and the TDT √
approach should not
be applied. In contrast to the generic growth law R(t) ∝ t used for fig. 3.19,
in the experiment of Bromann et al., clusters grow predominantly by deposition
on top rather than attachment from the sides. This leads to an exponential
growth law R(t), different from the generic growth law eq. (2.7) for the mean
island radius used so far. The modification of the theories presented to this
exponential or more general growth laws is straightforward. Neither the general
expressions (3.23),(3.25) for the second layer nucleation rates in simple situations
nor the master equation (3.36) depend on the specific form of the growth law (the
expressions for n̄, pn , etc. in the quasi-stationary case, however, get modified, see
the discussion in sec. 3.4.1).
Metastable states are not considered here, because i = 1 in the temperature
range of the experiment. In fig. 3.20 we have fitted the measured fraction of
(0)
covered islands f (R) yielding ∆ES = 65 meV, which is about twice the value
obtained previously based on the TDT approach (see Table I). For the much
less reliable prefactor ratio [RT00] we find νS /νt = 41. The rate equation theory
(0)
without interactions yields essentially the same value ∆ES = 68 meV thereby
supporting the scaling approach [RM99, HRM00].
The next step in theoretical sophistication is the inclusion of the ring barrier.
When using the value ∆Ering = 50 meV [FS00], we find a significantly decreased
value of ∆ES = 52 meV. This decrease seems to be in contradiction to the reason(0)
ing above that ∆ES < ∆ES . However, the values were obtained by fitting both
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Figure 3.20: Fraction of covered Ag islands of size R as measured by Bromann et al.
[BBRK95]. The solid lines refer to fits with the scaling approach when neglecting interactions and the dashed lines refer to fits with the rate equation theory when including
the ring barriers. The inset shows the Arrhenius fit for values αs obtained by the rate
equation theory for νS = νt = 1012 Hz.

the prefactor νS /νt and ∆ES to the data and cannot be directly compared because the prefactors turn out to be very different (see table I). When fitting under
the constraint νS /νt = 1 [KPM00], the value for ∆ES increases from 42 meV to
48 meV in accordance with the general argument. Interestingly, the behavior of
the standard error (see table I) indicates that the system is better described when
including the interactions. However, this interpretation should not be driven too
far, since the standard error is only an indication of the quality of the fit, but
should not be interpreted as the measurement error.
It was recently argued that the often reported small prefactors for hopping
on weakly corrugated surfaces are due to neglecting the interaction effects in
the analysis of first layer nucleation experiments [OBWL01]. We therefore also
analyze the data using the theoretical prediction νt = 1012 Hz [RS98] in the rate
equation approach. The three αS values obtained for each temperature shown in
fig. 3.20 lie very closely on a line in an Arrhenius plot (see the inset in fig. 3.20).
Both when using νS /νt as fitting parameter and when setting νS /νt = 1, we find
comparatively large values ∆ES = 74 meV and ∆ES = 82 meV, respectively.
In conclusion, when measuring ∆ES by nucleation experiments, interactions
have to be properly taken into account.
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νt
∆Ering
[Hz] [meV]
109
0
9
10
0
109
0
9
10
50
12
10
50

Theory
TDT
Scaling
Rate Eq.
Rate Eq.
Rate Eq.

∆ES
[meV]
30 ± 5
65 ± 5
68 ± 1
52 ± 1
74 ± 2

νS /νt
1
41
83
2
0.3

∆ES [meV]
(νS /νt = 1)
30
43 ± 2.2
42 ± 2.6
48 ± 0.4
82 ± 0.8

Table 3.3: Comparison of results for the additional step edge barrier for Ag/1ML
Ag/Pt(111) obtained with theories of different levels of sophistication (see text). The
standard errors from the fitting procedure are shown for the values of ∆ES .

3.7 Applications
The theoretical understanding of second layer nucleation is not only of basic
importance but has numerous applications. One of these is the determination of the effective step edge barrier ∆ES for systems, where the more direct and simpler method via the measurement of adatom lifetimes by field ion
microscopy[KE98, Kel94] cannot be applied. Most methods for determination of
the step edge barrier essentially determine the quantity (ν ′ /ν) exp(−∆ES /kB T ),
so that separating ν ′ /ν from the Boltzmann factor requires analyzing data for
different temperatures. The breakdown of the TDT approach in the fluctuationdominated situation calls for a reexamination of some experimental data for estimating ∆ES , also in cases which are not further complicated by additional
interactions as in sec. 3.6.4.
Such a case is the Ag/Ag(111) system also studied by Bromannet al.[BBRK95].
A re-examination of the data has been carried out by Krug et al.[KPM00] with
a fluctuation based theory equivalent to the one presented here. The original
value for the step edge barrier was reported as ∆ES ≈ 120meV[BBRK95]. By
using both ν ′ /ν and ∆ES as free fitting parameters, one obtains ∆ES ∼
= 320meV
and ν ′ /ν ∼
= 4 × 108 . These values are much larger than the previous ones and
are in disagreement with effective medium calculations [LdP94], as well as with
results from evaluating other experimental data [MVvdV+ 95, SH95, RBT97].
However, in all these evaluations a particular fixed value for ν ′ /ν is assumed. This
assumption implies that one has to allow for a temperature dependence of ∆ES .
Such a dependence is conceivable when remembering that ∆ES is an effective
barrier, which results from an averaging over microscopic rates. Setting ν ′ /ν = 1,
Krug et al. obtained ∆ES (T = 120K) ∼
= 100meV
= 110meV and ∆ES (T = 130K) ∼
[KPM00]. These values compare more favorably with the alternative ways of
determination referred to above.
TODO eigene Daten einfuegen
Tringides et al. claimed to have measured ν ′ /ν with great accuracy[RT00] by
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using RHEED measurements. However, we argued[HM01], that based on the
existing data for Ag/Ag(111) a definite value for ∆ES (and thus ν ′ /ν) cannot be
given. One may only conclude that ν ′ /ν ≫ 1 for ∆ES ≥ 120meV. In order to
obtain better results for ∆ES and ν ′ /ν, one could perform RHEED measurements
at different temperatures.
Krug et al. moreover studied the influence of step decoration by CO molecules
[KCM98] on Rc (and hence ∆ES ) for Pt/Pt(111). They found a strong increase of
∆ES with CO partial pressures, when analyzing the data corresponding to regime
II (for i = 1) of the fluctuation-dominated situation. Hence contamination by CO
is expected to favor multilayer growth.
On the other hand, surfactants may promote smooth layer-by-layer growth. For
example, the presence of only small amounts of Sb for growth of Ag on Ag(111)
were shown to convert rough multilayer to layer-by-layer growth[vdVvPL+ 92,
VVM+ 94]. It was suggested[vdVvPL+ 92] that Sb reduces ∆ES , but, since it
was observed that Sb increases the island density in the first layer[vdVvPL+ 92,
TvdGT94], it is also possible that the induced layer-by-layer growth results from
a decrease of the mean island distance[ZL94, LZCM93]. Even in the absence
of surfactants, a change of the effective step edge barrier may go along with a
shape transition of the islands with varying temperature (see [KPVC90, BMC92,
vSWV93, TvdGT94] and the footnote on page 17), and this can induce changes in
the film morphology as well. With respect to the transition from the fluctuationdominated to the mean-field type situation with varying i predicted in this work,
it would also be interesting to conduct proper experiments for metal epitaxy on
(100) surfaces, where a change from i = 1 to i = 3 is often observed with increasing
temperature.
The case of heteroepitaxy can be treated as well by replacing the jump rate
D/a2 of adatoms on top of the islands by a modified jump rate D ′ /a2 in all
formulae.
A further application pertaining to the design of self-organized nanostructures
is the possibility to create pyramidal mounds on a substrate, which are called
“wedding cakes”[EFFL94, KSCM99, GMD+ 01]. As suggested by Michely et
al.[MKKP99], the size Ltop of the top terrace of the pyramid should be roughly
given by Ω(Ltop ) ≈ F , where Ω is the second layer nucleation rate. Recently, an
expression for the distribution of Ltop has been suggested within a self-consistent
analysis of a model for the dynamics of the top terrace[KPM00]. In recent developments of nanostructure formation also larger clusters of atoms are considered
as basic building blocks in epitaxial growth. The underlying processes seem to
be very similar to the case of deposition of single atoms or simple molecules (for
a review, see [Jen99]), so that it could well be that also for cluster deposition an
effective step edge barrier has a decisive influence on the film topography.
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3.8 Summary and Discussion
In summary, we have presented a detailed theoretical investigation of the nucleation on top of islands in epitaxial growth. The approach first identifies relevant
states of the island in terms of the number of atoms on the island and the way
these are decomposed into monomers and clusters of subcritical size. Transitions
between these states are described by rates for deposition of atoms, loss of atoms
over the step edge, aggregation processes and nucleation events. In the case
of interactions, additional rates for breakup of metastable states and formation
and breakup of pairs weakly bound by a ring barrier have to be included. All
rates were derived from scaling arguments and shown to agree with kinetic MC
simulations.
When the lifetimes of unstable clusters can be neglected (non-interacting particle model), it was possible to tackle the problem within a simplified stochastic
description based on the deposition rate, the time needed for a monomer to leave
the island and the encounter rate for the number of atoms needed to form a critical nucleus. In this case, the critical island radius shows a power law relationship
with the quantities Γ and α (defined in eqs. (2.3),(3.1)) in various scaling regimes.
An important result of the scaling analysis is that the nucleation for critical nuclei
of size i ≤ 2 is dominated by fluctuations, while for larger critical nuclei it can
be treated in a mean-field type manner (note, however, that the metastability of
clusters tends to increase the fluctuation dominated regime). The second layer
nucleation rate for both the fluctuation dominated and mean-field situation was
derived in compact form (see eqs. (3.25),(3.23)). Understanding the reason for
the failure of the mean-field approach has attracted more attention [CP01, PC03].
One interpretation of the results is that the nucleation rate in confined geometries depends on the number of distinct sites visited, while mean-field models
incorrectly count every visit of a site.
When metastable clusters can form with appreciable lifetimes, the simplified
description can in principle be extended (see sec. 3.6.1), but becomes of limited
value due to the fact that many elementary processes get mutually coupled both
sequentially and in parallel. In such situations it is better to employ the more
general framework outlined in sec. 3.5 where a master equation is set up that
is based on our derivation for the transition rates between island states. In this
framework, additional interactions in the form of ring barriers can be easily incorporated. The theoretical description can be viewed as a three-fold hierarchy: (i)
A description with individual atomic positions and jump processes on the lattice,
can be accurately modeled with KMC simulations and serves as a reference. (ii)
Identification of states (equivalence classes for atomic configurations) according
to the number of atoms and decomposition into clusters together with derivation of rates for transitions between such states. The greatly reduced number of
states allows for a direct numerical solution of the corresponding master equation. (iii) Identification of scaling properties of the rates and subsequently in the
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dependence of the critical island radius on Γ and α by self-consistency arguments.
This approach allows the most physical insight by explicity stating the dominant
pathway in each scaling regime and delineates the validity of mean-field theories.
The theories predict significantly different nucleation rates than the previous
mean-field TDT approach in cases which are of relevance to experiments. Therefore, experiments which measure the step edge barrier by observing nucleation
in the second layer need to be reevaluated. In the presence of interactions, additional errors are introduced if they are neglected in the evaluation of experimental
data. We quantified the influence of two types of interaction effects on measurements of the step edge barrier for a range of possible parameters and reanalyzed
an experiment where interactions effects by ring barriers are important.
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Growth of binary alloys

4.1 Motivation
Understanding the epitaxial growth of binary alloys is of fundamental interest
and the methods presented in this section are applicable to a wide range of
materials. In our specific computations we focus on the CoPt3 system, because of
its potential in applications, availability of a large set of experimental data, but
lack of theoretical understanding in important aspects. Magnetic properties in
CoPt3 are strongly influenced by the arrangement of the Co atoms. In general, the
magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of a homogeneous material depends primarily
on the orientation of the magnetization to the crystallographic axes via the crystal
field anisotropy and on the orientation with respect to the sample geometry due
to dipolar interactions of the magnetic moments[Chi97, DMW00].
For thin magnetic films used in storage devices, the MAE and its direction are
decisive parameters that need to be controlled for developing high density magnetic storage materials. The magnitude of the anisotropy determines the stability
of the magnetization direction against thermal excitation. It therefore also determines the minimum particle size needed for long term storage. A direction of the
MAE with an easy axis perpendicular to the film plane is called perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA). Such an anisotropy has several technical advantages
for further increasing information densities by minimizing negative influence of
stray fields and effectively doubling the available write fields with an additional
soft magnetic layer[MTM+ 02]. However, for thin films, the form anisotropy that
results from dipolar interactions tends to drive the magnetization into the film
plane[Chi97]. Much recent activity in the field of magnetic thin films has therefore
been devoted to develop materials with PMA [MTM+ 02].

4.2 Experiments
In order to overcome the form anisotropy of the thin film, additional contributions to MAE originating from interfaces or from the internal structure can be harnessed. In the case of CoPt3 , PMA could be induced in several ways: (i) Multilayers formed by epitaxial deposition of alternating Co and Pt layers[GJ93, ZGGF89]
or by choosing an appropriate crystallographic direction in L11 ordered CoPt with
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self-organized layering[UUH+ 02], (ii) Films without long range order but local
structural anisotropies with preferential Co-Pt bonds perpendicular to the film
plane by codeposition of Co and Pt with CoPt3 stoichiometry[WBG+ 92, RSTH95,
SRT+ 99]. (iii) Nanoclusters obtained by codeposition in CoPt3 stoichiometry on
a van der Waals surface that promotes 3D growth.
Bulk crystals of CoPt3 have fcc lattice structure. Below the temperature To/d =
958 K they become ordered with the L12 structure, where the Pt atoms are at
the face centers and the Co atoms at the corners of the fcc unit cell. Films of
type (ii) were grown on Pt(111) and Ru(0001) surfaces at growth temperatures
Tg up to a thickness of 30-300 nm. They only show PMA in a temperature
window 500 K < Tg < 820 K. The lower temperature reflects kinetic limitations
for development of the local anisotropies while the upper bound is due to the
occurrence of isotropic long-range L12 ordering. Only within that temperature
window a uniaxial structural order develops with magnetic properties that can
overcome the shape anisotropy.
For nanoclusters (iii), the temperature window where PMA occurs is shifted
to room temperature with significant advantages for technological applications.
The origin of PMA in films (ii) could be attributed to preferential Co-Pt bonds
out of plane by XAFS[TCFJ96], EXAFS[CNH+ 01] and MCXD[NKS+ 98] experiments. The strong surface segregation of Pt is believed to play a dominant role
in structure formation for both types of films. The situation for nanoclusters is
more complicated, because surface effects can play a dominant role.
The reason for three-dimensional island formation of CoPt3 by deposition on
WSe2 (0001) surfaces is the combination of the weak van der Waals interaction
with the large lattice mismatch of 17% between CoPt3 (111) and WSe2 (0001)
(nearest neighbor distance 0.272nm in the (111) planes compared to Se-Se nearest distance 0.328nm in the (0001) planes). The islands have the usual CoPt3
lattice constant as confirmed by RHEED measurements[AMT+ 01], so that magnetostriction effects can be ruled out as the source for the observed magnetic
behavior. At a nominal coverage of 0.8 monolayer the islands have an average diameter 2.9nm and height 0.9nm at a growth temperature Tg = 293K (20o C), and
an average diameter 4.4nm and height 1.2nm at a growth temperature Tg = 573K
(300o C)[AMT+ 01]. This corresponds to 300 and 1200 atoms per nanocluster at
20o C and 300oC, respectively. Each nanocluster is hexagonal in shape with a
top (111) facet and wall facets consisting of {100} and {111} planes. The L12
order forms above growth temperatures Tg > 423K (150o C) and vanishes above
973K (700o C). The remarkable lowering of the onset temperature for L12 ordering
compared to the smooth films is attributed to the increase of possible chemical
arrangements associated with the free surfaces of the nanoclusters.
Similar growth-induced PMA as in CoPt alloys is also observed for Nix Pt1−x
films[VSMH01]. However, for a related class of materials (garnets), the magnetic anisotropy can depend on the crystallographic orientation of the growth
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facet[HH74].
In the case of CoPt3 the anisotropy arises from hybridization of d-electron
states and spin-orbit coupling. Experiments with multilayers show that the hybridization is highly localized at the interface[NKS+ 98]. The importance of the
interfaces for the origin of the MAE is further corroborated by the fact that electronic structure calculations for Co/Pt superlattices yield the largest values for
anisotropy energies for alternating layers of Pt and Co with 1 ML thickness[LV95],
and the observed reduction in MAE from the perfect superlattice case for discontinuous monolayers, e.g. due to interdiffusion. Therefore, consideration of only
nearest neighbors is sufficient to describe the anisotropy arising from CoPt bonds.
In this work we show how the combined effects of kinetically limited surface
segregation and shape formation lead to a structural anisotropy that induces
PMA in binary nanoclusters. The effect of cluster shape discussed here primarily
relies on surface contributions and favors PMA, in contrast to the dipolar form
anisotropy. To demonstrate these mechanisms, we analyzed a model for binary
alloys based on nearest neighbor interactions.

4.3 Simulation Model
To our knowledge, prior kinetic MC simulations modeling the growth of binary
alloys were either not fully 3-dimensional and employed e.g. simplified solid on
solid models[SLP98] and other simplifying assumptions regarding the rates of
processes. The work that comes closest to what is presented here is a simulation
with only one component and unphysical large distance diffusion hops to speed
up the simulation[HGdlR98].

4.3.1 Chemical interactions
Our model starts from an fcc lattice where a site can be occupied with an atom of
type A (Co) or B (Pt), or by a vacancy V. In contrast to vacancy driven diffusion
models with a small concentration of vacancies and fixed shape of the sample,
here most of the simulation box consists of vacancies representing the free space
in the vicinity of the cluster and allows for an unconstrained evolution of the
sample morphology. The interactions between A and B atoms are assumed to
be of nearest neighbor type with a bond counting scheme in order to reduce the
number of parameters. This type of lattice model is widely used for simulation
of binary alloys and already captures their essential statistical properties, as e.g.
in [Vak04, FVCP97, KDM03]. The algorithm automatically entails step edge
barriers, desorption from the surface and the possibility of vacancy diffusion in
the bulk.
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The bond energies between the different atomic species are denoted by EAA ,
EAB and EBB . This implies a binding energy for an atom at site i
Eb =

12
X

A
A B
B A
B B
[EAA nA
i ni,δ + EAB (ni ni,δ + ni ni,δ ) + EBB ni ni,δ ],

(4.1)

δ=1

where nαi ∈ (0, 1) are occupation numbers and nαi,δ are the occupation numbers
of the site neighboring site i in direction δ. For the case of a bulk system without
vacancies, this model can be mapped onto an Ising model with interaction J and
external field h:
1
J = (EAA + EBB − 2EAB );
4

h = EAA − EBB .

(4.2)

The third parameter that determines the energies in addition to Eq. 4.2 is an
average bond energy, which we chose to be the one of the L12 ordered state
E0 = 21 (EAB + EBB ). The three parameters J, h and E0 uniquely determine the
three bond energies EAA , EAB and EBB .
The choice of parameters should reproduce equilibrium properties of the CoPt3
system: (i ) A phase transition leading to chemical order (L12 ) at To/d = 961 K
which is related to J via kB To/d = 1.83J[FVCP97] and is used to set the energy
scale to units of kB (961/1.83)K = 45 meV, so that J = 1, and T = 1 corresponds
to 525 K. (ii ) Surface segregation with nearly 100% Pt at the surface[GBSB+ 92]
caused by the larger size of Pt compared to Co. The observed segregation is
compatible with values h/J . −4; we chose h/J = −4. At the temperatures
of interest, the mobility of atoms is effectively restricted to the surface so that
the typical number of relevant bonds is between 3 (for an adatom diffusing on a
terrace) and up to 7 (for an atom attached to an edge). Parameters for a variety of
corresponding processes were calculated for Pt with electronic density functional
theory (DFT)[Fei99] and yield E0 ≈ −5. The differences between atomic species
are accounted for by the parameters J and h. A determination of the average bond
energy from the bulk cohesive energy would strongly overestimate the average
strength of the bonds with E0 ≈ −20. The reason is that the total binding
energy is in reality not given by a sum of independent bond interactions and
the first few bonds give a much larger contribution than those completing full
coordination in the bulk [YDA+ 97]. The bond energies are to be understood
as effective energies since the measured interactions extend to several neighbor
shells[KPPB+ 00]. For E0 = −5, J = 1 and h = −4, the bond energies are
EAA = EAB − 7 and EBB = −3.
The experiments for nanoclusters were performed on the WSe2 (0001) surface
which is known to be of van der Waals type. The interaction at the surface is
modeled by a weak attractive potential, represented by an additional energy of
EvdW = −5 for atoms in the first layer. Compared to a Pt(111) surface with
three bonds of typical strength E0 , this amounts to about 1/3 of the energy of
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a single Pt–Pt bond. The hcp sites on the (111) surface are not considered,
since it is known that single Pt atoms on Pt(111) prefer fcc sites by an energy
of 180 meV[FF96], Co atoms on Pt(111) by 100 meV[WLF91], and the resulting
structures at experimental temperatures are of fcc type.

4.3.2 Kinetic parameters
The additional parameters needed to describe the kinetics of the system are the
additional energy of the transition state Et and the attempt frequency ν. These
values are known from diffusion experiments[BHM+ 96] of Pt on Pt(111) surfaces
as ν = 5 × 1012 s−1 and ∆Et ≃ 5.1 ∆Et is identical to the diffusion barrier ED
in the previous chapter on second layer nucleation. We use a new symbol in
this chapter to highlight its more general interpretation as transition energy for
a variety of processes. The resulting diffusion constant is D/a2 = νe−∆Et /kB T for
moves without change in energy.
The bond counting scheme implies a typical activation energy for dimer dissociation of Et + E0 = 450meV, which seems very small and is in fact too small by
a factor of almost two when comparing to scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
experiments and DFT calculations[FM01]. However, field ion microscopy (FIM)
measurements also yield a small value of 460meV, which can be explained with
an additional mechanism for dissociation which involves a concerted motion of
atoms at the edge of the FIM tip and is consistent with DFT calculations of a
corresponding process[FM01]. Since facets on nanoclusters have about the same
dimension as an FIM tip and dimer diffusion is in reality even quicker than the
alternating jumps of the two adatoms as needed in the simulation, the binding
energy used, effectively captures dimer dissociation better than a strict scheme
based on the dissociation process alone.
In addition, the deposition rate F is an important parameter. When a deposition event is chosen, an atom is deposited at a random position in the top layer
of the simulation box and moved downwards in one of the three downward directions (randomly chosen at each step) until is has at least one neighbor or reaches
the surface. The nucleation theory for the first layer where the ratio D/F enters
as key quantity is reviewed in Sec. 2.3. We use F = 21 ML/s in most simulations,
but also test for sensitivity of the results with F = 2.1 ML/s. The latter value
is about two orders of magnitude higher than experimental deposition rates. At
T = 1 and with F = 21 ML/s, D/a2 = 3.4 · 1010 s−1 and D/F a4 = 1.6 · 109 .
1

When simulating the growth of multiple clusters, one should use a lower barrier for diffusion
on the weakly binding substrate. The barrier for pure Co-diffusion is known [AMT+ 01] as
about 1/2 of the value used here, but from measurements of island densities of CoPt3 , a
value of ∆Et ≃ 5 results again when assuming a critical cluster size i = 1 for an analysis
with eq. (2.4)[AMT+ 01]. When only a single cluster grows in the simulation box, these
differences are not important, since almost all atoms are bound in the cluster.
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The resulting rate for a process with a final energy Ef and initial energy Ei is
ν e−∆Et /kB T min(1, e−(Ef −Ei )/kB T )

(4.3)

This rate obeys the condition of detailed balance (see also appendix B) and the
minimum operation ensures that the rate of processes is bounded for moves with
a lowering of bond energy.

4.3.3 Exchange Processes
CoPt3 shows almost complete Pt segregation in equilibrium[GBSB+ 92]. While
segregation can be observed in the simulations, the process by which Pt accumulates at the surface usually requires several moves. Some of them may require intermediate steps with a significant number of broken bonds. In reality, concerted
moves of atoms often open new kinetic pathways, as already discussed in sec. 3.2
for exchange processes where atoms effectively overcome a step edge barrier. Exchange processes by concerted motion of several atoms are found experimentally
for Co deposition on Pt(111) over a range of temperatures: 250K[GBB+ 00], 400K
[LSK+ 99] and 520K[DSBSDSL02]. The exchange processes were especially frequent at the lower edges of terraces. In another experiment Ni atoms exchanged
with Pt at temperatures as low as 150K[GK01]. Computer simulations for Co
on Au(001) yield a rather small exchange barrier of only 250meV. The exchange
barrier for Co on Cu(001) by DFT calculations is 1.02 eV[PFS+ 03], which is twice
the diffusion barrier for that system.
Exchange processes can also be the dominant channel for Pt diffusion on {100}
and {110} Pt facets as verified by FIM experiments and DFT calculations[Kel94].
In these processes an adatom is buried in the surface layer substituting a surface
atom that moves to a neighboring site of the original atom. Such exchange processes are favored over direct jumps on the surface because of higher coordination
numbers in the transition state.
We therefore included exchange processes in addition to single atom moves in
the simulation with an additional barrier of ∆Ex and initial and final energies
taken into account as before. We imposed an additional condition for a pair of
atoms to exchange: One atom is required to have a coordination in the range
of 3 . . . 5 and the other one in the range of 8 . . . 10. The activation energy of
exchange diffusion on Pt(100) is just 470meV[Kel94], which is almost the same
as the total barrier ∆Et + ∆Ex when ∆Ex = 5 as used in most simulations.

4.3.4 Implementation
The simulations are performed in a box with periodic boundary conditions in
lateral dimensions. The dimensions of the box (lx , ly , lz ) are chosen so that only
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one nucleus forms in the box, with the exception of the very lowest temperatures,
where the island distance becomes smaller than the box size. For the deposition
rate F = 21 ML/s used in most simulations and temperatures T > 0.6 the
island distance which would be observed by self-organization exceeds the box size.
This could be effectively accounted for by increasing the deposition rate at the
boundary of the box to match the extra flux of atoms deposited within the typical
capture zone of an island. However, in order to reduce the number of parameters,
we deliberately kept the deposition rate constant for all temperatures.
The simulation is performed with a rejection-less continuous-time MC algorithm that generates realizations of a master equation. Each set of occupation
numbers of the lattice can be regarded as a possible state of a master equation
where the rates for atomic motion connect the states. Each simulation step consists of: (i) executing a process with probability proportional to its rate. (ii)
incrementing the time by an interval ∆t drawn from a Poissonian distribution
with h∆ti = Wtotal (s)−1 (iii) update of possible process rates in vicinity of the
moving atom (see Appendix B for details).
An example of a typical cluster with N = 2000 atoms obtained in the KMC
simulations is shown in Fig. 4.1. The simulation box consists of lz = 15 layers
with 402 lattice sites each. The top facet has (111) orientation, as expected for the
(111) substrate and side facets are of {111} and {100} type. The surface shows
strong Pt segregation. Similar to the experiments, the aspect ratio of lateral to
height dimension of the cluster is 3:1. At the temperature T = 1.2, the ratio
D/F a4 = 8 · 1010 and the simulation run used 3.3 · 1010 steps. A simple MC
algorithm which generates equivalent dynamics, but is not rejection free, can be
estimated to require close to N 2 · D/(a4 lx ly F ) steps, i.e. about 7000 times more
than the algorithm used here. This ratio increases further at lower temperatures,
since processes where bonds are broken will have a lower rate and correspondingly
contribute to larger time increments ∆t.

4.4 Connection between structural order and
magnetic properties
A connection between a local structural anisotropy and the resulting magnetic
anisotropy was proposed already by Néel[Née54] based on dipolar interactions
depending on the type of atoms involved in a bond. The approach counts the
number of bonds between neighboring atoms taking their direction and species
into account. We propose to extend this scheme to the case where the local
anisotropy is due to spin-orbit interactions. The anisotropies originating from the
different species can be described by local bonds, as shown by the experiments
discussed in sec. 4.2. The isotropic part of the magnetic interactions does not
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Figure 4.1: A typical cluster configuration with 2000 atoms for h = −4, T = 1.2 and
∆Ex = 0. Pt atoms are marked in blue and Co atoms are marked in different colors
depending on the number of nearest neighbor Pt atoms: if more (less) Pt atoms are
found OOP than IP the atom is marked in green (yellow); otherwise it is marked in red.
Facets with sixfold {111} and fourfold {100} symmetry can be clearly distinguished.

need to be further specified, but may be described by a Heisenberg hamiltonian,
or other models that better take into account the itinerant nature of d-electrons.
The anisotropic part of the energy can then be written as

HA = −

XX

<i,δ>

α
2
∆ACo α nCo
) (µCo
i ni,δ cos <
i , aδ ).

(4.4)

α

Here aδ , δ = 1, . . . , 12, denote the nearest neighbor bond vectors in the fcc lattice, nαi , nαi,δ ∈ {0, 1} are occupation numbers for species α ∈ (Co, Pt, V(vacancy))
Co α
on lattice sites Ri, Ri +aδ . µCo
is the anisotropy
i are the Co moments and ∆A
energy of a single Co-α bond, equal to the energy difference between the local
P moment oriented perpendicular and parallel to the bond direction. The sum <i,δ>
runs over all nearest neighbor bonds.

The anisotropy energy per atom in a nanocluster is then obtained by evaluation of HA with saturated magnetization for a given structure {nαi } on a
fcc lattice in different directions. The in plane (IP) direction lies in the (111)
plane and the out-of-plane (OOP) direction is perpendicular to the plane (parallel to the [111] direction). The evaluation yields the bond anisotropy energy
Es = [HA ({µi IP}) − HA ({µi OOP})]. For the evaluation,
it is helpful to note
P
that all in plane directions are equivalent because 2k=0 cos2 (φ + 2πk
) = 32 for an
3
arbitrary angle
P φ. Summation over the 12 nearest neighbor vectors and using the
condition α nαi = 1 then yields
Es =
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⊥
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⊥
k
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α
with nCo
denoting the number of Co-α bonds with non-vanishing component in
⊥
α
the [111] direction and nCo
the number of bonds in plane. The latter can be
k
P
Co α
Co α
α
written as nk = i,δk ni ni,δ , and nCo
is defined accordingly.
⊥

We define structural anisotropy parameters
Co α
P⊥−k
=


1
α
α
nCo
− nCo
⊥
k
N

(4.6)

Similar to multilayers where Co-Pt bonds are oriented perpendicular to the surCoPt
face, PMA can be expected for P⊥−k
> 0.

4.4.1 Parameters for the bond anisotropy constants
The main contribution to the anisotropy comes from the Co-Pt bond anisotropy
constant ∆ACoPt and can be inferred from Co-Pt interface anisotropies, which
were measured by magnetic torque measurements to be K CoPt = 1.2 mJ/m2
[WWS+ 94], and with the magneto-optical Kerr effect on a Co wedge embedded in
Pt K CoPt = 1.15 mJ/m2 [GJ93] and multilayers K CoPt = 0.96 mJ/m2 [WWS+ 94]
and K CoPt = 0.42 mJ/m2 [ZGGF89]. Differences arise through different preparations of the films resulting in differing interface roughness. Higher order terms
in angles θ to the surface normal, proportional to sin4 θ are not always accounted
for separately. They can amount to about 1/4 of the sin2 θ terms[WWS+ 94].
In the following, a value of K CoPt = 1 mJ/m2 is assumed which corresponds to
∆ACoPt = 130µ eV.
The anisotropy of the free Co interface was measured by comparison of magnetic anisotropy of covered and uncovered films by torsion oscillation magnetometry as K CoV = −0.28 mJ/m2 [KG95], with MOKE measurements as K CoV =
−0.17 mJ/m2 [BBC+ 94] and with Brillouin light scattering measurements of spin
wave excitations as K CoV = −1.06 mJ/m2 [KLS+ 92]. A theoretical investigation
of a free standing Co monolayer yields K CoV = −0.32 mJ/m2 [WLF91]. Assuming
a value of K CoV = −0.25 mJ/m2 , the bond anisotropy is ∆ACoV = −33µ eV.

The remaining parameter in eq. (4.5) is ∆aCoCo for the Co-Co bond. The
Co-Co bonds only have a very small anisotropy because of the small orbital Co
moment and the fact that the anisotropy considered here is driven by the orbital
moments. The dipolar interaction of the atomic magnetic moments is always
present and is considered here for nearest neighbors. The dipolar energy of a
pair of moments in parallel orientation depends on their angle to the connecting
0 µ1 µ2
line and is Edip (α) = 3µ
cos2 α. In the case of a pair of Co atoms in CoPt3
4π r 3
with a moment of about 1.5µB [MP66, IOJ96], this amounts to a maximal energy
difference at nearest neighbor distance of 18µeV. This value is smaller than the
anisotropy value of Co-Pt bonds inferred from measurements of multilayers by
about one order of magnitude.
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Combining the contributions, we obtain ∆ACoPt − ∆ACoV = 0.17meV and
∆ACoCo − ∆ACoV = 0.051meV. The second term in eq. (4.5) is much smaller
Co−Pt
CoCo
than the first one because ∆ACoCo < ∆aCoPt and |P⊥−k
| < |P⊥−k
| due to the
smaller number of Co-Co bonds resulting from stoichiometry and partial ordering.
The main result of this section is that knowing the magnetic anisotropy energy
CoPt
per bond, the structural anisotropy parameter P⊥−k
directly predicts the main
bond contribution to the magnetic anisotropy constant per atom as
1
CoPt
.
Ks = ∆ACoPt P⊥−k
2

(4.7)

The full uniaxial anisotropy Ku = Ks + Kdip also contains the form anisotropy
from dipolar interactions, which is evaluated in Sec. 4.5.4.

4.5 Simulation results for nanoclusters
4.5.1 Anisotropy parameters

Co−Pt
Co−Co
The two anisotropy parameters P⊥−k
and P⊥−k
are shown in fig. 4.2 in
dependence of temperature for clusters grown to 1000 atoms. The dashed lines
connect data points with F = 2.1 ML/s and are shifted to lower temperatures
compared to the solid lines with F = 21 ML/s. The slower deposition rates allow
for more jumps between deposition events, so that a small decrease in temperature
which slows down the kinetics can be compensated. However, F and T remain
independent parameters of the system and no exact relation exists that would
relate results obtained at different temperatures by simply changing F .

In the case without exchange processes, both anisotropy parameters are smaller
than zero for all temperatures and PMA cannot be expected. Including exchange
Co−Pt
processes, gives rise to values P⊥−k
> 0. In this case, a conspicuous feature of
the curves is the non-monotonic dependence on temperature. Such a temperature
window where PMA can be observed was also found in experiments[AMT+ 01,
SRT+ 99].
At this point in the analysis, the origin of the local structural anisotropy is not
clear. It could be a bulk effect similar to the ordering observed in comparatively
thick films as discussed in sec. 4.2. However, the temperatures are lower and the
surface to bulk ratio is very different for small clusters.
Co−Pt
Fig. 4.3 shows P⊥−k
during the growth of clusters for several temperatures
in the presence of exchange processes. For the two highest temperatures, the
Co−Pt
anisotropy decreases with the cluster size ∝ N −1/3 . Since P⊥−k
is normalized
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Figure 4.2: Structural anisotropy parameters P⊥−k
panel). The dashed lines correspond to data obtained with a deposition rate of F = 2.1,
which is 10 times smaller than the rate used for the full lines.

per atom, the total anisotropy scales ∝ N 2/3 . When partitioning the sample into
a bulk part and an outer shell comprised of atoms with coordination n ≤ 11 and
their neighbors, one finds that the bulk part does not contribute significantly to
the total anisotropy. This indicates a surface effect as origin of the anisotropy.
The surface effect is different from the thick films grown at much higher temperatures (discussed in sec. 4.2), where the bulk part shows anisotropic ordering.
The next two sections investigate how cluster shape and surface segregation influence the anisotropy of nanoclusters, and explain the reason for a decrease of
the anisotropy with higher temperatures.

4.5.2 Cluster shape
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the (111) substrate.

In order to give a visual impression of the shape of the clusters, fig.4.4 shows
an effective
radius for n atoms found on average in each layer, that is defined as
p
R = n/π. In the case of the lowest temperature T = 0.4, several clusters grow
simultaneously so that the radius cannot be interpreted as the radius of a single
cluster in this case.
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clusters.

X−X
The shape parameter P⊥−k
counts the number of OOP bonds minus the number
of bonds IP (irrespective of the type), so that for clusters with oblate shape
X−X
P⊥−k
< 0. For homogeneous clusters (e.g. fully ordered or random occupation),
X−X
Co α
the anisotropy parameters P⊥−k
are proportional to P⊥−k
. For an atom inside
of the cluster with full coordination, the number of bonds IP and OOP are the
X−X
same, so that only atoms at the surface of the cluster contribute to P⊥−k
. The
shape parameter therefore scales with the surface of the cluster. The dependence
X−X
of P⊥−k
on temperature is shown in fig. 4.5.

Alternatively, the shape may be evaluated asqthe ratio of the radii of gyration
P
P
2
2
in lateral and perpendicular directions S⊥/k =
i,j Rij,k /
i,j Rij,⊥ , where Rij

is the distance vector between lattice sites i and j and indices ⊥ and k specify
components OOP and IP, respectively. The two shape measures correlate remarkably well to each other, provided a scaling correction is applied that connects the
X−X
surface sensitive measure P⊥−k
with the volume dependant gyration measure as

2/3
X−X
P⊥−k
∼ S⊥/k
.

The cluster shape plays a critical role for the formation of a bond anisotropy
leading to PMA. For the oblate shapes found in simulation and experiment, a
random or fully ordered configuration will have more bonds IP than OOP (irCoPt
respective of the type), so that the structural anisotropy parameter P⊥−k
< 0.
Since this is not observed for the case with exchange, such clusters cannot be
homogeneous in chemical order. The next section shows that surface segregation
can effectively invert the effect of cluster shape.
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Figure 4.6: Concentration of Pt atoms in the outer shell of clusters for h = ECoCo −
EPtPt = −4 in the upper panel and h = 0 in the lower panel.

4.5.3 Surface segregation

The model is set up so that Pt-segregation in equilibrium matches experimental
values (see sec. 4.3.1). Segregation at a growing surface with kinetics limited by
the time until the surface is covered with newly deposited atoms, will be smaller
than the equilibrium values.
Strong segregation effectively turns the two topmost layers of the cluster into a
structure resembling multilayers. For oblate clusters with more surface area oriented in the [111] direction than in perpendicular directions, a sufficiently strong
CoPt
segregation of Pt to the surface will therefore reverse the sign of P⊥−k
, so that
PMA becomes possible, even for disordered structure within the cluster. Furthermore, the weakly binding van der Waals substrate also allows for segregation
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towards the substrate during growth, effectively doubling the available surface
with favorable orientation.
Fig. 4.6 shows an increasing concentration of Pt atoms in the outer shell of
clusters with temperature. The outer shell is defined to comprise all atoms with
coordination n ≤ 11. Since the van der Waals surface is only weakly binding,
strong segregation towards the surface can be observed and “bonds” to the substrate are accordingly not counted so that all atoms in the first layer z = 1 are
also counted as surface atoms. The inclusion of exchange processes as observed
in experiments (see sec. 4.3.3) is needed to reach levels of segregation which are
close to the experimentally observed values[GBSB+ 92].
It is remarkable that Pt-segregation can be observed even when the parameter
controlling segregation h = EPtPt − ECoCo = 0. This can be understood from
a mean field argument that counts bonds for a slab with a free surface: For a
disordered structure, the exchange of a Co atom with a Pt atom of the bulk allows
the system to lower its energy by 3J. However, for a fully ordered structure, the
situation is reversed and the stoichiometric composition at the surface yields the
lowest energy with an energy cost for exchange of 10J.
For nanoclusters, the almost non-existent bulk diffusion has to be taken into
account and results in an increasing concentration of Co in the second layer
which will impede further exchange. We calculated a mean field equilibrium
model consisting of three completely filled (111) layers with the first one fixed in
composition and allowing exchanges between the upper two. The third layer is
the free surface. The internal energy term for a given Co concentration in the
third layer CCo,3 can be expressed in the case of 1:3 stoichiometry as
3
2
U = 12E0 + h(1 − 4CCo,3 ) + 3J(1 − CCo,3 + 4CCo,3
).
8

(4.8)

The energy minimum at T = 0 is attained for CCo,3 = 18 (1 + h/2J) clearly
demonstrating segregation for h = 0.
The entropy is
S=

3
X X

Cα,z ln Cα,z

(4.9)

α=Co,P t z=2

Minimizing the free energy F = U − T S then yields the equilibrium concentration of Co in the third layer. Including the entropy term, leads to a decrease in
Pt concentration in the outer shell with increasing temperature and restores the
stoichiometric concentrations in the limit of high temperatures. Such a negative
slope with temperature is reproduced in the simulations for h = 0 when exchange
processes are included, but not in the simulations for h = −4 and h = 0 without
exchange processes. The positive slope of segregation values with temperature
indicates that segregation differs from thermal equilibrium due to kinetic limitations.
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the growth process to 2000 atoms and averaged over 20 realizations. The geometry
dependent terms were evaluated in length units of the nearest neighbor distance.

For the case with h = −4, the segregation increases with T , which leads to
CoPt
larger anisotropy constants P⊥−k
(see fig. 4.2), up to a maximum temperaCoPt
ture Tmax above which P⊥−k falls, although the segregation continues to become
stronger. The reason is that the condition of a flat cluster shape, which enables
segregation to drive structural anisotropy, is not pronounced enough at higher
temperatures, as shown before in fig. 4.5. The structural anisotropy is thus the
result of two competing effects: the surface segregation and the transition from
flat to rounded shapes.

4.5.4 Dipolar Interaction energy and total anisotropy
In order to fully evaluate the total anisotropy energy of a nanocluster, the additional contribution of the dipolar energy has to be taken into account also
for atoms not on neighboring lattice sites. This term is the conventional form
anisotropy and will drive the magnetization in plane, reducing the anisotropy Ks
originating from the local structure. The dipolar form anisotropy in the limit of
a thin film with saturation magnetization Ms is 21 µ0 Ms2 .
The dipolar energy for saturated magnetization in direction M̂ (|M̂| = 1) is
"
#
µ0 X
M̂2
(M̂ · Rij )2
Edip =
µi µj
−3
,
(4.10)
4π i>j
|Rij |3
|Rij |5
where Rij is the difference between the lattice position vectors Ri and Rj . For
the contribution to PMA, only the difference of this term for two directions of
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magnetization M̂ ⊥ (111) and M̂k(111) is needed, so that the first term cancels.
The resulting energy difference Edip = Edip,⊥ − Edip,k can be split into contributions for the three different types of pairs and each term can be decomposed
into a geometry dependent prefactor and a second factor where the magnetic moments of the different types of atoms come into play. The total dipolar anisotropy
energy can then be expressed as

3µ0
CoCo
CoPt
PtPt
F⊥−k
|µCo |2 + F⊥−k
|µCo||µPt | + F⊥−k
|µPt|2 .
(4.11)
Edip =
4π
P R2 −R2ij,z
The geometry dependent factors have a structure as F⊥−k = ‘i>j ij,x
,
|Rij |5
where Rij,x and Rij,z are a representative in-plane and the perpendicular component of Rij , respectively and the sum is restricted to one of the three types
of pairs. Note that Rij,x is not the full in-plane component of Rij , but rather
the projection onto a specific in-plane direction. The choice of in-plane direction
only changes the outcome very slightly, because of the approximate threefold symmetry of the clusters. An evaluation of the geometry terms F⊥−k for a typical
cluster configuration, is shown in Fig. 4.7. The Pt-Pt contributions are largest,
because of the larger number of Pt atoms. The factors are normalized per atom
and become approximately constant above N ≈ 1000 atoms, showing that the
contribution is a volume effect. Taking the magnetic moments µCo = 1.5µB and
µP t = 0.3µB into account, it becomes clear that the Co-Co contribution is largest.
The sum Eu = Es +Edip of the bond anisotropy Es from Eq. 4.5 and the dipolar
terms according to Eq. 4.11 is shown in Fig. 4.8. With increasing ∆Ex , PMA
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becomes weaker and the PMA window shifts to higher T . For each value of ∆Ex ,
there is an optimal temperature Topt where PMA is strongest. The total dipolar
contribution to the MAE is significant, but does not overcome the MAE induced
by the Co-Pt bonds for the cluster size shown.
For a single bond between nearest neighbor atoms, the dipolar contribution
has the same functional form for the directional dependence as a contribution
to the anisotropy energy eq. 4.4. The measurements of the anisotropy constants
∆ACo α therefore already entail the dipolar contribution and the nearest neighbor
contributions in 4.11 are removed for Co−α pairs.
For applications, the relevant quantity is the total anisotropy energy Eu =
Es + Edip of a cluster, because it determines the stability against thermal excitations reversing the magnetization. Since Es is a surface term and Edip a term
proportional to the volume, the MAE can be written as
Eu = Ks N 2/3 − Kdip N

(4.12)

with Kdip > 0. As a consequence, there should exist an optimal cluster size
Nopt = (2Ks /3Kdip )3 (for 2Ks > 3Kdip ) where the MAE is largest and a critical
cluster size Nc = (3/2)3 Nopt , above which Eu becomes negative. Fig. 4.9 shows
Eu as a function of N, together with the rescaled surface and bulk contributions
Es /N 2/3 and Edip /N for ∆Ex = 5 and T = 1 ≃ Topt . From the plateau values for
large N, we read off Ks ≃ 155µeV and Kdip ≃ 8.5µeV, which we use to fit Eu
(solid line). The corresponding optimal cluster size Nopt ≃ 1800 is just reached
in the simulations and the PMA is expected to disappear for N > Nc ≃ 6100.
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Figure 4.10: Intensity of Fourier transform of the cluster configuration in fig. 4.1. The
fcc lattice in real space is transformed to a bcc lattice. The view is not restricted to
the first Brillouin zone, so that the periodic structure can be seen. The large spheres
mark the integration volume for evaluation of the superstructure peaks.

Slight deviations from the proportionality with N can be seen for Edip even for
larger clusters. This is a consequence of the growth process, which results in a
cluster shape that changes with N. The reason is that kinetic parameters D/F
set an inherent length scale in addition to the cluster size, and the ratio of atoms
deposited on top of the cluster and arriving by diffusion from the surrounding
substrate changes with growing size.
The MAE for a cluster of 1200 atoms at T = 1 and ∆Ex = 5 is Ku = 6µeV per
atom (see fig. 4.9). This is even larger than the experimental value of Ku = 3µeV
per atom[AMT+ 01] for clusters of the same size. The deposition temperature in
the experiment was 300 deg C, corresponding to T = 1.1 in the units used for
the simulations. The primary difference is the much slower deposition rate in
the experiments of F = 0.02ML/s, compared to F = 21ML/s as used in the
simulations. The degree of correspondence is still very satisfactory in view of the
simplifying assumptions in the model that does not aim at an exact quantitative
reproduction of experimental results.

4.5.5 L12 order parameter

The L12 order parameter is determined similar to the experimental situation
by evaluating the magnitudes of scattered intensities around the superstructure
peaks. The atoms of the cluster and the surrounding vacancies are represented
by spins sl ∈ {1, 0, −1} at the lattice positions Rl with sl = 0 for vacancies. The
structure factor is then calculated via the Fast Fourier Transform and the am-
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of the order parameter for L12 structure on temperature
for segregation controlling parameter h = −4 (upper panel) and h = 0 (lower panel).
Values are averaged over 20 realizations for h = −4 and 10 realizations for h = 0.

P
plitudes Fk = l sl e−ikRl are squared, yielding intensities as shown in Fig. 4.10.
The anisotropic box size is due to the implementation of the fcc lattice by a sparse
simple cubic lattice with anisotropic lattice spacings, so that the maximal spatial
frequencies depend on the direction. The shape of the cluster can be represented
by a function that takes on values of one for occupied sites and zero for vacancies, so that a cluster with prescribed shape is retrieved when multiplying with a
fully occupied lattice. The Fourier transform is therefore the convolution of the
Fourier transforms of the shape function (cluster form factor) and the one of the
underlying atomic configurations. The finite dimensions of the cluster therefore
lead to a significant broadening of peaks in Fourier space. This is particularly
evident in the vertical direction, where the small height of the clusters results in
more spread than in lateral directions. In order to account for the smearing of
peaks, an integration in k-space was performed around each peak in form of a
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sphere with radius 1/10a.
Only three non-equivalent superstructure peaks exist, corresponding to the
three non-conserved order parameters in the description of L12 ordering[Sch98],
which represent the ordering in directions (100), (010) and (001). The total
intensity at the positions of the superstructure peaks K1 , K2 K3 is calculated as
I=

3
X

X

Fk2 .

(4.13)

i=1 kk−Ki k<1/10a

While integration of the intensity over the volume of a peak is the usual experimental procedure, the possibility to fully control the structure allows for the
following evaluation of the order parameter: The intensities are calculated for
surrogate structures where the shape is maintained, but the type of atoms is
changed so that only one sublattice is occupied with Co atoms. Using eq. (4.13)
for this structure results in the quantity IL12 . Similarly, the case where the sites
are randomly occupied with the stoichiometric concentrations yields Irandom . The
order parameter is then defined as
Ψ=

I − Irandom
IL12 − Irandom

(4.14)

and is automatically normalized to fall in the range zero to one.
Fig. 4.11 shows results of the order parameter Ψ in the case of a strong tendency
towards segregation on the upper panel and in the case where h = 0 on the lower
panel. Comparing the order parameters with different additional barriers ∆Ex
for exchange processes, one observes that including exchange processes generally
suppresses ordering. This can be understood from the large energy difference
a Co adatom gains when it is incorporated by an exchange process into deeper
layers of the cluster irrespective of its contribution to ordering. However, for
most parameters shown, ordering for ∆Ex = 0 is stronger than for ∆Ex = 5,
suggesting a temperature dependent value for ∆Ex that maximally suppresses
ordering. The competition between ordering and segregation is presumably also
the reason for the decrease of Ψ at T = 1.2 for h = −4 and ∆Ex = ∞.
In the case of thick films, where PMA originates from the bulk part (see
sec. 4.2), the onset of L12 ordering causes a decrease of PMA, because of the
isotropic ordering (see also sec. 4.2). For nanoclusters, the onset temperature of
L12 ordering in the presence of exchange processes is T ≈ 1 and coincides with
the temperatures where PMA decreases in fig. 4.11. In this case, however, PMA
is a surface induced effect and its decrease is caused by the change in shape rather
than concomitant bulk ordering.

4.5.6 Layer resolved analysis
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Figure 4.12: Typical layer resolved values for Co-Pt bond anisotropy and Pt concentration for the parameters as shown in the plot averaged over 20 realizations of the
growth process. The enhanced Co concentration in the second layer induces a strong
peak in the structural anisotropy.
CoP t
When analyzing the structural anisotropy P⊥−k
layer by layer, a strong enhancement in the second layer can be observed, which is caused by an increased
Co concentration due to segregation effects, see Fig. 4.12. This effect is made
possible by the weak binding energy of the van der Waals substrate. The strong
CoP t
decrease in the first layer of P⊥−k
is not only due to a reduced Co concentration,
but also caused by the fact that only 3 possible bonds are directed to a neighboring layer while six bonds are found in plane. The values shown for the topmost
layers do not carry much weight in the total cluster average, because of the small
number of atoms in these layers (cf. fig. 4.4).

The almost vanishing anisotropy in the upper layers originates from the fact
that the ensemble of clusters with 1000 atoms has a distribution of cluster heights.
For a sub-ensemble with a given height, the two topmost layers have opposite sign
CoP t
in P⊥−k
in analogy to the two bottom layers. Hence their contributions cancel
approximately when averaging over a specific layer using the full ensemble with
varying heights.

4.5.7 Ensemble fluctuations of parameters

With clusters consisting of only a few thousand atoms, fluctuations in the
properties in an ensemble of clusters with fixed N can be expected. The probability densities for the total structural anisotropy parameter of one cluster and
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the shape parameter are shown in Fig. 4.13. The densities are estimated with an
Epanechnikov kernel (parabolic shape) using 20 samples for each temperature.
At the lowest temperature of T = 0.4, multiple islands form in the simulation
box by self-organization, so that this temperature is not directly comparable to
higher temperatures where a single cluster is formed. The widths and shape of
the distributions are very similar, with the exception of T = 0.4. The mean values
of these distributions were already shown in figs. 4.2 and 4.5. With increasing
temperature the shape changes from flat to rounded and the shape parameter
X−X
P⊥−k
increases.
All error-bars shown in this chapter were calculated for a 95 % confidence
interval using the Student t-distribution. The shape of the densities is roughly
Gaussian, so that the calculation of confidence intervals using the t-distribution
is vindicated.

4.5.8 Details of the growth process
Nucleation events

The nanoclusters are subject to second layer nucleation processes on the top
terrace. The weakly binding substrate facilitates diffusion from the substrate to
higher layers. An atom on the substrate surface that touches two atoms belonging to a side facet can jump onto the facet without cost in energy, because it
gains one extra bond on the facet while it loses contact energy with the van der
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OOP bonds per atom for 10 different realizations of the growth process. The characteristic curves where the results from different configurations coincide, correspond to
specific heights of the cluster. The thick curve corresponds to the realization shown in
fig. 4.14.

Waals surface, equivalent to just one bond with the energy parameters used (see
sec. 4.3.1). The 3D islands develop side facets at higher temperatures which also
facilitate mass transport to higher layers compared to the situation where step
edge barriers have to be surmounted as in the case of “wedding cakes” (see also
sec. 3.7).
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The easy mass transport across layers on facets leads to lateral growth in all
layers simultaneously and nucleation events in the top layer, where atoms are
visiting from the facets, may play a role depending on temperature. Nucleation
events are followed by a rapid completion of the top layer as shown in Fig. 4.14.
Note that the slope of the atom numbers in the top layer is initially greater than
one, reflecting the effective additional mass transport from the substrate area not
covered by the cluster and from the other layers. The mass transport from lower
layers is also visible as a temporary decrease in the layer occupation numbers
during the time when the top layer is filled.
The quickness of the nucleation events together with the small variability in
shape for a given number of atoms and layers leads to noticeable patterns in the
shape parameter when following an ensemble of clusters, as shown in Fig. 4.15.
The growth of a cluster can be described as jumping between growth curves that
are universal for a given parameter set. Each jump corresponds to a nucleation
event. As the cluster sizes where nucleation occurs become smeared out with lower
temperatures, the sets of growth curves become non-distinct themselves and are
not visible any more at T = 0.6 (not shown). Knowledge of such growth curves
may be of technological importance because the spread in anisotropy values of
an ensemble of clusters is not monotonic during the growth process and stopping
the process at the right time, could yield more homogeneous cluster properties.

Dependence of transition rates on coordination

Fig. 4.16 shows the relative frequency of hopping and exchange processes in
dependence on the coordination numbers of initial and final sites. The largest
number of moves are diffusion moves on terraces (3 → 3) and at edges (5 → 5).
This highlights the importance of processes at edges and is consistent with the
choice of bond parameters according to the slope of the binding energy curve
as discussed in Sec. 4.3. The diagram at low temperatures is not symmetric
with respect to the diagonal: the majority of processes increases rather than
decreases the coordination number of the moving atom. At high temperatures,
an equilibrium with respect to breaking and forming bonds is reached. Due to
the comparatively weak Pt-Pt bonds, moves of Pt atoms contribute much more
than one quarter to the total number of moves so that this type of equilibrium
is not in contradiction with the fact that the local structure involving Co atoms
and cluster shape are still far from equilibrium. While the relative number of
exchange processes is much lower at the higher temperature, these processes are
nevertheless sufficient to significantly enhance surface segregation, as discussed
in sec. 4.5.3.
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Figure 4.16: Relative frequency of hopping and exchange processes for different initial
and final coordination numbers at two temperatures T = 0.4 (upper panel) and T = 1
(lower panel) with h = −4 and ∆Ex = 5 during the growth process to 2000 atoms.

4.6 Summary and Discussion
Motivated by experiments of CoPt3 nanoclusters, we developed a kinetic model
for the growth of binary alloy clusters on a weakly binding substrate by epitaxial
processes. The interactions consist of nearest neighbor bonds with parameters
chosen to match equilibrium properties. In the case of complex environments
as encountered at step edges, additional input for effective parameters is taken
from DFT calculations (see sec. 4.3). Kinetic parameters are obtained from diffusion experiments of Pt on Pt(111) surfaces and experiments observing exchange
processes of the Co/Pt system.
The experiments[AMT+ 01] show PMA in nanoclusters for a temperature window that is bounded by frozen-in kinetics to low temperatures. The reason for
the disappearance of PMA at higher temperatures was thought to be linked to
the appearance of long range chemical order of L12 type[SRT+ 99]. In the case
of nanoclusters we showed that the interplay of segregation and shape can lead
to the same observations, although chemical order in the bulk is not involved. A
oblate cluster with larger facets on top and towards the bottom than on the sides
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will have a greater number of bonds in plane (IP) than out of plane (OOP) when
counting all types of bonds. As known from multilayers, Co–Pt bonds have an
easy magnetic axis along the bond direction. Hence, for the occurrence of PMA,
one conversely needs more Co–Pt bonds OOP than IP. This can be achieved
for oblate clusters with the help of surface segregation. In order to induce a
sufficient degree of segregation, it is necessary to make the model more realistic by explicitly including exchange processes which represent concerted moves
of atoms. The segregation of Pt is kinetically limited and therefore becomes
stronger with increasing temperature, so that one could expect an increase of
bond anisotropy with temperature. However, this is only the case for lower temperatures. At higher temperatures, the cluster shape becomes more spherical and
the bond anisotropy decreases despite further increasing segregation. The consequence of these competing effects is the existence of a temperature where the
bond anisotropy is strongest. The simulations therefore reproduce a temperature
window for PMA, as found in the experiments of nanoclusters.
For the evaluation of PMA, the dipolar interactions of the magnetic moments
have to be taken into account in addition to the local bond anisotropy. For the
oblate shapes – as required for the bond anisotropy – the dipolar interactions tend
to turn the easy axis of magnetization into the plane. Again, the two competing
effects, bond anisotropy (surface term) and dipolar interactions (volume term),
lead to an optimum cluster size where the anisotropy energy of a cluster is largest,
and a second characteristic size where PMA disappears.
A second set of nanocluster experiments was performed for higher coverages.
There a rotation of the easy magnetization axis into the film plane was observed with a correlated change in the aspect ratio of the clusters from oblate
to tall[AMM+ 02]. This finding corroborates the importance of the cluster shape
for the resulting magnetic anisotropy and supports the model presented in this
work.
We have shown how PMA in binary alloy magnetic nanoclusters results from
the combined effect of surface segregation mediated by exchange processes and
oblate cluster shapes. The temperature window for PMA observed in experiments
can be explained by a shape that becomes unfavorable for surface-induced PMA at
higher temperatures. Stronger segregation (e.g. due to lower exchange barriers)
as well as smaller adsorbate-substrate and adsorbate-vacuum surface tensions
(leading to more oblate shapes) should broaden the temperature window and
may guide the search for optimized materials. It should be interesting to test
experimentally the predictions regarding scaling of PMA with cluster size as
∝ N 2/3 for clusters with size N < Nopt .
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Part II
TDFT

5

Time Dependent Density
Functional Theory

5.1 Introduction
Density functional theory (DFT) was first developed for the description of interacting multi-electron systems. The first key step is to prove that the particle
density for the ground state implicitly entails the full information of the wave
function[HK64]. The density is therefore a key variable on which the calculation of all other observables can be based. Furthermore, the theorem states that
the density also uniquely determines the single particle potential. For applications, a second step [KS65] is performed that reduces the complicated many
particle problem to a single particle equation where each electron moves in an
effective potential which captures correlation and exchange effects induced the
many body effects. In particular, the method allows the calculation of the energies of atomic configurations and intermediate transition states for processes of
atoms on surfaces. The first part of the thesis referred to this type of DFT for
ab-initio calculations of microscopic properties. This part deals with classical systems for which a corresponding theorem was established soon after the electronic
version[Mer65]. DFT for classical systems is a powerful method to derive phase
diagrams and phase transitions in condensed matter systems[L9̈4, Eva79]. The
extension to lattice systems [NDM93] is particularly useful for discrete structures
as encountered, e.g. in metallic alloys.
The derivation of kinetic equations based on microscopic interactions is a longstanding problem in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. For quantum mechanical systems, the Runge-Gross theory [RG84, GDP96] is a well established tool.
A similar approach for classical hamiltonian dynamics suited for hydrodynamical interactions was published only recently [CF05]. A scheme based on the
Langevin equation is set up in [MT99]. Time-dependent DFT (TDFT) for lattice
systems was first formulated in [RD96] and is reviewed in a broader context in
[GPDM03]. In contrast to the quantum mechanical theory, the lattice models
assume stochastic, overdamped dynamics. The basic assumption in TDFT is the
local equilibrium approximation, which postulates that correlations at each instant in time can be described with the well developed theories for the equilibrium
state. This theory therefore reproduces the thermodynamics to the accuracy of
the equilibrium DFT, in contrast to mean field kinetic theories [GPDM03]. TDFT
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can be applied in the kinetics of metallic alloys, adsorbate layers, and complex
pattern formation on atomic scales, in particular in the presence of confinement
effects (see e.g. [FRD+ 98]).
In the case where many ordered phases can coexist one is lead to include
internal degrees of freedom into the DFT approach. As a prominent model we
will consider in this work the q-state Potts model, which has a q-fold degenerate
ground state [Pot52, Wu82]. The non-equilibrium dynamics of that model reflects
the coarsening of domains following a quench from the disordered homogeneous
phase to a system with long–range order seen in binary alloys, liquid crystals,
magnetic bubbles, Langmuir films and soap bubbles [SM95]. The Potts model
(in the limit q → 1) is isomorphic to a site-bond percolation problem [KF69,
Lub79, CK80] and for q = 2 it corresponds to the Ising model [LC00]. There
are interesting experimental realizations for q = 3 (e.g. Kr on Graphite [BH86]),
q = 4 and q = ∞ (e.g. froths and metallic grains [GAG89]).
In this chapter, based on the exact density functional for the one–dimensional
q-state Potts model [BMD00], we investigate the quality of various approximations often employed in DFT and TDFT. After presenting a general scheme for
treating systems with internal degrees of freedom, we first consider the mean
spherical approximation (MSA) for the equilibrium properties, and show how it
compares with a mean-field approach and the exact solution. We then derive
the TDFT for the one–dimensional Potts model, which entails the treatment of
the one-dimensional Ising model in [KDF+ 02]. As an application, we study the
smoothening of an initial sharp-kink density profile. By comparison with Monte–
Carlo simulations we show that the TDFT provides a significant improvement
over kinetic mean field theory. Moreover, since in our case the TDFT is based on
an exact density functional, the differences between the exact simulated and DFT
results allow us to perform a specific test of the local equilibrium approximation
used in the TDFT. Finally, we discuss principal limitations of the TDFT, caused
by the use of the single-particle density profile to specify non-equilibrium states
of the system. This amounts to an incorrect account of correlations.

5.2 DFT for Lattice Gases with Internal Degrees of
Freedom
We consider a lattice gas where each site i is either vacant (xαi = 0 for all α) or
singly occupied by a particle in one of q internal states (note that this corresponds
to a generalized Potts model with q + 1 states). If state α ∈ {1, . . . , q} is realized,
xαi = 1 and xβi = 0 for β 6= α. Occupation numbers therefore satisfy xαi xβi =
xαi δαβ . The Hamiltonian including two particle interactions Φαβ
i,j and site energies
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ǫαi due to an external potential is given by
H=

1 X X αβ α β X α α
Φ x x +
ǫi xi
2 i6=j α,β i,j i j
i,α

(5.1)

The formal steps of DFT for fluids or lattice gases without internal degrees of
freedom can be carried over to the case considered here. Appendix C details the
steps to arrive at a variational principle based on the functional for the grand
canonical potential
X
Ω[p] = Fid [p] + Fex [p] +
(ǫαi − µα )pαi .
(5.2)
i,α

µα is the chemical potential fixing the mean total occupation p̄α of state α and
p = {pαi } and pαi = hxαi i are the average occupation numbers. The minimum
value of Ω[p] is the grand-canonical potential at equilibrium. The free energy is
decomposed into an ’ideal’ part describing a non-interacting lattice gas,
"
!
!#
X
X
X
X
Fid [p] =
pαi
(5.3)
pαi ln 1 −
pαi ln pαi +
1−
i,α

α

i

α

and an excess part Fex [p] due to interactions (for convenience we set kB T = 1).
Derivatives of Fex [p] with respect to the pαi taken at the equilibrium profile yield
a hierarchy of direct correlation functions [Eva79].
(1)

ciα = −

∂Fex [p]
,
∂pαi

(2)

ciα,jβ = −

∂ 2 Fex [p]
∂pαi ∂pβj

,

etc.

(5.4)

The equilibrium occupation is then obtained by minimizing Ω[p] with respect to
the pαi . The corresponding equations ∂Ω[p]/∂pαi = 0 determining the equilibrium
profile are called structure equations. For a lattice system with internal degrees
of freedom, they can be expressed as[Maa99].
h
i
X
(1)
α
1 + δαβ exp ǫi − µα − ciα pβi = 1.
(5.5)
β

This equation is reminiscent of the Fermi occupation statistics for pβi . This is a
consequence of the premise that no more than one particle can occupy a site.
Since the exact form of the free energy is usually not known, an approximation
for the direct correlation functions is needed. The pair correlation function is
(2)
accessible through scattering experiments and is related to ciα,jβ by the Ornstein–
(1)

Zernike equation. It can be derived [NDM93, Maa99] by differentiating ciα from
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the structure equation, and using the fact that Ω[p] is the generating function
for cumulants of xαi by differentiation with ǫαi :
c̃αβ
ij +

X

(2)

γ γβ
αβ
c̃αγ
ik pk hkj = hij ,

c̃αβ
ij = ciα,jβ −

k,γ

1−

(2)

δij
P

µ

pµi

.

(5.6)

It relates the direct correlation function ciα,jβ entering c̃αβ
ij to the pair correlation
αβ
β
αβ
αβ
α β
α
function gij = (1−δij )hxi xj i/hxi ihxj i in hij = gij − 1. In the limit q = 1 the
known result for systems without internal degrees of freedom is recovered. The
(2)
difference between c̃αβ
ij and ciα,jβ is a consequence of the discrete lattice and the
single occupancy condition.

5.3 Application to the 1D Potts model
In the following, standard approximation schemes used in DFT are tested based
on the one-dimensional Hamiltonian (1 ≤ i ≤ M)
H=

X

viαβ xαi xβi+1 +

X
i,α

i,α,β

(ǫαi − µα )xαi ,

(5.7)

which for viαβ = V δαβ reduces to the standard Potts model [Pot52].

5.3.1 Exact density functional
For one-dimensional lattice gases with short range interactions, a general scheme
for deriving exact density functionals based on Markov chains has recently been
developed in [BMD00]. This approach in particular provides an exact functional
for the Potts model, which has been derived earlier by Percus [Per82] for the
continuous DFT. The functional can be written as
( q
q
M
X
X
X
α
α
viαβ Γαβ
Ω[p] =
(ǫi − µα )pi +
i +
i=1

+

α=1

Γαβ
i

X

pαi −

X



X

β

+

α

+ 1−
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α,β=1

"
X X

log

α

β

β

Γαβ
i

Γαβ
i

pβi−1


+



pβi−1 −

X

Γαβ
i

α

αβ 
 pα −
i
β Γi
log
P
1 − β pβi−1

(pβi−1 +pβi )+

P

X
α,β

Γαβ
i





 P Γαβ 
log 1− αβ i
pi−1

#

(5.8)

)
 P pβ − P Γαβ 
β i
α,β i
log 1−
,
P
1− β pβi−1

5.3 Application to the 1D Potts model
where the correlators

β
α
Γαβ
i = hxi−1 xi i

(5.9)

have to be expressed by the mean occupation numbers
solving the correlator equations [BMD00]
Γαβ
i

−viαβ

=e

{pγk }.

This is achieved by

P
P δβ
β
(pαi − γ Γαγ
i )(pi−1 −
δ Γi )
.
P γ
P
1 − γ (pi−1 + pγi ) + γ,δ Γδγ
i

(5.10)

A simpler expression for the functional is obtained if the vacancies are considered
as an additional Potts state with index
= 0 (and viβ0 = vi0β = 0), whereby
PMα P
q
αβ
αβ
α
the lengthy entropic
P αpart reduces to i=1 α,β=0 Γi log(Γi /pi ). In the fully
occupied case ( α xi = 1) the solution of eqs. (5.10) requires a careful limiting
procedure by letting the vacancy concentration go to zero.
The structure equations read
(1 −

α

e−(ǫi −µα ) =
1−

X
β

X
β

pβi ) pαi −

(pβi−1 + pβi ) +

X
γ,δ

X

pαi −

1−

X

Γαγ
i

γ

Γδγ
i

!

!

X
δ

Γδα
i+1

!

1
pαi

(pβi + pβi+1 ) +

β

X

Γδγ
i+1

γ,δ

!.

(5.11)

By solving this equation numerically we obtain the exact density profiles.

5.3.2 Mean spherical approximation (MSA)
In general, an exact density functional as presented in the previous section is not
available and the excess density functional will have to be approximated. In this
section ∆Fex [p] will be expanded around a homogeneous reference state1 , pαi = p̄.
For simplicity, we here consider the standard Potts case viαβ = V δαβ .
Defining ∆pαi = pαi − p̄, ∆Ω[p] = Ω[p] − Ω[{p̄}], etc., we can write
X
∆Ω[p] = ∆Fid [p] + ∆Fex [p] +
ǫ̃αi ∆pαi .

(5.12)

i,α

When retaining only terms up to second order in the excess free energy functional,
we find
X
1 X (2)
∆Fex [p] = −
c(1) (p̄)∆pαi −
cαβ (|i − j|, p̄)∆pαi ∆pβj ,
(5.13)
2 i,α,j,β
i,α
1

An alternative possibility would be to choose a reference state being homogeneous in space
but inhomogeneous in the space of Potts states, i.e. pα
i = p̄α . In certain applications this
might be advantageous. For simplicity, however, we will not consider this case here.
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where c(1) (p̄) can be subsumed into the chemical potential. For our choice of interactions with translational symmetry, gijαβ = gαβ (|i−j|), and the direct correlation
(2)
function c̃αβ
ij = cαβ (|i − j|, p̄) − δij /[1 − q p̄] can be split into two parts,
c̃αβ
ij = δαβ c1 (|i − j|) + (1 − δαβ )c2 (|i − j|) .

(5.14)

The direct correlation functions are to be determined from the OZ equation with
a closure condition using the given two-body interactions. Due to the single
occupancy condition, the interaction potential has a hard sphere character at
least on the length scale of a lattice site. For such potentials, the mean spherical approximation (MSA) is a natural choice for the closure condition. In the
MSA, the pair correlation function is exactly reproduced at the hard core scale
by gαβ (0) = 0, reflecting the single occupancy condition. For larger distances,
starting at neighboring sites, the direct correlation functions in MSA are

c1 (|l|) =

(

−V, |l| = 1
0,
|l| ≥ 2

and

c2 (|l|) = 0 for |l| ≥ 1.

(5.15)

The two unknowns c1 (0) and c2 (0) are found using the Ornstein–Zernike equation
(5.6) in Fourier space, which yields[Maa99]
1 + p̄ − q p̄ 1
− [A + (q − 1)B]
p̄(1 − q p̄)
q
1
1
c2 (0) =
− [A − B]
1 − q p̄ q
p
p
1 + [2V p̄(1 − q p̄)]2
1 + (2V p̄)2
, B=
.
A=
p̄(1 − q p̄)
p̄
c1 (0) =

with

(5.16)

As an example, we now consider the special case of zero external energies for
the Potts states α = 2, . . . , q and alternating external energies for the Potts state
α = 1,
(
ǫ, i even and α = 1
(5.17)
ǫαi =
0, otherwise
and assume µα = µ independent of α. Due to the symmetry of this external
potential, each occupation number pαi is equal to one of the four representatives
p10 , p20 , p11 , p21 , and the mean particle density per site is
n̄ =
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1 1
p0 + p11 + (q − 1)(p20 + p21 ) .
2

(5.18)

5.3 Application to the 1D Potts model
We consider the functional
1
(∆Ω[p] + Fid [p̄])
M

1
= p10 ln p10 + p11 ln p11 + (q − 1) p20 ln p20 + p21 ln p21
2


+ 1 − p10 − (q − 1)p20 ln 1 − p10 − (q − 1)p20

Ψ[p] ≡



+ 1 − p11 − (q − 1)p21 ln 1 − p11 − (q − 1)p21




1
1
1 2
1 2
2 2
2 2
−
c1 (0) +
(∆p0 ) + (∆p1 ) + (q − 1) (∆p0 ) + (∆p1 )
4
1 − q p̄




1
(q − 1) 2 ∆p10 ∆p20 + ∆p11 ∆p21
+ c2 (0) +
1 − q p̄

+ (q − 2) (∆p20 )2 + (∆p21 )2


1
1
2
2
− 4V ∆p0 ∆p1 + (q − 1)∆p0 ∆p1


1 
+ ǫ p10 − p11 − (q − 1)(p20 + p21 ) + 2(q − 1)p̄
4 


1 1
1
2
2
p + p1 + (q − 1)(p0 + p1 ) − n̄ .
− µeff
2 0

(5.19)

with µeff = µ − ǫ/2 + c(1) (p̄). The structure equations are obtained by setting the
derivatives of Ψ[p] with respect to p10 , p20 , p11 , p21 equal to zero. These equations
are solved numerically subject to a fixed n̄ in eq. (5.18) (which is equivalent to
∂Ψ/∂µeff = 0).
To establish a connection to mean-field theory, we write
xαi xβi+1 = xαi hxβi+1 i + hxαi ixβi+1 − hxαi ihxβi+1 i + (xαi − hxαi i)(xβi+1 − hxβi+1 i). (5.20)
It can then be shown that neglecting the last term when inserting into eq. (5.7)
amounts to an expression equal to (5.13) in the MSA approximation with c1 (0) =
c2 (0) = 0. Ordinary mean field theory can therefore be recovered from the functional by setting c1 (0) = c2 (0) = 0.
In Fig. 5.3.2 the occupation numbers for the MSA approximation and the mean
field theory are compared with the exact results based on eq. (5.11). Without
interactions (V = 0) the external potential yields mean occupation numbers
p10 < p11 = p21 < p20 , p10 = e−ǫ p20 . When a repulsive interaction V > 0 is switched
on, the fact that p11 > p21 induces an increasing occupation difference. For larger
q this effect becomes less pronounced due to the increasing contribution of the
entropy to the free energy per site.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the occupation numbers p10 , p11 and p21 in dependence of
interaction strength V for two q values in the MSA approximation (dashed lines) with
the exact solution (solid lines) for n̄ = 0.8 and ǫ = 1. The corresponding MSA results
for p20 (not shown) are always close to the exact solution.

As expected, the MSA is an improvement over the simple mean field approximation especially for higher values of the interaction parameter and high overall
densities n̄. Moreover, the quality of the MF-results can be shown to improve
when ǫ is decreased. A notable result is the improvement of the two approximations for larger q, reflecting the fact that mean-field descriptions should become
exact in the limit q → ∞.

5.3.3 Kinetics of density profiles
So far we have considered density profiles at equilibrium. In order to account
for the time evolution of non-equilibrium profiles we will make use of the local equilibrium approximation for the probability distribution P (x, t) to find a
configuration x = {xαi } at time t. In this time-dependent density functional
theory (TDFT) [RD96, GPDM03], the deviations of P (x, t) from the Boltzmann
equilibrium distribution are described by a one-particle time-dependent effective
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the occupation numbers p10 , p11 and p21 in dependence of
interaction strength V for two q values in the mean field approximation (dashed lines)
with the exact solution (solid lines) for n̄ = 0.8 and ǫ = 1. The corresponding mean
field results for p20 (not shown) are always close to the exact solution.

potential hαi (t),
"
#
X
1
P (x, t) =
exp −H(x) −
hαi (t)xαi .
Z(t)
i,α

(5.21)

The effective potential is the unique potential, which yields the instantaneous density profile pαi (t) according to the equilibrium DFT. Accordingly, the unknown
field h in eq. (5.21) can be determined by the “structure equation” hαi (t) =
−∂Ω[p]/∂pαi with Ω[p] from eq. (5.2). It is then clear that in this approach all
equilibrium relations between occupational correlators hxαi xβj . . .i and the density
p also apply at each time instant to the non-equilibrium situation [in particular
eq. (5.10)]. This should work well in cases where the correlators reach their equilibrium values quickly enough on the time scale of changes in the densities. Since
deviations of the correlators from the ones for the instantaneous density in equilibrium cannot be captured with the one-particle potential hαi (t), the approach
is attributed mean-field character in time. The system will evolve towards the
equilibrium distribution, so that consistency of kinetics and thermodynamics is
ensured. Because the equilibrium properties are captured exactly by the exact
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density functional, we can specifically test the quality of the approximation in
time.
To test the quality of the TDFT, we consider a lattice with all sites being
occupied (n̄ = 1) and a non-conserved dynamics, where a given Potts state α
on lattice site i can change to any other state β 6= α with a rate wiαβ (x) that
depends on the current state x due to interactions. In the following we will start
with the master equation and derive a closed set of equations for the occupation probabilities without the need to calculate hαi (t) explicitly from the density
functional. This is possible because the Markov property allows to break down
multi-point correlators to two-point correlators, which depend on the density by
the known expressions from the exact DFT presented in sec. 5.3.1. From the
master-equation describing this stochastic process, we derive the equation of motion for the occupation profile,
X β
dpαi
=
h(xi − xαi )wiαβ it
dt
β

(5.22)

where h. . .it denotes an average with respect to the non-equilibrium distribution
P (x, t). For the rates we choose a generalized Glauber form,

h
i
wiαβ (x) = 1 − tanh (xβi−1 xβi − xαi−1 xαi )V /2

h
i
β
β
α
α
× 1 − tanh (xi+1 xi − xi+1 xi )V /2 ,

(5.23)

which satisfies the condition of detailed balance 2 . Detailed balance alone is not
a sufficient condition to make the dynamics unambiguous. In fact, it was shown
that for the Potts model a range of dynamical critical exponents can be attained
by appropriate choice of the transitions rates[WKA86]. In the kinetic MC simulations, presented at the end of this section, the same generalized Glauber form
was implemented in order to allow for comparison.
When substituting eq. (5.23) in (5.22) further evaluation is made possible by
noting that the factor in front of V /2 in the argument of tanh is always −1, 0 or 1,
so that it can be taken out from the tanh function. With the help of the Markov
property, three-point correlators can exactly be reduced to two-point correlators,
βγ
β
e.g. hxαi−1 xβi xγi+1 i = Γαβ
i Γi+1 /pi . Beweis in Anhang ? After some algebra we
2

P
For a Hamiltonian H that is decomposable into independent parts, H = i Hi , the generalized Glauber
rate wab for a transition from an initial state a to a final state b in the form
Q
(a)
(b)
wab = i {1 − tanh[(Hi −Hi )/2]} always satisfies the condition of detailed balance.
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then find
h
dpαi
= 1 − qpαi + tanh(V /2) 2pαi − pαi−1 − pαi+1
dt
i
X ββ
ββ
αα
Γi − Γαα
+
Γ
−
Γ
+
i
i+1
i+1
β

Xh 1 αβ
βα
ββ
+ tanh2 (V /2)
(Γi − Γββ
i )(Γi+1 − Γi+1 )
β
p
i
β
−

i
1 βα
αβ
αα
αα
(Γ
−
Γ
)(Γ
−
Γ
)
i
i+1 .
i+1
pαi i

(5.24)

Equations (5.24) together with the correlator equations (5.10) form a complete set of equations for the time evolution of density profiles and can be solved
numerically for a given initial condition.
As an example, we consider an initially sharp kink profile at time t = 0, where
the left part of the system is in Potts state α = 1 and the right part in Potts
state α = q with fixed boundary sites i = 1 and M in Potts states α = 1 and q,
i.e. xα1 = δα,1 and xαM = δα,q . In Figure 5.3a we compare the time evolution of the
profile with the results from continuous-time Monte–Carlo simulations (for details
of the algorithm, see appendix B.1). Because of divergences in the correlator
equations, the computations were performed with an occupation slightly below
1. At the boundaries, the correlators could be evaluated simply as hxα1 xβ2 i =
hδα,1 xβ2 i = δα,1 pβ2 . The agreement of the TDFT solution with the simulations is
excellent at all times and both approaches yield the correct equilibrium profile for
large times. In order to obtain this agreement, it was necessary to adjust the time
scale according to tTDFT = 0.85 tKMC . The significant improvement over a simple
mean-field treatment corresponding to factorization of all correlators in eq.(5.24),
i.e. Γαβ
= pαi−1 pβi , etc., can be seen by comparing Fig. 5.3a with Fig. 5.3b. The
i
mean-field approximation is insufficient from the beginning and does not provide
the correct equilibrium profile for long times.

5.4 Basic Limitations of TDFT
Since in the kinetic equation of the TDFT only the densities (mean occupation
numbers) enter, the TDFT can not distinguish between states with the same
density profile but different correlations. As a consequence, the time evolution of
a non-equilibrium state with the equilibrium density profile cannot be captured.
This issue may become important when considering memory effects in systems
with slow relaxations, as for example glassy systems. The observables used to
characterize the thermodynamic states of such systems (as e.g. density) may have
equal values initially, but very different time evolutions depending on the systems’
history.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Comparison of the evolution of an initial kink profile calculated using
TDFT (lines) with Monte–Carlo simulations (points) for a system with 32 particles,
q = 4 and V = −2. Boundary conditions are pα1 = δα,1 and pαM = δα,4 . Results are
shown for t = 1, 2, 4, 8 and the equilibrium density (thick lines). Results for α = 4 (not
shown) are mirror images of those for α = 1 with respect to the center site i = 16. (b)
Comparison of mean field theory (dotted lines) with the simulations (solid lines) for
the same system as shown in (a). Equilibrium solutions are indicated with thick lines.
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of a density profile starting from the equilibrium density, but
with non-equilibrium correlators (see text) for V = −4 and q = 4. The system quickly
reaches the state with maximum deviation from the equilibrium density at t ≈ 1 and
then relaxes to the original equilibrium density profile. Only the left half of the system
is shown.

To illustrate this principal failure of the TDFT, we generate states of the Potts
model with the same mean occupation numbers but different correlations for the
same system as in the previous chapter. To achieve this, we first determine the
equilibrium profile pαi for a system with interactions from the structure equations
(5.11). This profile is also the equilibrium profile for a system without interactions
(V = 0) and external potential ǫαi = − log pαi . Hence by taking the equilibrium
state of the non-interacting system as initial non-equilibrium state for the interacting system, we can study by Monte–Carlo simulations the time development
of a density profile that according to TDFT cannot change.
Figure 5.4 shows the effect for V = −4 and q = 4. Although the mean occupation numbers at time t = 0 are the same as in the equilibrium state reached for
t ≃ 1024, there is a pronounced change in the occupation profile at intermediate
times. These changes are due to the fact that in the initial state the correlations
between occupation numbers are not the equilibrium ones. The configurations
with large statistical weights in the initial state exhibit stronger short-wavelength
fluctuations and in order for the correlations to build up, the system has to pass
through intermediate states with a non-equilibrium profile.

5.5 Summary and Discussion
We extended lattice gas DFT to systems with internal degrees of freedom. In
particular, we presented the Ornstein–Zernike equation for this case, which is
often used as a starting point to derive functionals for the excess free energy.
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As an example, we chose the Potts model in one dimension, because an exact
functional is available in this case. We demonstrated the usual steps in derivation
of an approximate functional for DFT by application of the MSA. The resulting
densities are a significant improvement over mean-field theory.
The kinetics of density profiles were investigated with TDFT. The use of the exact equilibrium functional in the local equilibrium approximation yields densities
in excellent agreement to KMC simulations. Finally, we demonstrated that TDFT
based on single particle potentials cannot capture the evolution of states where
correlations deviate significantly from the ones for an equilibrium state with the
same density. The limitation of using single particle potentials to describe deviations from equilibrium may be overcome by extending density functional theory to
the case where two-point densities uniquely determine two-point potentials which
may then also be used to describe deviations from equilibrium[GPDM03]. The
approach by Nastar et al. [NC04] also includes multi-point correlations and can
describe the transport of different species with currents related to non-diagonal
Onsager coefficients. How this approach compares to a TDFT based on two-point
functionals will be of interest in further research.
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Appendix

A

Rates of Processes in second
layer nucleation

A.1 Encounter rates ωn (R)
We want to calculate the characteristic rate ωn (R) for an encounter of i+1 atoms,
if initially n ≥ i+ 1 atoms are randomly placed on top of an island with radius
R and infinite step edge barrier (α = 0). For this purpose let us consider the
encounter as a sequential process as depicted in Fig. A.1 (for i = 3 and n = 5):
First a dimer forms, then one of the remaining atoms attaches to the dimer and
a trimer is created, and so on until a stable cluster composed of i+1 atoms has
been formed. Denoting the rate for the formation of the dimer by w1 , and the
rate for the attachment of an atom to an already existing cluster composed of k
atoms (“k-cluster”) by wk , we may write
n(n−1) 2D b1 a2
w1 =
,
2
a2 πR2

(A.1)

D bk a2
,
2≤k ≤i .
(A.2)
a2 πR2
The factors bk can be viewed as the effective number of perimeter sites of a kcluster. Similarly, we may write for the rate of dissociation vk of a single atom
from a k-cluster (in the case of negligible binding energies of unstable clusters)
wk = (n−k)

vk = dk

D
,
a2

k ≥2 ,

(A.3)

where again dk has the meaning of an effective number of perimeter sites. (In
principle one may also take into account the possibility that a subcluster composed of more than one atom can dissociate from an unstable cluster and other
states with various intermediate unstable clusters of size 2 ≤ k ≤ i.)

The idea now is to renormalize the process depicted in Fig.A.1 by replacing
it by an effective transition rate weff between the initial state composed of n
isolated atoms and the final state containing the stable cluster. Clearly, such a
replacement is only approximately valid. After the replacement, the encounter
rate ωn (R) in eq. (3.17) can be identified with weff . In order to derive weff , we
consider a stationary situation, where the probability p1 of the initial state is kept
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the encounter of 4 atoms out of n = 5 adatoms. The 4
connected atoms are supposed to form a stable cluster (i = 3). First a dimer forms with
a rate w1 then a trimer with a rate w2 , and finally the stable quadrumer with a rate
w3 . The sequential process only leads to the formation of a stable cluster, if neither
the dimer dissociates with the rate v2 nor the trimer dissociates with the rate v3 .

fixed and a constant current J flows between neighboring states containing a kand k+1-cluster. We thus write
J = wk pk − vk+1 pk+1 ,

1 ≤ k ≤ i−1 ,

(A.4)

where pk denotes the probability of the state containing a k-cluster. The set of
equations (A.4) can be readily solved for pi yielding
J = w i pi = w 1 p1

i
Y
wk

k=2

vk

−J

i Y
i
X
wj
k=2 j=k

vj

.

(A.5)

On the other hand we have
J = weff p1 .
Eliminating J from eqs. (A.5),(A.6), we obtain
Q
w1 ik=2 wk /vk
.
weff =
P Q
1 + ik=2 ij=k wj /vj

(A.6)

(A.7)

For large radii R ≫ a, it holds wj /vj ≪ 1 so that we can neglect the sum over k
in the denominator on the right hand side of (A.7). Hence we find
" i
#
 2 i
Y
D
a
ωn (R) ≃ weff ≃ κe
(n−k)
,
(A.8)
2
a
πR2
k=0

where κe = b1

Qi

k=2 bk /dk .

A.2 Lifetime τn (R)
In this Appendix we first derive the lifetime τn (R) of a state with n atoms on top
of an island with radius R in the continuum limit based on the diffusion equation
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supplemented by the boundary conditions (3.7). This is then used to show that
the probability pn (R(t)) to find exactly n atoms on the island at time t equals
a Poisson distribution (when disregarding any possible nucleation events). The
mean number n̄(R(t)) of atoms on the island characterizing the Poisson distribution is given explicitly for the generic growth law R(t) specified in eq. (2.7) and
the resulting expression is taken to renormalize “bare coefficients” in the formula
found for τn (R). Finally, we discuss the lattice corrections to the renormalized
coefficients to obtain the values for κ1 and κ2 given in the text (see the discussion
right after eq. (3.18)).
The solution of the diffusion problem1
∂ρ
= D ∆ρ ,
∂t


∂ρ α
∂ρ
= 0,
+ ρ
=0
∂r r=0
∂r
a r=R

(A.9)
(A.10)

with the initial condition ρ(r, t = 0) = 1/(πR2 ) has been derived by Harris [Har95]:

ρ(r, t) =

∞
X
k=1

λk r


ck λ2k J0 ( R )
2 D
exp −λk 2 t .
J0 (λk )
R
2πR2 αR
a

(A.11)

Here Jν (.) is the Bessel function of νth order, ck ≡ 4(αR/a)2 /(λ2k [λ2k +(αR/a)2 ])
and λk is the kth root (λ1 < λ2 < . . .) of
 αR 
J0 (λ) = λJ1 (λ) .
a

(A.12)

The solution (A.11),(A.12) describes the probability density for a single diffusing
atom that at time t = 0 is randomly deposited on top of a circular island with
a partially reflecting boundary. The probability
that the atom has not escaped
RR
from the island up to time τ is Ψ(τ ) = 2π 0 dr r ρ(r, t), which yields[Har95]
∞
X



2 D
Ψ(τ ) =
ck exp −λk 2 τ
R
k=1

Note that, since Ψ(0) = 1, it must hold
1

(A.13)

P∞

k=1 ck = 1.

To simplify notation, we do not distinguish between the diffusion coefficient Dcont in the
continuum limit and the coefficient D defining the jump rate D/a2 of the adatoms on the
substrate lattice. In two dimensions Dcont = D/4. In the case of heteroepitaxy, moreover,
one has to replace D/a2 by the jump rate on top of an island. Also, we do not introduce the
edge crossing probability αcont = κα α in the continuum limit, where the correction factor κα
depends on both the lattice type and the shape of the island boundary. For a discussion of
the lattice corrections, see Appendix A.2.
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The probability that none of n independent atoms has escaped from the island
up to time τ is Ψ(τ )n . Accordingly, the probability φ(τ )dτ that the first atom
leaves the island in the time interval [τ, τ +dτ ] is
dΨ(τ )n
dΨ(τ )
φ(τ ) = −
= −nΨ(τ )n−1
dτ
dτ
∞
D X
= n 2
cj ...cj ×
R j ,...,j =1 1 n
n
1
h
D i
2
2
2
× λj1 exp −(λj1 + ... +λjn ) 2 τ ,
R
R∞
from which we find for the average time τn (R) ≡ 0 dτ φ(τ )τ ,
R2
τn (R) = n
D

∞
X
cj1 ...cjn

j1 ,...,jn =1

λ2j1
.
(λ2j1 + ... +λ2jn )2

(A.14)

(A.15)

It is easy to show that j1,k < λk < j0,k , where jν,k is the kth zero of Jν (.).
Since jν,k ∼ (k +ν/2−1/4)π for k ≫ ν, the terms in the series of (A.15) rapidly
decrease with increasing jk , k = 1, . . . , n (note that cj depends on λj ). The
leading term can be obtained by setting cj = δj,1 in eq. (A.13), which amounts to
a Poisson approximation of the escape process, Ψ(τ ) ≃ exp(−λ1 Dτ /R2 ). Within
this approximation we obtain
τn (R) =

1 R2 1
,
n D λ21

(A.16)

where λ1 follows from eq. (A.12). In the limit of small αR/a ≪ 1 one finds
2
λ21 ≃ 2αR/a, while in the limit of large αR/a ≫ 1, λ21 ≃ j0,1
. Combining these
two limits yields the interpolation formula
τn (R) ≃


1 R2 
a
κ1
+ κ2
n D
αR

(A.17)

2 ∼
with κ1 = 1/2 and κ2 = 1/j0,1
= 0.173.

Knowing τn (R) we can set up the master equation for the probabilities pn (t) to
find exactly n atoms on top of the island at time t in the presence ofP
an incoming
n
flux F , see eq. (3.19). Introducing the generating function Q(z, t) ≡ ∞
n=0 pn (t)z
we obtain from eq. (3.19)


∂Q
1 ∂Q
2
,
(A.18)
= (z−1) πF R Q −
∂t
τ1 (R) ∂z
For the moment R = R(t) is a general growth law, that is assumed to be a
monotonously increasing function of t (Ṙ ≡ dR/dt > 0). Transforming variables
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from t to R and defining Q̃(z, R) ≡ Q(z, t(R)) and ζ(R) ≡ Ṙ(t(R)), where t(R) is
the inverse function of R(t), eq. (A.18) gives
z−1 ∂ Q̃
πF R2 (z−1)
∂ Q̃
Q̃ .
+
=
∂R τ1 (R)ζ(R) ∂z
ζ(R)

(A.19)

This is a semi-linear partial differential equation of first order that can be solved
by the method of characteristics. For the initial condition Q̃(z, R = 0) = 1 we
obtain
Q̃(z, R) = exp [−(1 − z)n̄(R)] ,
(A.20)
which for pn (R) = pn (R(t)) = [∂zn Q̃(z, R)/n!]z=0 yields the Poisson distribution
(3.20) with
 Z
n̄(R) = πF exp −

R

0

du
τ1 (u)ζ(u)

Z

0

R


 Z u
du u2
du′
exp −
′
′
ζ(u)
0 τ1 (u )ζ(u )

(A.21)

For the generic growth law eq. (2.7) in particular, we obtain
n̄(R) =
=

2π
i

A2 Γ i+2

(1+ α̃R)

Z

R

dx x3 (1+ α̃x)ϕ

0

2π
i

−ϕ

A2 Γ i+2 α̃4

(1+ α̃R)−ϕ

(A.22)

"

#
(1+ α̃R)ϕ+4 − 1
(1+ α̃R)ϕ+3 − 1
(1+ α̃R)ϕ+2 − 1 (1+ α̃R)ϕ+1 − 1
×
,
−3
+3
−
ϕ+4
ϕ+3
ϕ+2
ϕ+1
where α̃ = κ2 α/κ1 and ϕ = 2A−2 Γ2/(i+2) /κ2 . In the quasi-stationary case (∂t Q = 0
in eq. (A.18)) one obtains
n̄st (R) = πF R2 τ1 (R) = π


F R4  a
κ1
+ κ2 ,
D
αR

(A.23)

to which (A.22) simplifies for ϕα̃R ≪ 1 (see the discussion right after eq. (3.21)).
Alternatively, we can determine n̄st (R) by integrating ρst1 (r) over the island
area, which yields


Z R
1
F R4 1 a
st
st
.
(A.24)
+
n̄ (R) = 2π dr r ρ1 (r) = π
D
2 αR 8
0

Hence we can improve the Poisson approximation by renormalizing the bare co2
efficient κ2 = 1/j0,1
≃ 0.173 to κ2 = 1/8 (note that κ1 = 1/2 does not change).
Finally, in order to obtain the constants κ1 and κ2 in eq. (3.18), one has to take
into account the “lattice corrections”. Let us denote by l the position of a lattice
site and by δ j the nearest-neighbor bond vectors, i.e. for a triangular lattice
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Figure A.2: Sketch of the island geometry in the neighborhood of a boundary site l,
from which two jumps in the directions δ 1 and δ 2 lead to an escape from the island
over the step edge barrier.

δ j = (cos[2πj/6], sin[2πj/6])a, j = 0, . . . , 5. The master equation describing the
diffusion of a single adatom on the island reads
5
D X
∂w(l, t)
= 2
[w(l + δ j , t) − w(l, t)] ,
∂t
6a j=0

(A.25)

where w(l, t) is the probability to find the atom at lattice site l. Equation (A.25)
is valid as long as l is not a boundary
In the continuum limit we can write
P
Psite.
5
5
2
4
j=0 [w(l + δ j , t) − w(l, t)] = (1/2)
j=0 (δ j · ∇) w(l, t) + O(a ), which yields
eq. (A.9) when D is replaced by Dcont = D/4 (see also the footnote on page 111).
As a consequence, one has to substitute D by Dcont in all continuum equations,
in particular in eq. (A.24), which means that in eq. (3.18) (referring to the lattice
simulations) one should take κ1 = 4(1/2) = 2 and κ2 = 4(1/8) = 1/2.
The value of κ1 is still not correct, since we have not taken into account the
lattice correction to the parameter α. To derive this correction we consider a
lattice site l at the boundary. For example, one may encounter the situation
sketched in Fig. A.2, where δ 0 and δ 1 lead to sites outside the island (where
w(l + δ j , t) ≡ 0) and the remaining nearest neighbor sites l + δ j , j = 2, . . . , 5 are
on the island. The equation corresponding to (A.25) then reads
1
5
αD X
D X
∂w(l, t)
=
[w(l
+
δ
,
t)
−
w(l,
t)]
+
[w(l + δj , t) − w(l, t)]
j
∂t
6a2 j=0
6a2 j=2
5
D X
2αD
[w(l + δ j , t) − w(l, t)]
= − 2 w(l, t) + 2
6a
6a j=0

−

1
D X
[w(l + δ j , t) − w(l, t)] .
6a2 j=0

(A.26)

In a discretization of the second boundary condition in eq. (A.10) on a triangular
lattice one has to eliminate the outer boundary points l + δ 0 and l + δ 1 via the
discretized version of the “bulk equation” (A.10). This amounts to a cancellation
of the term on the left hand side and the second term on the right hand side of
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P
(A.26) in the continuum limit, and the replacement 1j=0 [w(l+δ j , t)−w(l, t)] =
√
P1
2
j=0 (δ j · ∇)w(l, t) + O(a ) → 3a∂w/∂r. Hence eq. (A.26) corresponds to the
√
second boundary condition in eq. (A.10), when α is replaced by αcont = 2α/ 3
in eq. (A.10).
In general, k nearest neighbor sites of a boundary site l can lie outside the
island (k = 1, . . . , 4). The weights how often such l occur and the way the normal
direction is oriented with respect to the nearest neighbor bond vectors leading to
the sites outside the √
island depend sensitively on the shape of the island edge.
Hence, the factor 2/ 3 is only an estimate, which gives an impression on the
influence of the lattice correction to the coefficient κ1 . Our comparison with the
simulation results in Fig. 3.5 yields αcont ∼
= 4(1/2)2 = 1. We note
= 2α, i.e. κ1 ∼
that in general lattice corrections have always to be included in a continuum description after the effective Schwoebel barrier (for the lattice) has been calculated
from the microscopic barriers (see the footnote on page 17).
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B

Continuous–Time Monte–Carlo
simulations

B.1 General description
The Continuous-time Monte-Carlo method or kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC) method
generates realizations of a stochastic process defined by a master equation. This
allows one to study non-equilibrium systems in a natural way, because the time
scale is already accurately represented. This is in contrast to standard MC algorithms which usually generate a chain of configurations with the aim to sample an
equilibrium ensemble. When kinetic properties are to be obtained from standard
MC simulations, the matching of a physical timescale to MC steps remains an
open problem.
The KMC method is often applied to systems which can be described by a
hopping motion of particles where the moves represent a slow subset of all degrees
of freedom and the fast degrees of freedom, such as lattice vibrations, act as a heat
bath[HTB90]. More microscopic methods, e.g. molecular dynamics and electronic
structure calculations by density functional theory, may be used to calculate
the jump rates, but are impractical for a study of much longer timescales. In
contrast to the usual Monte–Carlo method, where moves may be rejected with a
probability depending on the energy change, the KMC method generates a chain
of configurations in a rejection-less way (the main idea was first put forward in
[BKL75]). It is usually desirable to average over several realizations.
Since this thesis deals with lattice models, we formulate our description for
discrete models, although the KMC method can be applied more generally. Such
a choice is natural for lattice forming systems such as alloys, where the type of
lattice is chosen according to the known crystallographic structure, e.g. fcc for
CoPt3 . Each lattice site i can be either empty or
with state α ∈ 1 . . . q,
Poccupied
q
represented by occupation numbers ni,α with
α=0 ni,α = 1 and α = 0 for a
vacancy. In the context of a binary alloy α ∈ {1, 2} represents the two atomic
species.
For L lattice sites, the system can be in any of (q + 1)L states {ni,α }, denoted
by s ∈ {1 . . . (q + 1)L }. For realistic dynamics in epitaxy, usually only processes
with neighboring sites of each atom are allowed. Deposition events of adatoms
are represented by transitions between states with an increasing number of atoms
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PL Pq

ni,α . In the case of the Potts model, particles do not move but may
change their internal state.
i=1

α=1

The time dependent probability for the system being in state s is described by
a master equation
dP (s) X
=
[Ws′ → s P (s′) − Ws→ s′ P (s)]
dt
′

(B.1)

s

with rates Ws→ s′ for transitions from state s to state s′ . The rates are chosen
to obey the condition of detailed balance Ws′ → s Peq (s′ ) = Ws→ s′ Peq (s), which
precludes the occurrence of limit cycles and ensures that the correct equilibrium
distribution Peq can be attained[NB99]. We assume that the hopping process
is sufficiently fast, so that particles moving close to each other cannot interfere
during a transition.
Then the total transition rate for the system in state s is
X
Wtotal (s) =
Ws→ s′ .

(B.2)

s′

With Ψs (τ ) we denote the (Markovian) probability distribution for a system
being in state s at time t to remain in this state at least up to time t + τ .
Ψs (τ ) is called “waiting time distribution” or “lifetime distribution”. When a
process obeys a master equation (B.1), its waiting time distribution is exponential
(it is called a Poisson process), since from the definition of Ψi one has to remove
the gain term of eq. (B.1) and to sum over all accessible states s′ . This yields
d
Ψs (t) = −Wtotal (s) Ψs (t) ,
dt

(B.3)

and since Ψs (0) = 1 the lifetime distribution of state s is
Ψs (τ ) = e−Wtotal (s)τ

(B.4)

ψs (τ ) = Wtotal (s) e−Wtotal (s)τ .

(B.5)

and its density is

The process is simulated by starting with a state s at time t. Then we draw a
time increment τ according to eq. (B.5) and change to a state s′ at time t + τ .
The new state is chosen among all states s′ with a probability proportional to its
rate Ws→ s′ .
The procedure is repeated, until a desired maximal simulation time tmax or a
certain number of atoms is reached. For a discussion in a wider context and more
details, see e. g. [NB99]
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update
remove
keep

Figure B.1: Processes which need to be updated after the move of the particle on the
left. Some processes need not be updated although the atoms involved are in direct
vicinity of the moving atom.

B.2 Implementation for 3d growth
A straightforward implementation makes explicit reference to the lattice when
querying for neighbors and takes periodicity of boundary conditions into account
for each access to a neighbor of a lattice site. For the purpose of an efficient
implementation of lattice algorithms, it is beneficial to make the algorithm independent of the lattice together with the specification of which directions are
periodic. This can be achieved by making an abstraction to a graph where the
lattice points are represented by vertices which are connected by edges to their
neighbors. By using such data structures, the algorithm becomes independent of
the particular choice of the lattice (fcc in this work) and boundary conditions.
Storing the indices of neighbors was already suggested in [NB99]. A further improvement employed in this work is to store pointers to the data structures of the
neighboring atoms, obviating the need for address calculations.
The lists for storing processes are organized into classes according to energy
differences. For a given set of parameters, tables for the mapping of differences
of bond numbers of the three types and extra interactions through the surface
are set up, taking advantage of energy degeneracies. Depending on the choice
of parameters, typically a few hundred classes result. By using reverse index
lookup tables, insertions and deletions into process lists are O(1) operations, so
that the total computational complexity for a given time increment scales with
the number of active atoms. In the case of a limited number of classes, as in
this case, this method is more efficient than a binary search tree for the whole
process list[Sch02]. Such a tree could also be constructed for the classes, but
the overhead involved would actually slow down the simulation, since the linear
search for selecting a class begins with the one for energy difference 0, which
contains a large fraction of the total rate, so that the full search is very rarely
needed.
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B Continuous–Time Monte–Carlo simulations
For KMC simulations, the update of possible processes in the vicinity of the
moving atom is the most time consuming step. Since the rates depend on both
the initial and final energies, possible moves of second nearest neighbor atoms
around both sites involved in the process that is executed, are affected. However,
for some of those moves the initial and final energies change in the same way,
so that the difference and therefore also the class remains constant, see fig. B.1.
Because the condition for excluding these possible moves does not depend on the
exact occupation of the lattice sites, it is possible to list and store all processes
that may be affected by a given process in a table for quick lookup. These tables
take up most of the program‘s memory (a few hundred MBytes for clusters), but
yield a significant speedup. In the case without exchange processes, the condition
for the necessity of updating a process P from initial site Pi to final site Pf , when
an atom has just moved from initial site Mi to Mf , can be succinctly formulated
as
N(Mi , Pi ) ⊕ N(Mi , Pf ) ∨ N(Mf , Pi ) ⊕ N(Mf , Pf ).
(B.6)
Here N(s1 , s2 ) is true if and only if sites with number s1 and s2 are neighbors
in the lattice and ⊕ denotes the logical exclusive or operation. When allowing
exchange processes for M, additional processes need to be updated.
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C

Fundamentals of Density
Functional Theory

In order to derive the fundamentals of the DFT, we consider the grand canonical
ensemble and supplement the Hamiltonian (5.1) with the chemical potential µα
fixing the mean total occupation p̄α of state α:
X
Hµ = H −
µα xαi .
(C.1)
i,α

is

The statistical operator in the grand canonical ensemble depends on {xαi } and
ρ0 = Z −1 e−β̄Hµ ,

Z = Tr e−β̄Hµ

(C.2)

Here, the trace
P Tr is the sum over all possible occupation states of the lattice
Tr(. . . ) = {xα } (. . . ) and β̄ = 1/kB T .
i

Consider the functional

Ω[ρ] = Tr ρ (Hµ + β̄ −1 ln ρ)

(C.3)

for an arbitrary density ρ[{xαi }] with Trρ = 1. Then, for ρ 6= ρ0 we can prove the
Gibbs inequality
Ω[ρ] = Tr ρ (Hµ + β̄ −1 ln ρ)
(C.4)
−1
−1
−1
= Tr ρ (−β̄ ln ρ0 − β̄ ln Z + β̄ ln ρ)
= −β̄ −1 ln Z Trρ + β̄ −1 Tr (ρ ln ρ − ρ ln ρ0 )


 

ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
−1
−1
Ω[ρ] − Ω[ρ0 ] = β̄ Tr ρ ln
= β̄ Tr ρ0
ln −
+1
> 0.
ρ0
ρ0 ρ0 ρ0
We used that Ω[ρ0 ] is the grand canonical potential and the fact that x ln x > x−1
for all x 6= 1.

The final step is to make the connection to the occupation densities with the
theorem of Mermin[Mer65]. It states that for given occupation density p = {pαi =
Tr ρ xαi } and interactions, the external potential {ǫαi } is a unique function of {pαi }.
P
The proof proceeds by assuming the contrary, i.e. two potentials V = i,α ǫαi xαi
and V ′ in the full Hamiltonians Hµ and Hµ′ with statistical operators ρ and ρ′
which yield the same density p.
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C Fundamentals of Density Functional Theory
We have with (C.4)
Ω[ρ] < Ω[ρ′ ] = Tr ρ′ (Hµ + β̄ −1 ln ρ′ )
= Ω′ [ρ′ ] + Tr ρ′ (Hµ − Hµ′ )
= Ω′ [ρ′ ] + Tr ρ′ (V − V ′ )

(C.5)

Swapping primed and unprimed quantities, we obtain
Ω′ [ρ′ ] < Ω[ρ] + Tr ρ (V ′ − V ).

(C.6)

When adding the two inequalities, we find a contradiction
0 < Tr (ρ′ (V − V ′ ) + ρ (V ′ − V ))
= Tr (V − V ′ )(ρ′ − ρ)
!
X ′
X
ǫαi xαi (ρ′ − ρ)
ǫαi xαi −
= Tr
i,α

=

X
i,α

= 0.

(C.7)

i,α

[ǫαi Tr xαi (ρ′ − ρ)] −

i
Xh ′
ǫαi Tr xαi (ρ′ − ρ)
i,α

Therefore, the occupation density p uniquely determines the statistical distribution ρ and thus eq. (C.4) becomes
Ω[p] > Ω[p0 ]

(C.8)

for a density p 6= p0 and Ω[p] = Ω[p0 ] for p = p0 . The equilibrium density p0
therefore minimizes the functional Ω[p] and the variational principle follows as a
necessary condition
∂Ω[p]
= 0.
(C.9)
∂pαi p0
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